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carry me to meeting of a Sunday, and ty and fashion? Not that, entirely.— daughter Julia, Mr. Crayton,’ said the upon bis horse, and out of range hi
counting the minutes to keep sure we dured by the four who had escaped, their
A S O L D IE R ’S S T O R Y .
the rest of the world must say and do
had our senses; until the north star shoes gave out and they were obliged to
*
Whether Ralph had father. Their eyes met, and for a mo called back;
what they like.’
How a Miciiagan Boy E scaped from pointed homeward. We never asked a travel over the frozen ground with feet
seen the cold, calculating nature of ment both stood as if turned to pillars
‘Heat it hot, Sam, heat it hot.’
white man for food blit once.’
crippled by frost, and exposed to all the
‘I see, Ralph, the thing is as good as Kate, or not, one thing is certain, he of salt, and Ralph’s self-possession
a Southern P rison.
B a b y L o o k i n g O u t (o r M e.
‘And the negroes?’ I could not help ruggedness of the forests. One of their
done, for when your mind is made up seemed not to ’ be greatly affected by nearly deserted him, but he succeeded
I mportance of L earning a T rade.
interrupting,
‘were
they
friendly?’
number lost the use of his, and the others
there it is for the tim e; but if I had the loss of her favor, but with cheerful in performing the usual salutation with —The advantages of having learned a
Two little busy bauds patting on the window,
Michigan has a most picturesque and in ‘Oh, they were always. They brought were obliged to carry him. It was an.
Two laughing bright eyes looking out for me;
been told the town pump had moved in assiduity gave his whole energy to the some degree of credit. Here he had trade are strikingly demonstrated in viting ladscape, and our western cousins us food, told us how to steer clear ol heroic exertion of what little strength
Two little rosy-red cheeks with a dimple;
are
so
given
to
hospitality
that
it
is
a
to the church pulpit, I should as soon cultivation and improvements of his thus unexpectedly met the original of seasons like the present. The Phila
rebel pickets or hunting parties out scout cold and hunger and rebel cruelty had
Mother-bird is coming; baby do you see?
have believed it as this story you have farm. He had had a few hundred dol that picture which he had carried in delphia Ledger has the following ap charming State to visit. There I gathered ing for Y'anks. Once we thought some left them, but it cost the poor, disabled
the details of the following striking and slaves had betrayed us. We had been fellow too much to profit by such kind
Down by the lilac bush, something white and
told
of
yourself,
if
I
had
heard
it
from
lars to begin with, and in his boyhood his heart, aud from the look that had propriate remarks on this subject:
azure
pathetic illustration of that noble patriot- four days without food, and could not
and he plead with them, as men
anybody else. But now tell me what had had some experience upon a farm. met his own, he felt assured that his
Saw I in the window as I passed the tree;
“ In referring to the large number of ism which so distinguished the volunteers find as usual the few roots and berries ness,
for their lives, to abandon him and
Well I know the apron and shoulder knots of place you commence your operations on.’
of
every State in our late war. A cap that we dare eat, when from our hiding plead
There
was
an
old
mortgage
of
one
own countenance was not entirely persons who have no trades, and who
ribbon
secure
their own safety. ‘Leave you?’
‘I have bought the old Zack Hacket thousand dollars upon the farm which strange to her. His aunt and sister are now seeking employment, there was tain iu a Chicago regiment related to a place in a dense thickets we saw some they said.
All belong to baby, looking out for me.
‘Leave yon to starve, to fall
relative his experience in Andersonville. slaves at work. We made sure no white into the hands
farm.’
was
to
remain
for
several
years
if
the
one
branch
of
the
subject
left
untouch
wondered
what
in
the
world
had
become
of the rebs? Never! Let
Talking low ly and tenderly
‘What, away off there? Y’ou might interest w-as paid. He made necessary of Ralph that he did not get home be ed. I t is that connected with clerks, It is incredible what he suffered. Could men were near them, crept near and told is die together.’ ‘But you need not die,
To myself as mothers will,
men
with
human
hearts
invent
such
tor
Spake I softly, God in Heaven
as well go into the wilderness and done repairs upon the buildings, which were fore sunset. He had engaged a neigh book-keepers and office attendants of all tures? At one time a rebel guard held our sto|y. Like all we had met, thej •vhy will you lose your lives for mine;
Keep me darling free from ill.
with it.’
much better than they had tlie reputa bor to tie up and feed his cattle at noon, grades. There is a growing tendency up before him a letter. He had not listened with marked pity to our sad story, !<>ok at me, it isn’t wort i the cost boys.
Worldly gear and worldly honors
‘Why, Tom, it is a most charming lo tion of being. Like some folks, they in case lie did not return, bnt now it among short-sighted parents to put their heard from home for weary months, and and then promised when they were calleb Good-by, I’m willing to die, God bless
Ask I not for lier from tliee;
dinner to get us something if it was you, and good-by!’ ‘God bless ns, with
But from want and sin and sorrow,
cation—a pond and an ever running bad the worst side out. A maiden aunt was growing dark and he had not come. boys in offices, under a false impression there, almost within reach, he saw the to
possible. — ‘Dey’s dreftle ’spicious ot you lying here like that! No, come on,
Keep her ever pure and free.
brook, a beautiful light loamy soil, and a younger sister comprised the What could have happened? But he that such occupation is more genteel precious little packet in which a loving Yanks, but we’se cunning, sahs, we won't such help as we can give, you shall have.
♦ * * * * « ♦ ♦
wife had written what would solace him stir up nobody.’ That was enough; so And we got him into the American lines,
Two little waxen hands
splendid fruit trees, and everything household.
came at last. A few days after, he than the learning of a trade. This is for
many a weary hour to come. ‘ Nice
Folded soft aud silently;
that could please the eye.’
The first year, Ralph’s farm opera went off with a large puug-sleigh, and the most mischievous notion, and one little wife, isn’t she?’ chuckled the we crept back to our brush and awaited too,’ s.ii 1 Lucian, exultantly. ‘Poor fel
Two little curtained eyes
‘I never saw much beauty in cold tions did not exhibit very flattering re when he returned he brought with him that is likely to entail upon their chil wretch, with a meaning sneer that made the weary noon, when we gladly saw out low his feet had to come off, but he sot
Looking out no more for me:
Two little rosy cheeks,
water, nor dirt of any kind, loain, sand turns. His accounts, reduced to form, a dozen of beautiful South Downs. dren troubles and sorrows and heart- me long to throttle him, were the captain’s friends go home to their dinner. Soon well.’
the shouts of men and the baying ot
Dimple dented nevermore;
‘lie never will forget how much he
or clay. But there are no buildings stood thus:—
Two or three times in the course of the bnrniiig during all th e re s t of their lives. words. ‘ She ! sent me a pile of green hounds startled us. ‘Those negroes have >wes
Two little trodden shoes
to you,’ I said.
That will never touch the floor;
worth speaking of, aud you’ll have to (
r
next week or two, Ralph was off all All business is subject to fluctuations, backs,’’coolly drawing out the crisp notes. betrayed ns,’ was our despairing bill
Oh! no,’ answered Lucian, modestly
Shoulder ribbon softly twisted,
‘ Don’t know’s tile letter wurt antliing to whispered groan. We had nothing fot waiving
build,
and
that’ll
cost
you
something,;
dk/**
C
l.
which
the
wisdom
of
men
and
of
gov
day,
and
once
it
was
‘rather
late”
in
all claim to obligation, ‘we nev
Apron folded, clear and white;
vou’ll find; why, what do you suonose ' T,° munurp bought $50 oo By iu tons hay $isu oo the evening when lie got home. His ernments have thus far been unable to me now; like it?’ For the first and last it but to lie down completely covered with er shall torget one another, we have all
These are left me—aud these only,
it m o t
1 ’I f
•1 . ,
,‘®a“ work Hired 30 <W “ 100 busll. beans ISO OO
time that name—my own—in her well our blankets anil await our certain fate.
Of the childish presence bright,
lb cost me to have mj buildings painted
hired help
orresponded
ever since we got home. I
aunt and sister wondered wliat could control, and when a commercial or finan known hand, betrayed me into exhibiting
We heard the rebels as they circled think we never could have got on, our
30 “ potatoes 20 oo
cial depression occurs, those who are an emotion that Iliad resolved no cruelty about
Thus He sent an answer to my earnest praying. over this summer?’
vegetables
15 oo take him away from home so much.
the
thicket,
notdaring
to
drive
theii
shoes were so worn and our feet so bad,
•Three or four hundred dollars.’
Thus He keeps my darling free from earthly
fodder
15 00
One day an elderly gentleman came the first to suffer, and among the most should wring from me. I begged for
into it anti cheered on the hounds; if our negro friends had not told us of a
stain.
‘Over five.’
;
------ in a sleigh, and behind him were three hopeless victims, are book-keepers, that letter with tears. ‘ No you don’t horses
we could not hope that the keen instincts ,'ood Union man who would gladly help
Thus He folds the pet lamb sure from earthlv
sneered
the
fiend,
tearing
it
into
tatters
sti aving.
o i l , well, I ve no Idea of painting or
Balance in favor of farm, S100. young cattle of tlie Jersey breed, all clerks, copyists, and office attendants
of those terrible dogs would be at fault; is. By their careful directions and asBut I miss her sadly from the window pane.
huildmg I he old house is not so bad ; Pretty low figures for hard work almost ‘handsome as pictures,’ delivered by the of every kind. At such times, the in a leisure exultant way before my eyes. they dashed into the very spot where we uirances that he would not betray us, we
‘ Y’anks no business to have letters, any lay, stopped, smelt all about onr blankets were led to seek him. He told us we
after
all,
and
the
barn
and
out-build-1
day
and
night.
But
Ralph
felt
that
workman
ill
a
number
of
the
mechani
same
farm
hand
who
was
chopping
Till I look above it,—then with purer vision.
Sad, I weep no longer for the lilac bush to pass. uigs, save some needed repairs, are very There was one item lo b e credited to wood in the shed the first day Ralph cal trades can find employment on his way.’ • I never,’ I continued, ‘ heard a and turned away. Again and again, by ■
‘hould not be safe with him, but that he
soldier who had been in a rebel prison
and threats, did the rebs try to knew of a cave where we could lie con
For 1 see her angel, pure, and white, and sinless
own account. Tlie shoemaker can make relate his experience.’ ‘You never have?’ shouts
, ,
1‘farm’ which could 1101 ve*’y well be ex- was at Mr. Proctor’s.
Walking with the Harpers by the sea of glass. g007 i,
make them scour the thicket; they nevei cealed. His son had been hidden there
ell, but it is oil out of the way,! pressed iu figures, and that was the in‘Somehow, this Mr. Proctor seems to shoes or mend them ; the tailor can exclaimed a cousin; why, there is Lucian, betrayed us by a single bark, and at last
months to escape being con
Two little snowy wings,
where you wont see anybody once a expressible pleasure and satisfaction take a great interest in your affairs,’ make garments or mend them ; the in the sitting room. He has been in Lib their masters called them and gallopped eighteen
scripted by the rebels. He preferred that
Softly flutter to and fro—
said
Aunt Judy to Ralph after that painter and glazier, tlie-. carpenter, the by, or the same thing, and lie was with away. We looked at one another then, to fighting against the flag he loved. My
1
1
1
0
1
1
’
which
lie
had
experienced
in
watehin
Two tiny childish hands.
‘I t’s only a mile and a half from the the growth and development of his gentleman had left.
Beckon still to me below—
bell-hanger, the locksmith, tlie plumber, fllt: 8oidi®rs that oaPtured Jeff Davis. Il we had no words to speak our soletni little girl carried him food,’ said his fath
g ’
,
!
. ...’ i lie is not too modest he can tell you a
Two tender angel eyes.
meeting-house, and commands a fine crops, and the enjoyment which he had
•Well—yes—perhaps so,’ said Ralph, tlie gas-fitter and many others that will i „ruat de;d> but h(J is not ,-ond o lsp fnning sense of God's care of ns in this hopeless er: ‘She learned to be right sly, and I
Watch me ever earnestly—
straii. The negroes came back and we
view
of
the
town.
I
’ve
walked
out
Through the loop-holes of the stars
found in being abroad in the open day, with a peculiar expression, ‘and to come occur to the reader, can search for and yarns, as he termes it.’ My interest in saw them put some food ill the place iu will send her to you to-day with some
thing to eat, and the leather from my
Baby’s looking out for me.
there a great many times before sun even though he had had to work hard. up with him, I take great interest in find odd jobs that will give them at least a lively discussion upon editors and pub
which they' had agreed with us to leav saddle and some shoemakers’ tools with
rise, in the summer, to admire the beau And with the coming on of winter, he his eldest daughter.’
the means of living. Tlie skilled man, lishers flagged instantly. I made an ex- it. but dared not trust ourselves to go which you can patch up your shoes, aud
ty of tlie place.’
‘O, you rogue,’ exclaimed Aunt Judy, witli tools at. his command, is in most cuseto visit the young ioiks iu the sitting- near it we thought it was a trap to de that is the best I can do for you, for the
hoarded his crops, and, like a good sea
Ip K c U iU U L
‘Better have been abed, like a sensi man, got everything close and tight for ‘is that what’s to pay?’
respects m aster of the situation. But room, where music and merriment made coy us from our safe retreat.
rebs have taken all. My boy'had laid in
the bright day seem more gladsome still.
ble fellow, than such strange notions cold weather, and when the winds blew
At la st the pains of hunger drove us to the cave so long, and he pined so to eat
‘Now, Ralph,' saiti Mattie, his sister, the clerk, tb e book-keeper, the office-at
‘They tell me,’I began, wthout preface, trust
would
not
have
got
into
your
head.—
with us once more, that he said at Christ
t
nera,
or
at
least
meet
death
in
a
tendant, are helples's. -hey can not ‘ that you helped take Jeff Davis.’
and tlie snow flew, Ralph sat in the ‘are you in earnest or only joking?’
From the New England Farm er.
er form. One of our number went mas, ‘Father. I must eat my Christmas
Now, Ralph, don’t hurry this project of large south room of his old farm house,
‘I t’s no joke with me, I assure you. establish mercantile, commercial, or
‘ Yes,’answered Mr. Smith quietly; ‘I speedi
dinner
with vou, if I die for it.’ We set
RALPH -CRAYTON;
to
the
negroes,
and
soon
after
we
saw
yours; take a little more time. Y’ou before a cheerful, open wood fire, read And now, Mattie, that the thing is out, manufacturing houses to give employ belonged to the 4th Michigan cavalry. I
may come to your senses yet, before it tlie F armer and some choice book, if you say so, we’ll take a ride over ment to themselves. 7 ’iiey must wait suppose you read the published account; him si gnaling us to come out. It was a watch, and lie had just begun to eat.
OR
when
the
rebs surrounded the house and
impossible to look into their honest,
is too late. I ’m afraid this project will among them, tlie old one lie mentioned there some pleasant evening, and you many a weary day unti 1 the season or it was perfectly accurate.’
friend ly taees, listen to their eager assur took him. Yes, he had to fight, and was
"Be fully persuaded in your own Mind.”
ruin your prospects with cousin Kate, to bis friend Tom Burton, and felt con shall see what I call life and a home, the year s of depression are over, be ‘How do you relish the fuss made about- ances., and then doubt that they had relig killed in a cause that his soul hated.’
his hardships, alter your experience iu a
and give your rival, that conceited, tent with his lot. Not exactly content, for yourself.’
With what sympathy our poor, tootsore,
iotisly kept our secret. They said the
fore they can find that employment for rebel prison ?’
utting disciple of Aisculapius the ad either. Something was wanting. His
eaine along L'uuting tor Yanks just hunted patriots must have listened to this
•O, Ralph, I’m so impatient I can’t their pens which they unfortunately
There was no anger in his brief reply, party
tragedy,
narrated in few words, but elo
as
the.v
went
up
to
the
house,
and
vowed
vantage. Kate is a fine girl, though sister and aunt were all well enough, wait. When shall we go?’
made the-ir sole means of livelihood.— but unutcrable sadness in his look. He
seat ch every nook and corner before quent with the sad pathos of a father’s
‘Good evening, Tom.’
site thinks something of sty le; and kind and affectionate, intelligent and
*
*
*
*
*
All this is another of the lamentable had won the noblest of all graces,patience, to
crushed
heart.
To him it was a privilege
night.
At
another
time
we
found
our
‘Hallo. Ralph, that you?’
then, that nice little fortune of hers,— sympathetic, but still, Ralph could not
At Christmas time, the next year, results o f having learned no trade in and with those, too, who had wronged anil selves upon the brink: of a large river he would not forego io do his best for all
‘Yes, it is I, certain.’
"ten thousand”—is not to be found ev he said to be content. He would read the old Zack Hackett place witnessed
childhood. The subject is, indeed, one tortured him almost beyond belief.
true
Union
men.
All day long they
•Bnt tell me ail about your imprison which we must cross. vVe built a raft as worked at their shoes,
‘Is it true, Ralph, that you have giv ery day, and I don’t want her to throw and muse some; go out and feed his housewarming such as made its latter!80 w*de m its ramifications, and so proand by nightfall
well as we could, for we dared not make
en up llie situation you had at Tape & herself away on that coxcomb. 1 know cattle—two cows and two young heif days surpass its first, it was the ‘Old I loundly important in its consequences, ment.'
were in such serviceable condition
• I cannot, lie answered with a smile; the least noise, laboring long and wearily they
Yardsticks?’
that
they
resumed
their
journey in com
you have got the inside of tlie track iu ers, with old ‘sorrel,’ constituted his Hackett’ place no longer. Mr. Proctor!that it is time it bad engaged more ‘the
we
so
ex
hausted
from
hunger.
Then
we
truth is too bad to be repeat
comfort. This patriot’s saddle
‘It is true. Wliy, does it seem to the chase, and can just as easily win as entire stock. We may as well say that said, though he didn’t hold to giving | thorou; ;h and more systematic attention ed. simple
I can give you twenty incidents jnst waited until night-fall and struck out ill parative
saved
their
lives,
for
if
they had been
to
the
river,
thinking
we
had
adroitly
you, as it does to every body else but not, if you only “ mind you eye.”
us they occur to me, and yon will think
there was a picture hid away'down young folks too great a start in the on the part of the people.”
eluded the rebel pickets, but the instant obliged to go on as they were, their feet
myself, a bad move?’
‘I shall be just as good in cowhide deepin Ralph’s heart which, though world to begin with, yet he thought
I am spinning yarns.’
would
soon
have
become
useless, like
‘It does, most decidedly. But pray ind cotton jean, as in broadcloth and out of sight to the rest of the world, something might as well be done in
‘By no means. I have abundant proof our frail craft was afloat, the bullets those cf their disabled comrade.
The
whistled about our ears, amidst shouts
tell me what you are going to do now?’ patent leather. If Kate takes me, she was often ‘in his eye.’ While he was a just getting them comfortably under S Y M P A T H Y o f t iie m in d in all that I have read and heard that noth and
little
girl
came
with
her
basket
of pro
yells as if the whole region was up
ing is too bad to believe.’
‘Well, Torn, I don't like to tell, be takes me for what I am myself, not clerk at Tape and Yardstick’s, there way and letting them have tilings snug
H IT H TH E B O D Y .
visions
over
the
same
path
she
had
trav
in
arms.
We
abandoned
ourdeariy
built
‘Here, then, is a fact of which I was raft, which they instantly destroyed, and elled daily for so many months to feed
cause I know you’ll laugh and call me what I wear.’
had come into the store, one day, a anti tidy to begin with. And the third
of one day: a rebel cap
A 11 are aware of tlie wonderful influ atainwitness
a fool. But still, as it involves no one
All that’s well enough, but you young lady who had ‘filled his eye.’ It year of Ralph’s farm life, found him
came into our prison followed by a ran for our lives, the balls pattering her poor, lost brother.
but myself, no one else has a right to know, Ralph, that the look of the thing, was not the richness or style of her at- the happiest man in Snackerty. His ence- exerted by the condition ol the small dog. He went out, but the dog nev about us though not one hit, and as we Dangers thickened as Our friends near
,
,
,
, •
| body upon tlie faculties and affections er did, and in fifteen minute after not an ran, there light before ns on the shore ed the goal ot their hopes; it seemed im
complain.’
style, fashion, if you please, rules the tire, though these were faultless, but it iaim,
with its stock and implements,' ..r ,i. 1 • ,
,, possible to make any advance safely, for
.i
i dollars,
i A
01 Die „„
mind.
lrcuu an atom of him could have been found; lie lay a boat with oars; in a twinkling ’tw.as they
‘No one else but yourself; but what world, aud there s no use kicking against I was the quiet beauty of her sweet face. was worthi. five thousand
were compelled to pass, or rather
anti
, v Ihc ollowing
across the stream, while we lay
.. , , . ,,
,
.
e-stjay on
indigestion,
by Dr. James had been eaten without cooking. -All," shooting
are you going to do' about that cousin it.’
creep, creep through Breckinridge’s enhugging
the
bottom
and
listening
to
the
the unconscious race of her own pe .................
wholly out ol i,:
debt,
though
this
latter:
i,,i,
„
. ■
‘
i
lie shuddered, turning from the loath
<• ,
. chance
i
‘
-Johnson,
contains
some
very
re-markKate of mine, with whom they say you
What you say, Tom, is too tru e ; culiar self, whicli had ambrotyped it a:, owing to his fortunate
ire
army.
-More than one movement,
ac-! aijj,. f-act’s
J
some remembrance, ‘that is nothing ab music o f the balls as they struck the
have a contract, as the business world and yet, I have an old book at home, self in his heart. She came and went, quantanee at tlie cattle auction.
as each had now become, drew
solutely uothiiig to what I saw. I select water all about us, and the curses of the cautious
1
)r.
J.
illustrates
his
subject
by
the
the lire ot tile enemy's pickets; still they
calls it, but which lovers call an engage wliieli I sometimes read, which says: no one else seemed .to notice her, and
ed it because it seemed more credible rebs at the devilish luck that left the boat never
Y\ lien tlie domestic storm burst over
a wound. Once, when
ment?’
‘Be not conformed to this world, for tlie no one knew who she was, and Ralph tlie household before referred to, anti fol',owing remarks :—
than any of the others; judgo what they in our way. We reached the other side ilmost received
within the Union lines, they saw
in safety and crept into the shelter of t.he
‘1 lately saw a genth ;mun of brilliant were.’
‘That is one of the unsolved prob fashion thereof passeth away.’
‘Love departing hade farwell’ to that, talents and prolific g e nius, who could
forbore
to
press
the
matter
for
fear
of
it
a
dintance
a
party
of soldiers cooking
forests,
hungry
and
cold,
with
an
exat
lems.’
‘ Did you believe the excuse since of
‘YVell, but look at your own church remark.
i savory meal by their evening camp fire
lie was rapidly increasing his choicest s i t down and write extemporaneously fered
that the rebels had no better food perated foe all in arras about us. Once ■Boys,’
‘An open question, eh?’
members. There is not one of them
ran
the
joyful
whisper,
‘we’re all
more Piovidence had spared us.’
Ralph had made up his mind that, if girts at ‘the farm.’ A little girl, of lit
you?’
‘Precisely.’
but will laugh at your course, and say an opportunity offered, lie would take tle more than a year old, was crowded whole pages of surprising poetical ef to ‘Igive
now.' See? these are negro soldiers.
have no doubt that they were de As this soldier lived over again that right
fusions, with scarcely an effort of the
xceping
a
sharp
lookout,
they
crept
nois‘Well, but you haven’t told me what you are a fool.’
measures for improving his stock, and from Hie cradle by a little baby boy.
prived of all luxuries but they had enough terrible night march of six weeks in
you are going to do.’
‘All I can say is, that it becomes add a few sheep by way of experiment Blessings with Ralph and Julia over mind, and who would yet, from sudden that they might have given us, which we length, he never once spoke lightly oi lessly nearer aud nearer, so near that one
derangement of tlie digestive organs, should have been only too thankful for. luck or good fortune or happy chance; rose up to spring with a shout for the boys
‘Farming 1’
every one to “ be fully persuaded” in bis upon his farm. While he was thinking flowed in basket and store.
be so completely and quickly p rostrated No, they know that they were without ex no the loving care which God had vouch in blue right in their midst, when a move‘Now, Ralph, no joking with an old own mind, for, “ to yourself alone you the subject over, one day, his eye fell
in intellectual power, as not to be able cuse. Thay had room enough, yet we sated to these, his hunted children, he neut on the part of an officer revealed
friend. Tell me, though, what are you stand or fall.
, upon all advertisement in the F armer
to them the rebel uniform. With hearts
H eat it H ot, S a m !
to write three lines on the most common were crowded, fifteen hundred men of us. did not seem to be ashamed to recognize. ’that saddened as they were, would beat
going to do? Olf for Chicago, St. Lou
■I see, there s no moving you, and I of sheep and cattle for sale the next
into a single room right opposite the Lib Once, when too weak to go on, and too loud for their owner’s tears, they
subject,
On
a
late
occasion
w
ben
he
is, Yirginia City, San Francisco, or must give up ; but it s bard, Ralph.’
(]ay ;n a t,own 110t nlauy miles distant.
One cold, blustering winter evening, had to communicate an official l ransac- by prison, that was so small that we afraid to stay where they were, these
away, hungry and cold, to make
some other promising city of the Great
‘But this need not break our friend- The next morning lie put on a rather a horseman drew up to a tavern kept tion that required not more tha n half could never lie down at once. Some men for the first time ventured to ask for crawled
me more brave push toward the North
West? Some such place is the opening ship, Tom.’
-better than every day suit, shaved, and by a militia colonel, and asked if he a dozen lines in the plainest lan. ruage, were crushed, when those who were food of a white man. He heard their Star.
for a young man of spirit and enter
fell, from exhaustion, or when story with cordial sympathy. ‘I am inv‘Never, Ralph ; give us your hand— Put 011 a c°llar and cravat a little bet- could have accomodation for the niglit. he could not put pen to paper, ti tough standing
at last with that great and terriprise.’
there was a scramble for our rations, selt,’ said he, ‘a Union man, a true Union ileWhen
journey behind them, they caught the
‘Neither of which I am, if you please, if you ever need a lavor come to me !’ ter tkan usual—though Ralph never A half-grown lad answered in the af the attempt was made fifty times i n the or for water. Now, supposing they had man, but with sesesh neighbors all about sight of the old flag, and the Union army
♦ ' *
*
*
»
»
* thought it necessary to go looking like firmative, and ushered him into tlie sit course of two days. A t length he was no food, as they say, we know they hat! me what I can do? ft would cost me my
Tom. But I tell you, honestly and so
A few days after, saw Ralph Cray- 1‘sancho-’ because be was only a farmer ting-room where tlie great wood fire, of forced to throw himself into a p o st- witter always, and in abundance, butthey life to be found helping you. Let me tel. as it lay within a stone’s throw of them,
berly, I ain going to farming, and that
they were so near the rebel pickets they
)ld —and, hitching old sorrel to the sleigh, itself, gave him a welcome. After sup chaise, and perform a long journey to never allowed us enough. Some did not you—stiy where you are until dusk. I’li could see their faces and hear their jesting
too, not out West, or down South, or toni in tl)e ver3’ suit lle lla<l foretold,
011
see ."?iat oou!9 ke 8a*ned at per, the landlord made his appearance, deliver orally what might have been don e get any; some had just enough to tor go home and have a nice lot of thing threats at the Y'anks. At the rustle of a
down East, but here iu old Massachu driving his “ sober horse” through tlie
up, and then I’ll let you know
e kad a little money to for the first time. He was hearty, and in one minute by the pen. In half an ture them and for purposes of cleanliness cooked
would hear the click of their
setts ; aud what is worse yet, in this streets of Snackerty, where lie had but ie aUC 1?11’
never gave us any; yet it was al- when the coast’s clear, and you can come leaf they
ready guns, and so they lay with
lately walked, to all appearance, a de- S}Wr,e ancl “10re ha>' tIlan hls Present hale, and rosy as any boniface need be, hour after this ride was performed, he :| they
very town of Snackerty.’
ways in sight, as if to tantalize us. They down and get all you can carry.’ While every
•
heir
fair
land of promise in view for
but
he
waabent
and
crippled
in
bis
gait.
voted
votary
of
fashion.
Many
of
bis
I
8tock
™uld
consume,
and
if
matters
lie
was
speaking
they
watched'
narrowly
sat
down
and
wrote
an
ode
descriptive
took from us, too, all our clothing, and
‘You look and speak exactly as though
forty eight-hours flat upon their faces, and
you were in earnest, but I can’t hardly old associates and acquaintances turned, | ,were favorable lie made up his mind to He explained by saying lie bad taken of his own state of nervous irritability, we had no covering for the night. Al- every line of his face. Honesty itselt longing for food. It was beyond all the
never
wore
a
more
sincere
one,
and,
sure
cold
which
had
settled
in
bis
back.
which would not have done discredit i nost all our boys had greenbacks and
believe you are suck a—’
’ {away their heads as they met him,
igonies that the past had cost them, for
o ther valuables about them. These were test, he met their eyes with the clear, un hope
‘I don’t mind tlie pain so much,’ he to tlie pen of a Byron.’
‘Fool !—out with it. Tom ’
' some,perhaps, to save hurting his feel-, r Arriving at the place of sale, lie soon
had revived and courage died.
winking, open glance of truth. Nothing
found that neither
al
1
taken,
and
never
restored.
Some
beg‘Well, 1 confess, there’s no other ings at being recognized in such a “ rig.” K°““
ohSmvithe continued, ‘but it is so inconvenient. I
So near, aud yet so fa r! Life, warmth,
‘The author of this essay has him
d hard to be allowed to redeem keep- could have seemed more reasonable than love,
sympathy, hundreds of kindred
term that so exactly expresses mv Some pitied him for his folly, but more• .
, . r .. . * While obseiving have been recommended to try a poor self been so enervated by a fit of what ge
sal :es pledging their honor to pay three his excuses for not bringing them food
• ' 5 expresses my made *p their minds U)at ay ’Quug fflan | the sale, lie fell into conversation with man’s plaster, and if you will excuse me
is called indigestion, so as to be utt<jr- tiia es their worth ; but ou. generous foes at once, it was foolhardiness for any hearts and ready hands to do battle for
mind. But now tell me, are you really
them
if
had only known, and be
I
will
have
it
put
on.
Sam
!
Samuel!
that could take such a course never was | a.B ,l 1 el, -v 8en^ eir>an upon farming,
ly incapable of breaking the seal o l' a would never allow it. They took from Union man to risk seeesh vengeance.— yond ailthey
in earnest?’
that, in ecstatic perspective,
much, after all, or he would have more i stock and so forth, and soon discovered Samuel M ellatten!’
letter for twenty-four honrs—though to me any watch which my uncle gave me They lay concealed all day gnawed with friends, hoLue, beloved ones whom they
‘I was never more so iu my life.’
that lie was thoroughly posted in all tlie
‘Here, lather,’ said the young hope- all appearance, in good health at the for my name, and they sneered at all my the pangs of hunger, while they feasted had thought of heretofore, only as in a
‘Excuse me, I know I’ve no right to ambition and gumption, than to settle
promises to pay for it ten fold. Our food upon the thought of the good things in brainsick dre.nn—all this at the mercy of
catechise you on your plans bufw kat Ido'vn as a “ clod hopper.” Tom Bur- bandies of the business and very in fill, hastily swallowing a huge piece ol time.’
was—it was nothing—a mouthful of raw store for them, and believe me, never did rebel pickets f it was too much. They
is it that induces you to take this ton’s fears in regard to his cousin Kate, “ Linn^-in
'1;
h“n h?,S Slt' mince pie which he had been quietly en
meal or half-cooded beans, that wakened twilight fall more sweetly to waiting dared not advance. One more close en
joying.
strange course? A young gentleman 've,enotu,,founded- The Burtons were ‘
‘ '
e ons- I he gentleman
the cravings of a starving stomach to mad eyes. When they came out of the forest counter with grim death, inch by inch,
seemed to take an interest in his affairs
‘Here, Sam,’ my boy, heat this plas
M IS T A K E S .
of taste, education and talent enough the ru,inS family in Snackerty, anil all
ness. There were windows on one side they passed a house; they had then only noiselessly, as serpen.’s might slide to
from which we could see the boats as they to cross the road, and they would be at wards their prey,and—then. Saved!
for a lawyer, minister, doctor, merchant ,lle young men of ambition and smart- and, as neither were interested iu the ter for ine and put it bn my back. Heat
In "Ten Months in Brazil,” written by came
up laden with boxes lor us from the door of their Uniou friend. ‘We
or any thing else you please to he.’
ness we,e eager to make their alliance. sale, lie asketl Ralph to go home with it hot, Sam.’
Friendly faces all about them,
him to dinner aud take a look at his
Saying whicli he handed the plaster Mr. John Codnian, “Ringbolt,” are the the North. Wecould read ourown names were so hungry,’ said Mr. Smith, ‘that saved!
‘Thank you, Tom, for the high opin Kate was pleased with the attention of sheep and cattle, that he might find
eyes full of pity fixed upon their skeleton
following:
upon
them. We knew too well, what we were rushing along thinking of noth figures, eager voices asking showers of
for
his
son,
and
seating
himself
astride
ion you have always seemed to have of Ralph Crayton while he was considered what he was in pursuit of with him, as
ing
else;
my
comrades
kept
a
little
ahead
his chair with his back to the fire, threw
On our first acquaintance with the treasur.es of food they contained ; but we of me and were past the house, when a kind questions, while they sat stunnedme, and I hope it may never he less. the first young gentleman of the place,
of carrying passengers upon the never got them, although we could see
girl came out, as if wishing to stop mid utterly speechless. i"‘or weeks they
I will tell you plainly llow it is with hut Ralph in cowhides and cotton jean lie had more than he cared to winter.!his suspenders back and his shirt over business
coast,
there were some ludicrous m is- the rebs as they opened them and appro littie
Ralph very readily consented, and uii- j his head.
I passed on too eager to mind her, had not heard the sound ot one another's
me. I was having twelve hundred dol was another aifair altogether, and the
takes. I once inclined the violent a. ag vi priated the contents, with coarse, cruel me.
hitching
their
horses,
they
started
off,
1
‘Now,
Sam,’
said
the
colonel,
‘if
the
when her mother beckoned me to step voices, and now their heart.- ’ were so full
lars a year with a fair prospect of fif young doctor soon found a clear track,
ol an old army officer, who, with bis jests at our expense. They would en back
into
the shelter of the house, and that they had lost the pow< t of speech,
After
riding
half
a
dozen
miles
or
so,
poor
man’s
plaster
is
hot,
you
mav
pul
teen hundred, in a couple of years.— and received her hand, and, to some ex
ciiiiily, had been among onr passen: ;ers, courage ns to send for food ; promise us said, ‘Are you the Union boys? Call aud it was some hours before they could
"heir word that we should have the
Now I am not extravagant, but how tent, her fortune, for she said she never the stranger, who had given his name it o n ; but you may wait a little, I ’m by inquiring after the health of his i vile, upon
back
your
friends.
That man is my broth make an articulate sound. I lived over
to Ralph as Mr. Proctor, reined into afraid it’s not hot enough. Heat it hot. t hus we learned that w lint is co isld ered next; then appropriate all that had nol
much do you suppose I laid up last would have a man who had no higher
but he lied to you; he is seeesh clear their joy again, as with brighte ningeyes,
tlie yard of a tidy, well-to-do looking, i Sam, heat it hot. Can you tell,’ turn- ordinary politeness in the United Si ates spoiled; that, bad enough at the best, er.
ambition than to be a farmer.
year?’
through.
1
love
the
Union, and if I die he went on to tell how all that the most
they would mix and crush until too filthy
but not showy farm house, witli the , ing to tlie traveller, who' was seated in is excessive rudeness in Brazil.
for telling I can’t let you go right into a generous hearts could do to ch eer and
‘Hum, let me see ; well, it could not
Upholstery, fashion and parade were barn and out buildings in real ‘model the corner,‘why this is called a poor
At another time we left Santos wit h a fur bmtes, then throw it to us with trap. They’ve got a rebel band in am comfort and heal, was done lor ti tern.
insulting jess. “ Oh! they knew well
have been a great sum, as times are the elements of Dr. Laneett’s liouseThey were taken to Gen. Croo. ks and
farm’ style. ‘This,’ thought Ralph, ‘is Iman’s plaster---- -sometimes the poor large number of passengers on boar J.— how to goad and harrow us,’
bush for you. He’s been off all day for
now, certainly; perhaps two or three liold. and for a time matters went on, comfortable.’
Among them was a gentleman ol al lout
the gallant Col. Duffie, the young 1 ’rench
soldiers.
‘Life in its true sense j man’s friend? Give it up?’ laughing to sixty
•You escaped, I am told.’
years of age accompanied by ‘.wo
to all appearance, swimmingly. The anti proper dignity.’ Mr. Proctor gave ' himself—‘because it “ sticketh° closer
hundred dollars.’
soldier,
who, after thirteen years ss rvice
It was said in an instant, and Smith in his own
little girls—one of them thirteen y, iars
‘ Yes; I was taken with small pox,
country, enlisted as a pri vate
‘Three hundred and twenty-two.— Doctor had some practice, but not orders to the farm hand who was ehop- than a brother.”
old and the other two or three y< tars winch broke out in that filthy den, ami sprang forward, threw up his hand, and in the Uniou army, and rose step by i ‘tep
enough
to
support
the
style
he
had
the
Now add two, three and five hundred
shouted. ‘Conic back boys, we are sold !’ to the well deserved rank of brigau'ier
ping
wood
in
the
shed,
to
rub
off
both
;
Poor
Sam
who
had
been
watching
bis
younger.
When
the
sea
became
so
tuethey
were
obliged
to
carry
the
small
pox
more to that for the four or five years ambition to live in, and as lie had noth horses, blanket and feed them, then!chance to speak without interrupting what rough, the gentleman retired to his patients to a kind of hospital, where we They wheeled and ran, but a score ot general. The general aud Duffie gave
to come, and then I shall he getting to ing but his ambition to recommend him, led the way into tlie barn which was tlie ;his father, now returned to say :
° cabin under the influence of sea-sickm :ss, Jrot a little better treatment. Aa soon as bullets told them what an enemy they unlimited orders for the comfort and
ward thirty years of age, a time when and nothing else to fall back upon, lie, most perfect Ralph«had ever seen.: ‘I guess it’s hot enough now, father ’ leaving the children upon deck. Devo I was a littie better, they set me to nnrs- had to dread, and as they tied, the tramp care of the brave relugees from Libby.
of soldiers always gaining upon their
of
course,
had
to
rely
upon
the
“
ten
a man, if ever, should think of getting
Fro.m this, they went into the yard which: ‘YVliat do you know'about it?’ said ting myself to thei r amusement, I took in" the sick, and an awkward nurse I steps, gave them strength, although be The latter found Ills command of English
married. I should then have the sum thousand” which he had married. But was large, and divided into three parts, the old man, testily. ‘I say heat it hot them upon my knees and told them stor made, too. Altera while we made friends fore they were too faint from hunger to utterly inadequate to express his interest
ies about home, with my thoughts wan-' witli the guards. No soul ever knew tinand sympathy, and overwhelmed our
of about two thousand dollars, all told. Kate was a Burton, who, though thoy one for sheep, one for young cattle and Sam, heat it hot.’
dering there, as I played with their.silk- tn the war was over that the guards let crawl. Another volley, one fell, shot modest soldiers with the happiest of com
I take a wife, and in that position what loved show, aqd parade, loved money, one for the cows and oxen. Here
Sam, whose face was heated a red
tresses and enjoyed their pretty iis oil', for we had given our word not to dead, another was taken back prisoner; pliments in his native accent, which they
is it going to cost me to live? iny sqL also, to a proverb, and in this particu Ralph saw sheep and cattle that even heat, had held the plaster till it had run smiles. In the midst of this pleasant betray them, and we would have died •we never knew,’ said Mr. Smith, with a felt quite ashamed of not being able to
ary would hardly last me the year out, lar Kate had the family trait. She surpassed his ideal. While they were and dripped down on the hearth aud occupation the gentleman came upon rather than to have brought trouble upon face so sad that I shall never torget it, return in kind. Yes, truly, they were in
deck. With an expression of face which them, we felt so greatful to them. There ‘wliat became of him’—but it was enough a land of liberty and of'brotherly love,
and as expenses would naturally in stood the drain upon her estate for a engaged in viewing the cattle and sheep, made no reply.
I at first attribu ted to the fiend of sea were six of us, and they let us have our to nerve their faltering limbs. They had and kind hearts and hands hastened them
crease, what must be the result_es thousand.or two, but as matters only summons to dinner came for them.
Sam armed witli the plaster ap- sickness, he ga>;ed upon us for a moment blankets,
whicli doubtless saved our to climb a mountain side about as steep homeward.
pecially, if advantage be taken of any grew worse, she began to draw up the The same tidy, complete and comfort-!proached him, and did clap it on. ' The
as the side of a house, but the trees shel
then inquired, in a singularly harsh lives.”
•
necessity and some one should say you purse strings, which she had been able air reigned in the house, only even old .man gave one yell, like a wild In- and
tered them from the balls, and when they
voice,
*But how came they to be so compas gained the brink of the precipice upon
An Irishman, a short time in this coun
must be content with, say twelve hun shrewd enough to keep in her own ‘a little more so.’ Laying off their jdian, and jumped clear over the back
“ Captain, are you married?”
sionate?’
the other side, they dashed headlong try, was eating boiled green corn. After
dred, or even less, or leave? No, sir, hands, and soon a dark cloud began to overcoats and mufflers in the hall, fo r!of............................
•’Yes, indeed, senior,” I replied, “ ai id
tfio
chair,
kicking
his
old
fashioned
‘ Rebels who had been long in the ser down it with wild shouts, it seemed such
I do not travel that road—neither taste gather upon their domestic horizon, ic wa3 a very cold day> K.dph wag CQ(V
breeches off his feet, and danciiv with have a daughter two or three years oldi ii' vice and knew the Yankees at all, never a happy choice to meet death there rather eating off all the corn, he passed the cob
than
little ggirl,
here. S h e n s
or inclination compels me to it, I ’ve and the storm burst at last. Love then rducted jnt,0 a large, cheerful-looking pain T h e tr a v e lle r lnn<rl,Q,l r n
lll;,u your
f ulu eldest llttie
u 'l, Here.
willingly did those needlessly cruel than in rebel hands. Their very desper back to the lady who sat at the head of
ine
tiaveller
laughed
till
he
!
minds
me
ol
her
very
much,”
I
added,
a
s
done with starch aqd pomatum. Let gathered up his few remaining nick rooa)j wllere sat Mrs. Prootor, a most cried, and the more mine host roared 11 patted the lovely child upon the cheek . things. ' It took the people back in the ation saved them. The rebels dared not the table, saying: “ Would you piase be
those keep to them who fancy that line nacks, winch, after all, are so servicea- amiable and agreeable matron of fifty
the more he laughed. When the first | “That little girl, sirex claim ed my in - country, who believed all the lies they tollow with equal speed and at last gave so kind as to put some more banes on the
and the end it leads to. I'm going to b le in smoothing and embellishing th e , or SOj wl<Q received Ralph with an air *gony was over, the colonel began, to d>gnanl; Passenger, with a severe etnpha- had heard about us, to do those. Well, up the pursuit. The faintness and ex shtick.”
avoid it,—take off my broadcloth and rough, hard realities of life, and hade, whioh at once exhibited familiarity swear, and onr traveller thou^bt it s*8 0,1 dtt*u g*r*. “ that little girl is my we got off, but we had a hard journey be haustion which followed, when they were
us; the ground was frozen, and we once more safe, was terrible, but it was
lay it by for my Sunday’s best, get me adieu to the hold, and thereafterwyd , with society.
would be prudent for him to retiw lest ’wife.!” 1 ^m ediately provided a chair fore
!5T During the rebellion a Tegiment of
were in the midst of mountains that were nothing ill comparison with the agonies
in________
h ere are Frank and Nelly?’ asked he should share the wrath with Sam’ who uu 1
a pair of cow hide boots for my pateut cold, stony, icy selfishness, hardening!'
_
T ™ ’8 r?fe and, an,°i.tber f?r I .alive with a vindictive foe. They gloried which wrung their hearts when they re Confederates was marching through Ar
i
....
,
nis
sifter.
Soon
afterwards
the
party
leather, a chip hat for my beaver, a !every sentiment and feeling into posi- Mr. Proctor.
kansas, up to their knees in mud. An of
lit
finding
a
‘skulking
Yank;’
they
hunted
membered
the
two
who
had
fallen
into
he
obseited
was
making
good
hrs
dis
went
below,
and
the
steward
reported'
checked shirt and a full suR of bine five dislike, settled over them.
ficer riding by a party of soldiers who
‘They took their dinners to school, taa^e‘
that there was a great noise iu their cabin. us with as much relish as if we had been rebel hands. Their desperate straits had were assisting to pass a cannon through
jean, and go to work out doors as God
frai ue, and they knew how — they had endeared them to one another so much
Four or five years had been sufficient, to-day. Thoy said it was too cold to
1 he next morning, xslae-n leaving, be
_________________
the mnd, was hailed by one of them, who
designed lpan to d o ; raise corn, beans to work all this change. But mean- oome,* she replied with a smile.
prai
ttised
it
on
the
negroes.
We
had
not
i
that
their
own
troubles
seemed
light.
handed the colonel fee dollars, savinoTT v .... ,
move by daylight, unless des- i This sad end to all the struggles they had sajig.out: “ Wa’al, Kernal, I’ll go through
and vegetables
'to live on,. keep
„
, a lew it*me what had become of him who had
‘A very wise conclusion,’ said Mr. with a twinkle of his eve :
• who thl,nks he can do Wlthout oth - dare d tofront
hunger, aud we could not I made together for life and liberty came with you this hitch, but if you ever have
‘I lin n 'tw o n t n n v
ors 18 grently mistaken; and he wh- o perate
hens, a couple of pigs, two cows and a no higher ambition than to he a farmer,1Proctor. Just then a youn<* lady
a 7 ’* A 2
, °
14 was thinks others cannot do without him i js travel when the nights were cloudy so ; ho..,- to them in memories of the past as any more Unions to break up you may
sober horse, that will both plow and , which had lost him the smiles of beau- j stepped in from the dining room. ‘My nho,
we law shivering, weak with hunger, very, very hard. To add to the trials ea- jest bet your life I ain'tjE a r f
Chet;.- at chat. After be was seated still more so

voted not expedient to accept either; a decision
Ilion School E xaminations.—By the con
M a y o r’s A ddress.
7 3 * The Watertown Journal commences a
Fire was also communicated to the shed
in which I fully concur. I do not flunk the sent of tlie School Committee of the city, the long obituary notice with the affecting words, auspices of the Ladies Sociable. Many NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION.
of Mr. A. C. Pease (which is next to the G entlemen of tue City Council :
were expected from out of town, but ow
benefits to be derived from the project would
examinations in the High School are appointed “ Death is but one of the every day occurrences ing to the unfavorable aspect of the
west of Mr. Fales’s kiln, with a road-way Having again been honored with the office warrant the expenditure.
of life.”
as follows:—
weather, few came. The hall was beau-, Republican Majority over
You
will
see
by
the
report
of
our
efficient
of
Mayor
of
the
city
of
Rockland
by
its
elec
between) but it was extinguished with
Three Thousand.
tors, I assume the positon with distrust of my itoafl Commissioner, that the appropriation
k F I t has been gfritcii by sotpq'ope curious tifully decorated with flags, the tables'
F r id a y , M a rch 13, 1 8 6 8 .
Fourth Class, Wednesday, 18th.
slight damage, which is covered by in ablity to perform the duties Which it devolves made for streets and roads was not nearly all
in statistics', that the whole amount of grain were handsomely and sumptuously spread,
Third Class, Thursday, 19 th.
expended.
In
my
judgment
the
streets
have
C
oncord
, N. II., March 10, 1868.
upon
me.
I
do
not
flatter
myself
that
in
the
pleasant
ladies
tended
them,
fine
music
surance. Several vessels lay in the ice at
raised in New England each year would not
Second Class, Thursday, 19tli.
The New H am psh ire Election.
of those duties I shall receive the been kept in a better condition than for many
was furnished by the Glee Club of South The battle has been fought and a glo
the wharves near the burning sheds, but performance
supply its inhabitants six weeks.
years
before,
notwithstanding
the
season
was
a
approbation
of
all
my
constituents,
but
with
Graduating
Class,
Friday,
20tli.
St,
George,
a
pleasant
company
was
pres
rious victory won for the right. The
The first blast of the political trumpet though in some danger they were not in an honest intention and desire to discharge them very wet one and rendered it difficult to keep
Examinations will open at 9 o’clock, A. Si.,
|j3~ Pete Bald lias been arrested in Portland ent, time passed merrily, all enjoyed vote throughout the State is greatly in
in the campaign of 1868 comes with no jured.
faithfully, I shall have at least the approval of the streets in» repair. The explanation for
and 2 o’clock, P. M. of eacli day. Exercises charged with stealing $589 from the master of themselves and towards the small hours creased over last year, aud from the re
there
being
so
large
a
balance
of
the
appropri
my
own
conscience
that
what
I
may
do
will
uncertain sound. The New Hampshire
At about half-past eleven o’clock on
tlie schooner in which lie was employed as cook. the company broke up, all feeling that a turns already received it is safe to esti
done with strict obedience to my oath of of ation unexpended is found in the judicious of Graduation, Friday, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
good time had passed. Among the pleas
election has resulted in a Republican tri Sunday night the alarm of fire was again he
fice and for the best good of all the people of management of the Road Commissioner. The
23* The Bath Times regrets to learn of the antries of the evening was the voting be mate Governor Harriman’s majority at
Parents and friends are cordially invited to
umph which is, under the circumstances, sounded, the house of Mr. Willard Cates this city and its present and future prosperity, very large amount heretofore expended for attend, at their pleasure.
sudden death of Mrs. James II. Nichols of tliut tween the friends of Dr. Stearns and Dr. 3000. In this city the republicans gain
63 votes, in Manchester 128, and in Clare
plank
side-walks
has
been
almost
entirely
dis
In
my
communication
to
the
City
Council
of
peculiarly emphatic and encouraging.— on Rankin street, having been discovered
city. She. was seized Sunday with an attack of Codinan, to see which should receive a mont 59; while in other towns a consid
last year, I called their attention to some im continued, and the old walks have been torn
The citizens of Fox Island have just
what is supposed to he paralysis, at the Episco beautiful lamp. Dr. Codinan received erable republican loss is reported. At
The contest was a close one; the Demo to be on fire. The engines were soon on the portant considerations, to w it: the bridge span op and replaced with something more perma
received their mails, after haring been depriv pal Church, aud expired before she could be the largest number of votes and gained
this hour we have returns from 80 towns
crats labored with all their strength, spot, and did good service, but the flames ning the quarries on the west side of the old nent, less expensive in building, less danger ed of them for nearly a month.
the lamp. It is proposed soon to hold a which give an aggregate vote of 16,007
carried to her home.
road; the purchase of horses for the ous and less liable to cause large outlay for
backed by Executive influence and pat (which originated in the upper part of the county
levee here for the purpose of procuring for Harriman, and 15,205 for Sinclair,
damages
by
the
city.
transportation of the Steam Fire Engine; the
The lime-sheds of Messrs. Fales, Soule
7 3 “ The Baptist church at East Auburn was a lire engine. Then we shall hope to have being an aggregate republican loss of 38
ronage, and cherished high hopes of a house) had made such progress that the necessity of encouragement by the city of a Your attention is respectfully called to the
and Hanrahan will be re-built immediately.
destroyed by fire ou Mouday last. The fire is the pleasure of entertaining our Rock
railroad for the transportation of liinerock as a accommodation provided lor the Steam Fire
victory, hut they are sadly disappointed.
The republicans will undoubted
house was nearly destroyed before they measure of economy to reduce expenditures Engine. They are found entirely inadequate Ancient V iews.—A view of hole(y) land— supposed to have been caused by ashes iu a land and other out-of-town friends, and vetes.
ly carry nine of the twelve senatorial
New Hampshire has been put to the could be arrested. The barn was saved upon streets and roads. Time lias only strength and unfit, subjecting the city to loss and dam
will promise all who come, a good time. districts, while the legisluture will be as
the street in front of the Baptist Meeting-house. wooden vessel.
strongest test and there is no mistakin A child of Mr. Cates, sleeping in one ot the ened my conviction of the importance of those age for want of suitable provisions for drying
J. N. S.
largely republican as last year.
33" A woman who inquired at a Broadway
F F “ Water, water everywhere, and not a
recommendations and the necessity of early ac and protecting the hose, and to great incon
her position. It is a firm endorsement
chambers,
had
a
very
narrow
escape
tion on the part of the City Council in relation venience in removing and returning the ma drop to drink 1” A break-up in the Cliicka- bookstore fur “ Crabbe’s Synonyms,” was told
LA.TER.
S
T
At
the
annual
town
meeting
at
of Congress, a sure pledge oi support to
to them, and I therefore refer you to that eom- chine in the case of fire. If horses should be
by the new clerk that they didn’t keep shell
South Thomaston, for the choice of town
Returns are received from 175 towns,
the Republican candidate for the Presi being taken by her father lrom her bed J munication and urge your favorable and earn- purchased, it will be necessary to provide sta waukie since Friday last. Probably will find fish.
ble room near the engine, and it may be wis the break to-day. A little "oil on the troubled
officers for the ensuing year, held on being the largest number ever heard from
dency, and an unmistakable condemna while it was already on fire, and only a attention to those subjects.
T’-'-IT* Some of the tender-lieirted mourners
on the day of election, and the vote now
The question of a railroad to connect this dom and economy to abandon the present en waters" might make it ru n smoothly.
tion of Andrew Johnson and his policy. few minutes before the floor above fell city with other railway communications with the gine house, convert it to some other use or sell
who accompanied a funeral from Eust Taunton Monday last, the following named per stands: one hundred and seventy-five
As such, it will strengthen the cause of in. Mr. Cates had an insurance of $1,800 West of the Kennebec river, has been a matter it, and provide suitable buildings in some oth t y The troublesome times amongst “ Ye on Saturday beguiled their grief aud the tedium sons were elected to tue various offices ; towns give Harriman 33,792, Sinclair 30,Pinters” have taken a new field.
discussion for many years, nnd a spasmodic er location.
of the way by throwing snow-balls at each oth
C. G. Snelling, Moderator.
907. 58 towns are yet to be heard from,
the people and its influence will be felt upon his house, $200 on the barn, and of
er along a good portion of the road,
$1,000 on furniture, apparel, etc. In action all along the proposed line has several In closing, permit me to say that it will af
which will doubtless increase the com
Luther H. Rowell, Clerk.
To Correspondents.
through the campaign.
times taken place, only to die away and leave ford me pleasure to act in concert with you for
bined vote to 74,000, being 6000 more
sured at Cochran’s Agency.
i |3 “ All effort is being made iu Congress to
Henry Spalding, I
the impression that the inhabitants of Knox and the promotion of the welfare and best interests
than last year’s vote, and the largest ever
F
ireman
.—We
are
not
informed
as
to
“
which
make
a
new
collection
district
of
Aroostook
Lincoln counties were destined to be miserably of the city. Let us be guided by convictions
G.
G.
S
nelling, > Selectmen.
Adjournm ent of the Legislature
east
in the State. Harriman’s majority
ORGANIZATION OF THE ClTV COUNCIL —
I saac T olman, )
deficient in their means of communication with of right and justice. Let no mercenary mo company threw the first stream at the fire on county, as it is urged that the people are not
is now 3003, which will not be materially
The Legislature adjourned last Satur The members elect of the City Council the rest of the world, and to depend on modes tives control our actions, but let us be directed Rankin street, last Sunday night.” Some say accommodated by the present arrangement.
W.
H.
C
oombs, Treasurer.
changed by the towns to be heard from.
a sense of duty to all our constituents, the
day, after a session of 67 days, having1met at their rooms, for organization and of travel nearly obsolete and unfitted to the age by
Defiance—others Dirigo. We are quite sure
It3 ~ The editor of the Lewiston Journal re
Considering the influences that were
Wm. Rowell, A u d ito r o f Accounts.
and our circumstances. During the past year poor as well as the rich.
passed 327 acts and 101 resolves. The to take the oath ofoflice, on Monday fore this subject lias received the attention of the
used and the extraordinary efforts made
JOSEPH FARWELL. that all our fiermen do their duty promptly, and cently met Luther J. Verrill—one of the vic J oseph Kalloch, ? c . , __
to
carry the State for the Democrats, the
II.
S.
S
weetland
,
(
S
ch
0°
l
C
om
last few weeks of the session were very noon at 11 o’clock. After the temporary or towns and leading business men along theroute,
our city is under many' obligations to them for tims of the Auburn tragedy—on the street iu
result is naturally regarded as the great
in addition the wealth and inlluenee of the
About Town.
that city. His health is greatly improved.
actively employed and business was dis ganization and the taking of the oath of of and
their determined efforts to save property.
AU Democrats exeept Kalloch and est triumph ever achieved by the Repub
city of Bath have been added to the movement,
patched with great promptness. The fice,the Common Council was permanent with such vigor, that the project seems in a
] 3 “ The Department of State announces the Snelling. Democratic majority averaging lican party of New Hampshire, and it is
S ewer.—“ Our city drains and sewers are
EF" A sure indication that spring lias game
death ol’ Captain Amasa Bartlett of Ornngton, 18, ou a vote numbering 282.
session has been the longest for four ly organized by the choice of Councilman fair way to be accomplished. Already the act
in a large measure due to the energy and
in
a
horrid
condition.
When
will
tlie
authori
master of brig Fannie Butler. He died at Turks
the executive talent of Hon. E. H. Rol
years, though shorter than some in pre J ohn S. Case, of Ward 8, as President, of incorporation has been accepted, a company —Father Larrabee on “his annual heat."
£5r* The donation visit announced in lins, chairman, aud Benjamin. Gerrish,
ties lift themselves from tlie slough of indiffer Island, Jail. 27th, aged about 47 years.
formed and Directors chosen, stock subscribed
vious years, and has been marked with and Enoch Davies as Clerk. A conven for, and aid voted in tjie several towns on the F tr‘ Tiie ice left our shores last Sabbath ence, and relieve us lrom such miserable, nasty,
our issue of last week to be paid to the Jr,, secretary of the Republican State
at least the average ability o f past legis tion of the two Boards was there formed, line of the road both for subscriptions to the;stock morning, under the influence of a strong south muddy streets such as we are sure to hare this 1 3 “ One of the younger members of the family ot Rev. Mr. Holman, on the ev Committee. As the eyes of the country
French legation at Washington, hard pushed
and the loan of credit, until nearly sufficient west wind and thaw. It was surely a great re
were upon New Hampshire, it rejoices us
latures.
spring.
Is
the
city
of
Rockland
in
favor
of
a
for the purpose of receiving the Mayor means are pleged and subscribed to insure the
for a compliment to a fair lady whose face was ening of Thursday, 12th inst., is post greatly to know that the result of our
Among the acts of legislation of this elect and hearing any communication he building and completion of the road at an early lief to the eye to once more gaze upon tlie sewer ?■”
marred by an undeniable fiat uose, remarked poned to to-night, Friday 13th. All friend campaign will send joy and gladness
blue
waters
of
flic
Penobscot,
and
we
hade
the
session are many of much importance. might have to make. The Mayor elect, day. An able and experienced engineer has
We were not awaro before that the city was “ Madame, you are an aiigel fallen from heaven, ly to the reverend gentleman or the throughout our laud, and do much toward,
been employed, surveys and estimates have been
The bill providing for the assumption by Hon. J oseph F arwell, then came into made and submitted to the Directors, and it has ice farewell with delight. It lias been a long possessed of drains and sewers virtually, and hut you fell en your nose.”
interest he represents, are cordially in settling the result of the elections in Con
while since Penobscot Bay ha9 presented an
necticut and elsewhere. We have had
thank our correspondent for this valuable in
the State of a portion of the municipal the convention, attended by the Judge oi been shown not only that the building of the
] 3 “ Tho latest invitation to liquor-up is in vited to attend.
appearance
similar
to
that
v/iffcii
we
have
seen
“glory enough for one day,” and we
formation. We think the spring freshets which cluded in the words—“Let’s impeach.”
•war debts, which has been the subject of the Police Court and.Rev. E. F. Cutter, road is feasible, but that it may he built at an
briefly rest upon our laurels for the grand
expense less by several hundred thousand dollars the past winter, and we hope never again to see are inevitable in Main Street, will lift the au
c/F' The annual meeting of Camden er work of tlie presidential campaign.
so much discussion, was finally passed in and the oath of office was administered than its most ardent friends calculated its cost. its like. We shall never forget those terrible
7.3* Tlie Journal says a woman was picked
thorities, and everybody else. Be have no evi up iu the snow in Auburn, Monday night—both village corporation was held on Tuesday
a lorm providing that the State shall re to the Mayor by Judge Farwell. The By direction of the last City Council I subscribed cold days of February, 1868.
Lyman D. Stevens, Esq., is elected
the city of Rockland to the capital stock of
dence that the “ City of Rockland ’’ is in favor hands frozen. She must inevitably have per of last week. The following officers were mayor of Concord by over 400 majority.
imburse to each town $100 for every man Mayor then called upon Rev. Mr. Cutter for
the Knox and Lincoln Railroad Company the
E F One extreme follows another.
Last of a sewer, hut hope to.
The
Republican majority in the House
ished had she not been accidentally discovered. chosen:
furnished for three years, since July 2, to offer prayer, after which he proceeded sum of $100,000, ant} the inhabitants of the
of Representatives will probably be about
week, the first part of it, was colder than any
An empty bottle told the story of her melan
B. C. Adams, Clerk; C. W. Follansbee, seventy—a small reduction from the Un
18C2, and a proportionate sum fora less to read his iuaugualr address. Subse city voted almost unanimously at a legal meet of the winter weather, while the present is W ater-taker.—Your communication de choly plight.
held to express their sentiments upon the
Treasurer; N. C, Fletcher, E. M. Wood ion strength of last year.
claring tlie “ water works " to be the “ greatest
time. The final action upon some others quently the convention proceeded to bal ing
matter, to loan the credit of the city to said quite the reverse, and everything is thawing
7 3 * The Pope characterizes the license of the
of the principal bills before the Legisla lot for City CJcyk, and Mr. Wm. J. Bond corporation for $400,000. In addition to this out. We would suggest to the clerk of the humbug of the age,” leaving our citizens minus female toilet of the present day as the “propa J. F. Stetson, Assessors; G. W. Thorn
FF" An act of incorporation has been
dike, First Fire Warden; Jackson Martin, given
ture is given in the following extract was re-elected, receiving SO yqtgs. out o) there has been subscribed by individuals of the weather, a change in the calendar of thy sea the water at auy time, without a moments warn ganda of the devil.”
to the Penobscot Bay and River
some $50,000, and it is only necessary that
ing, and requesting us “ to pitch into it ” etc.,
Second
Fire
Warden.
from the correspondence of the Lewiston 26 cast. The convention was dissolved city
Railroad,
which provides for the con
33* Iowa lias three women editors—Mrs.
this last suhsciiption shall be doubled, with sons, for this northeast section of the United
struction of a road from Rockland toJournal. As is probably known to our and the two Boards subsequently ad what can and will'bd d'ono at other points io States, and substitute instead. 9 months for we have received. As regards tlie “ pitching Money of the Jefferson Era; Mrs. Hartshorn,
Hot Coffee for the Firemen. —It Winterport.
in
”—we
propose
to
let
somebody
else
“
pitch.’
make the road a certainty; and within two winter and three months to be divided between
of the Corydon Monitor, and Mrs. Mary Read,
readers, the bill authorizing apotheca journed to Friday evening.
was a matter of regret to see liquors so
years our fond anticipations of railroad com
We have had so much of tlie “pitching in ” style of the Wright County Register.
ries to sell liquors on physicians’ pre
G re a t S to r m in the y o r th w e s t.
munications will he realized, nnd we shall he summer, spring and fall. If any of our friends, to do in our day, and the matter to which
freely used by some of the firemen at the
T/je
M
aygp’s
Address.
7 3 * At Bangor they say the ground is frozen
scriptions was referred to the next Leg
numbered among the cities and towns of New in other sections of the northern States, feel
Chicago, 111., March 8. The rains of
our correspondent calls attention is of live feet deep. Railroad men say the depth of fire on Sunday morning, and the fact sug
The
inaugural
address
qf
ylayor
FarEngland
which
enjoy
the
great
advantages
of
the past two days extended all over the
that they ought to [he catalogued or ranged
islature, as was also the matter of abol
well, which we lay before our readers the railway. This will open n new era for with us, yre would favor the project, provided such a stupendous character we feel our ut frost iu the ground is greater than for any win gests the mention of two necessities—one Northwest, and a general freshet is threat
ishing the death penalty.
this city and tile surrounding cogntiy , business
ter inability to do it justice. Undoubtedly the ter for forty years.
that
several
notorious
liquors
nuisances
ened. Already much of the country is
this
week,
is
able,
pertinent
and
well
ex
will revive, manufactures will spring up, water they could prove a right, as good as ours, to
L iquor L egislation.
and some damage done.
pressed, and wil) be received with general privileges now unoccupied will be jought for membership to the new arrangement. We feel company does all in its power to serve our 13* George L. Crummelt, convicted of firing should be suppressed (as we hope they flooded
Rockford, III., March 7. The ice broke
The House receded from its amendment al
the
High
School
at
Brighton,
Mass.,
was
sen
citizens,
and
\ye
ought
to
feel
thankful
for
tlie
and brought into use, wealth and population about this matter, like the man who invariably
will
be
at
the
present
term
of
court,)
and
approbation.
Certain
recqR}U}endations
this morning, causing great excitment and
lowing domestic wines to be sold as a beverage,
will flow in, and our young men and women
privilege we ha,vc in getting the water as often tenced to the State prison for life.
the other, that there should be provision fears for buildings and bridges. At the
and concurred with the Senate in passing the made by the Mayor in his last annual ad-! ” ill find employment at home. If necessary preferred hash, because he always knew what
as we do. The best thing we can do is to ad
bill allowing the sale of unmixed cider in any dress are briefly reiterated, and the sub to aid or hasten the coinpleion of tins read I i,e was eating.
made to furnish suitable refreshments for tails the water is higher than ever before.
B oarding Houses in this City.
case, and of domestic wines for medicinal and
vise our friends to keep a good supply of the
Aurora, 111., March 7. By the breakthat the city of Rockland render all the
jects therein referred to, are deserving o! advise
Mr. E ditor:—Undoubtedly you are our firemen, not simply after a fire, but
F F We notice the return home of Messrs. article constantly drawn. Forewarned is to be
sacrameijtal purposes.
g.ol the iee gorge here this morning
assistance which the laws authorize.
while
they
are
at
work.
If
good
hot
cof
well
aware
that
Rockland
reailv
needs
The bill reported by the Judiciary Commit careful attention. The remarks oi the
Case
and
Spear,
from
their
legislative
duties
at
several
dams and bridges were considera
During the first part of last year prosecu
forearmed, you know.
tee. modifying the amendment of last winter
nothing more than she does first-class fee were ready to be served to tlie fire bly damaged. The loss so far as known
tions were eomrqeueed aganista number of in
slightly, was passed. It leaves all cases com Mayor upon the subject of the Knox and dividuals who were engaged in the illegal traffic Augusta. They are looking remarkably well,
boarding houses; and I appeal to yon, men during the time they are at work, it exceeds $29,000. The rivers in this secItem s: H om e-M ade and Stolen.
menced before the passage of the act to be set Lincoln Railroad will be heartily respond in intoxicating liquors, and considerable quan considering------—
sir, for an article upon tlie desirableness, 1
ion are higher than they have been for
tled under the law as it has been since June. ed to by our citizens, who, we doubt not, tities of the article were found, seized, eonwould furnish them the refreshment they many years.
F F The value of the Steamer was fully
33* When Mr. Thackeray was in this eoun- had almost said necessity, ot there being
Hereafter the penalty on first conviction for
goad boarding house in Rockland. My need, and we hojie, would prevent any
demend, and either destroyed or turned over to demonstrated at the’ late fire on the point, try he was much impressed by the absence of f aatten
Kansas City, Mo., March 7. There was
!
generally
fee)
that
Rockland
must
do
all
tio n lias been called to"'this great
single sale will be $30 fine or imprisonment 30
the City Agency; and from time to time during
days, at the discretion of the Judge: for keep- that she can do that may be necessary to the year prosecutions have been made and where she saved property of several times her that strous prejudice against Jews which is so I desideratum , o f late, by the disgraceful from desiring a sort of stimulant that 1very heavy wind and rain storm in this
vicinity
yesterday 11001I. Large streams
in j a tippling shop $100 fin®° ' ? ’X u r e 8TOIe»sure the lull success of ffie enterprise, liquor seized and condemned, and in every ease value, which could not have been saved with universal iu England. “ Y-ou treat them so well fact th a t wc came n ear losing tlie Rev. can only do them harm.
of water ran along the streets aud many
imprisonment; under search and seizure b >u
, ,,
.
here, he remarked, in New York, “that if you : Mr. C utter, because he could find nop lace
Now why cannot coffee be furnished of the crossings were impassable. A large
fine or imprisonment three months; on second j It will be seen thfit the Mtiyor CStillliltc where evidence could he procured the law lias out her.
conviction in all of these cases three month s that the private subscriptions to the been strictly enforced, s.. piaf u.e u attic—a l j a r - The sum of $42.00 was realized nt the go on, you will assuredly take the hook out of | to lay his m inisterial head, and by bear- the firemen? The idea that has occurred number of basements and cellars were
though it is an impossibility to entirely sup
ing a gentleman, whom 1 met in my trav to us is that a light “ cofl’ee wagon” flooded, and the spire of the 1st Presbyte
their noses."
imprisonment. The act was signed by the
amount of $50,000 should be doubled, in press it—lias been confined to the very lowest ball lor the benefit of George Burns. Twentyels the other day, relate his experience iu
Governor last night and is now a law.
grade in society and effectually restrained. live of which were paid for a fa c simile of T3" H, S. Hagar, one of the most prominent this city, a few days ago, iu an unsuccess- might be provided, fitted with heating rian ' church was blown down and a por
order
that
tjjg
full
amount
necessary
to
tion of the roof taken otf. Several chimnE nforcement of L aws.
of tlie Maine shipbuilders, died at bis residence,
Some of its strongholds have been taken and a
litl hunt lor a temporary borne for him apparatus, and means for carrying water, ies and small buildings were also demol
••
Bobby.”
Dirigo
is
the
name
of
the
new,
old
complete
the
road
may
ijp
ensured
at
the
full surrender made, and their illegal business
The report of the Judiciary Committee on
Richmond, Me., on Saturday evening.
self and family. Yon undoubtedly might fuel aud materials for making coffee, and ished. The rain cut great gullies in the
destroyed and their dens of iniquity abandoned olJ-horsc, we suppose on account of his pro
order relative to the propriety of a law requir start.
T 3 * Tlie Baptist ehureli at East Auburn, a set forth the advantages which would ac
and closed. It will he my duty and pleasure in prietor receiving so much kindness at the hands
ing municipal officers to execute the laws
to be sent to every fire in charge of a newly made street and caused heavy land
The financial condition of the citv will \ theyear
slides where grading was being done. This
upon which we are entering, as in the of the Dirigo hoys who furnished their hall free neat edifice worth about $3009, was destroyed crue to our rocky city from tlie existence
against tippling shops, gambling saloons and
steward,
and from which hot coffee might was the heaviest storm ever known in this
of
good
accommodations
for
the
travel
by
fire
early
Monday
morning.
No
insurance.
be
seen
to
be
in
a
very
satisfactory
eonpast,
to
see
the’
laws
executed
and
vindicated
houses of ill lame, such a lull was passed by a
vote of 46 to 30. The Senate subsequently dition. All our floating debt has been every violation when testimony can he pro etc. George wishes us to express the great
7 3 * The death of Janies L. Atwood, a native ing public. It is surprising that in a be served to the firemen as soon as re locality. No estimate of the damage can
town ot this size there is not enough pub
yet be made.
cured sufficient to convict. In this Course I
coneurred.
funded at a moderate rate of interest dur- received the unanimous support of the last City sentiments of regard lie feels toward those of Maine, is also announced. lie died at Ta lic spirit to provide first-class boarding quired. Other refreshments, such as artE ducational Bill.
who kindly assisted on the occasion and danced hiti, Society Islands Nov. 24th, 1867.
provided at the engine halls, might be
houses,
which
could
not
fail
to
be
a.source
Council,
and
I
have
no
doubt
it
will
be
your
the
past
year,
and
the
course
of
Mayor
The committee on conference on the disa
Flt"O in Manchester, N. H .
him a horse, and promises to do their trucking
y 77“ Having lost a good deal of money at the of revenue to the place; for in the event carried and served by the steward, if de
greeing vote of the two branches on the edu Farwell in this respect must commend it pleasure to give me the same support the pres
ent year. About $1500 wortli of liquors were as eheap as anybody.
Jerome Park races, George Francis Train ot such establishment, Rockland would sired. Why would not this be an im
.1 You ng W om an liu r n e il to D e a th .
cational bill finally agreed to strike out the text self to our citizens.
seized and condemned the past year, of which
shouted out—“I’ll bet five to oue I am the big undoubtedly be a favorite resort especial
book provisions and pass the remainder of the
The Mayor alludes to the steps taken ! about one-half was found unfit for any use and l y T h e Supreme Judicial Court opened in gest fool in tlie city or county of New York.” ly in tl(e coming days of a railroad, tor provement over tlie present method ol
M
anchester
, N. II,, March 9. A nro
hill, and also to require the Superintendent of
this city Tuesday last, Judge Dickerson presidCommon Schools to investigate the whole mat during the past year for the suppression was emptied into the streets, while the balance
After repeating tlie challenge several times, a the hosts of pleasure seekers who seek providing refreshment for our firemen? broke out at about 11 o’clock this evening
ter of text books and report next winter. A of the liquor traffic, and re-affirms his was pur jn.to the Citv Agency. I refer you to nig. If the poor fellows liaugingahout the doors I man standing op the course with his porte-mon- our coast in tlie summer months, who
in the dwelling house 72 Central streeU
The following letter received in owned by Dennis McCarthy, which, to
the annua! report of the'Liquor Agent for i.ff o( the coHrUrpqmtunlhalf fts badly as they look, | nuieju his llandi sakl. ,.UalloOi stranger, m would be lured hither by our attractive
State Department of Education is created, with
a State Superintendent at a salary of $1800 determination to use his efforts to re information in regard to the operations of the we pity them
situation upon the shore of the blue Pen this city a few day ago acknowledging gether with its contents, was completely
take
that
bet,
provided
your
name
isn’t
George
Agency.
All
the
expenses
ot
liquor
proseeuper year and traveling expenses, and he is re press the illegal sale of intoxicating
obscot, our cool breezes from the ocean the receipt of a box of clothing, sent to destroyed. A young woman about twenty
tians, seizures, extra police, or in any other
We hear it rumored that tlie city con Francis Train.”
quired to take general charge of our school in
and the unsurpassed scenery of our tho Frcedmen at Mobile last summer, years of age, named Hannah Sullivan,
terests, collect statistics, furnish information drinks in the future, wherever evidence way arising from attempts to suppress the ille templates building a new house for the steamer,
The
Portland
Advertiser
records
the
mountains and lakes; when our princi
on educational matters, sfeure the holding of of sale can be obtained, The fact, how gal trafic in ardent spirits, have been paid from on Spring street near Dirigo’s ; and that her sudden death of Lincoln ltobic of Gorham, a pal hotel is so deficient in accommoda gives rather a lamentable state of affairs who was sleeping in one of the rooms, was
burned to death. Her charred remains
the
proceeds
of
the
confiscated
liquors—not
an annual State educational association and ever, which the Mayor mentions, that all
tions,
such flee to Camden in very des iu that section:
have been recovered from the ruins. A.
one cent lias been drawn from the treasury to present house will be finished into a lockup be promising young man of 25 years. While par
also of a Teachers’ Institute in each county.
peration.
it
seems
high
time
that
’some
large tenement house adjoining, owned
the
expense
ot
liquor
prosecutions,
extra
j
defray
any
of
these
expenses—and
the
city
will
taking
of
his
supper
ou
Friday
evening,
he
As the bill vacates the present office of State
low and municipal court roam above, while
M
obile
,
Ala.,
Feb.
17,
1868.
by George W. Adams, also took fire aud
Superintendent, a new appointment will he police service, etc., has been met by tlie receive from that source some hundreds of doi tlie present lockup will ho made into a stable commenced bleeding at the lungs, and expired thing should be done. Such an article
Miss
F.—Miss
W.
has
enjoined
it
upon
might
do
good
and
might
not.
But
you
very badly damaged, the roof being
lars besides.
made under this act.
proceeds of the sales of confiscated The financial standing ot tlie city is a cause fqr horses used on the Steamer. True or other in a few minutes after. He was a son of Mr. know we are commanded never to weary me to acknowledge the receipt of the box was
burned off.and the house thoroughly dren
The printing matter was finally arranged by
Charles
Robie.
in well doing. If no one of our citizens of clothing, which was sent from your ched with' water. The tire is still burning
both branches concurring in a resolve directing liquors which have been turned over to of gratification to me as I have no doubt it is wise it is a good idea. Tlie house where the
2 3 “ The iee in New York harbor this year lias enterprise and foresight enough to place last summer. A short time before but at this hour (midnight) it is suposed
the Governor anil Council to contract with the City Agency, we cannot look upon to the inhabitants. During the past year tlie steamer is now kept is a very damp place, and
some party or parties at a price not exceeding with unsurpassed grattfalion, lor wc liabilities of the city have been reduced $37,- its effects upon tlie steamer’s machinery are has destroyed property to the amount of $100,- purchase and lit up a first-class boarding the box arrived, Dr. Gray’s people left to be under control. McCarthy’s loss is
000.
The
balance
of
the
debt
has
been
funded
the lowest hid. The report of the Railroad Com
house, your words of wisdom might per-' Mobile. As they were gone, I received the estimated at about $1500. Adams’ loss
000.
mittee. Tile report o f the Railroad Commit think that the less revenue comes from on a term of years, so that it will be only ne-. plainly visible, besides it is not more than half
box, but as the letter was mislaid which will be from $1000 to $2000. Insurance
J 3 * Mary. “ Don't you think, Angelina, that chance meet the benevolent eye of some '
cesser/ to make an annual appropriation of large enough.
tee was accepted, giving Somerset & Kennebec this source the better.
,
enterprising
individual of the gentler gave your address, I could not acknowl not ascertained, and origin of the fire un
$10,000 to meetns liabilities and ina few years
the close of the sermon was very fine?” Ange
Railroad leave to withdraw on their petition to
edge tiie receipt sooner. The clothing known.
The Mayor commends the faithfulness extinguish its debt. Probably the Legislature
Those among us who go down on tlie lina. “O, I was so taken with the clothes of sex, in some remote corner of the globe,
have their line between Skowhegan and Carriwho would be glad to sacrifice herself was very acceptable indeed. It is sad
tunk Falls straightened. Bill granting towns and good policy of the Road Commis will assume a part of the war debt of tlie sev “ deep seas " to uo business, are busily engaged Miss Goldwraitlic that I didn’t notice the close for the public weal.
*
* and almost heart rending to see the desti A beautiful lady was kissing and care .«-■
above Skowhegan the right to subscribe to aid sioner, hut what lie says about the tear eral tow ns and cities, and if so, that part at- in preparing their Barks (or the coming seaon’s of the sermon.”
sumed for this city can be well used to meet
We feel unable to do the matter justice. tution and suffering of the poor colored ing her beautiful lap dog; ‘Ah, Maria!’
in the construction of the Somerset Railroad
3 3 " A pebble picked up by a child at the Tlie above excellent suggestions we will people; it is greater, if possible, now exclaimed her foppish adorer, ’why not
from Carritunk Falls to West Watervilla. or ing up cf old plank walks and replacing the subscription to tlie railroad. There lias business. The ice has been cleared out of the
than ever belore, in consequence of their grant me the favors you are wasting on Fifor the extension of the Somerset & Kennebec them with others, cheaper and more dur been no difficulty in raising all the money re cove back of our office and the vessels let Cape of Good Hope and used as a plaything,
ingly publish, aud shall be glad to hear rights at the polls.
dele?’
Railroad, as the people of the towns might able, etc., may be liable to give an im quired to he loaned by the city the past year at loose from their winter tie-ups. We hope they turns out to be a diamond worth $2,500.
six
per
cent,
interest,
and
in
no
instance
has
a
‘I don't kiss every puppy,’ replied the
elect, was passed after much opposition.
often lrom our public spirited correspond Thousands who could barely get a living
7 3 “ The Belfast Age learns that a young man
pression that more has been done in this higher ratp been paid. All demands upon the may reap a rieli harvest.
by
working
all
the
time,
have
been
thrown
ent. Our columns are always open to onto! employment because they voted for pouting fair.
direction than has been actually accom treasury have been promptly met, and not an [ST Dirigo Company complains, and we mimed Wm. Merchant, belonging in Northport,
F ikes. —A fire broke out at about h a llorder has gone into the streets; as fast us
was knocked overboard aud lost, from the Bel discussion and practical suggestions.
the constitution. Yet they take it patient FF" An Eastport correspondent writes
past five o’clock ou Sunday morning in plished. We wait for the Road Commis drawn they have been paid. You will'see by think justly, of tlie most unpardonable condi fast schooner, Ida S. Burgess, commanded by
ly. Tlie feeling towards the Yankees is that on Tuesday, the 3d inst., as two men
sioner’s
report
to
learn
how
much
of
this
the report of the Treasurer that the appropria- tion of tliejr hose; oqt of some 809 feet hard Capt. Burgess of that city, when two days out
Correspondence
from
Tenants
quite as bitter as it ever has been since were crossing from Eastport to Campo
the lime shed owned by Mr. Warren work has been (lone, but we think that tions fur the past year were ample for all the
ly 175 are fit for use. Representation of this from Savannah,
the rebellion. People at the North can bello in a small boat, they got entangled
H arbor.
Fales, on Lowell’s Point, occasioned by
wants of the city, and that there is unexpendhave but a very faint idea of the bitter in the floating ice, aud despite all their
fact, we are informed, lias been made to tiie
T enants Harbor, Me., ?
the taking fire of lime stowed in the shed theie is a good deal ot poor Side-walk ed of Hie different adpropriations, some $2000. city authorities repeatedly, but of no avail. 33* A real teetotal curiosity—a pair of wa
ness, till they eorae south and spend exertions they were carried on by the
that has not received attention. Wheth- i There will he required for the fiscal year an
ter-tight boots.
M arch 9, 1868. $
some
time. It is one cd' the hardest things current out of the river and out into the
lrom being wetted by the meltiug of ■T it was Dolicv to do -ill th a t needed to appropriation sufficient to pay the interest on At the fire on Rankin street, Sunday night last,
M
r. E ditor .-—At last, the iee-block- for them to get along with, to see the Bay of Fundy. After spending part of
-r
it
was
policy
to
no
an
mat
ueefleu
to
t)je
fund(.(1
debt
and
Slo
oou
0
Tr3~
The
Portland
Argus
says
that
two
little
of
the
principal,
snow upon the sheds. Mr. Fales’ shed
tliis
company
could
not,
therefore,
work
effec
ade,
which,
if
it
has
not
lasted
as
long
as
colored
children go to school; they are the night in their boat they got ou an un
girls of uncommonly healthy habit, daughters
which will he due during the year. I do not
was joined on the east by that of Mr. J. be done, as far as the money would go, propose
to inform you in detail of the financial tively in subduing tlie fire. By and by we shall respectively of Rev. J. T. G. Nichols of Saco, the “ oldest inhabitant” can remember, frequently molested by the white children inhabited island, where they spent the
W. Soule, and both were stored with is another question.
certainly
has
remained
with
us
long
as
and their books taken from them and remainder of the night and the next day,
standing of the city a» tbt-t you will find in the suffer if tlie matter is not attended to.
ami Granville M. Stevens, Esq., of Stevens’
at any previous time during the remem thrown into the street. The people go so without food or lire. The next evening,
large quantities of lime in casks, as well Other subjects are recommended to very able and clear report of the Treasurer.
Plains, have died lately, and somewhat sudden brance of the oldest person living. Growl
The
N.
E.
W
S.
and
Vane
have
been
far as to ask the superintendent of col the iee clearing away, enabled them to
About two-thirds of the funded debt is drawing
as kiln wood and lime casks. The fire careful attention, and the address indi six
per cent, interest, and one third five per placed on ilie Melhodist Cliqrcn preparatory to ly, of a disease of the brain, somewhat peculiar and grumble, crash and grind, rake and ored schools to have all the colored chil return home to their friends, who were
spread with great rapidity, aided by the cates that ail important matters pertain cent., and that drawing the least interest has raising tlie lofty pinacle, which will he done as in its ymptotus.
scrape—do all you can, dear ice, for your dren take one side of the street, and have almost distracted, thinking them frozen
ing to the interests of the city will re the longest run. I would recommend a con
1 3 “ A New York woman raised the money days are numbered and you are going, the other side for tho whites, although or drowned.
wind, and the shed of Mr. Fales was soon
ceive the Mayor’s faithful attention.
tinuation of funding at tlfp rale of $10,000 per soon as the painters finish their work upon it. to pay her rent by the sale of her hair.
surely going. Soon our little harbor wil! they have them for nurses, hair dressers,
totally destroyed, with its contents, as was
year to meet the subscription to the railroad. We have heard it is proposed, tliat if tlie city
lie clear and the vessels, which have been and all other sorts ot work, which bring
CF* There is a mortality among the
113* Cincinnati housekeeper last week adver
Grant Club.
also Mr. Soule's. A kiln and shed owned
There is no town or city whose financial stand will contribute sufficiently, a.veryfine clock
so long grimly held in the iron grip of them into close connection. Yet they horses at Machias, according to the Re
tised
“
a
girl
wanted.”
He
found
the
article
on
ing
is
better,
or
by
which
money
can
be
pro
the
Ice-king,
will
bo
free;
and
were
they
by Mr. Wm. MeLoon and rented by Mr.
don't see how a white lady can bear to publican, three having recently died in
The citizens of Camden, organized a cured on a loan more readily or at a lower will be placed in tlie belfry, by which we his door-step Mouday night, wrapped iu a
rational beings, would, no doubt, re teach them.’’
that town.
Joseph 'Wheeler, stood next in the course Grant Club at Stetson’s Hall on Thursday rate of interest, than the city of Rockland.
may determine tlie timp by night as well as by blanket,
joice with exceeding joy, and sing of lib
of the fire, -and this shed was also soon evening, Feb. 27th, aud m a d e choice of By direction of the last City Council, I pe day. It would certainly bo a valuable acquisi
The Lewiston Journal says, as Mr.
erty,
sweet
liberty.
Once
more,
those
M
unicipal
Elections.
33* We learn from the Lewiston Journal
titioned the Legislature for an act authorizing tion. as it would he'rauch higher than any other
destroyed. The flames m-xt caught the the following officers: —
who have lived long enough and love the Biddeford, Me., March 9. Ifon. Fer Denison Harden, employed as pattern
the consolidation of all the school districts iu building in tlie city, and could he easily seen tiny; Mr. Sutton Stevens of Auburn, died sud sound, may hear tlie waves of old ocean
maker
at the Porter Mill, was coming out
shed of Mr. Cornelius Hauraban. Mr.
the city into one district, placing the entire
denly on Tuesday, after an illness of four days dash against our shores. Are we sorry guson Haines (Democrat) was re-elect- to dinner on Thursday, he was attacked
President—B. C. ADAMS.
Hanrahan occupied two adjoining sheds
L o o k T th e | *Iay ° ;.ot' <his cit-v t0-dii-v by 175, '»»»• by a crowd of Irish boys who have made
of congestion of the luugs.
Vice Presidents—C. G.-Bachelder, G. ! ™auagement of our schools the erection and from any part of tlie town.
you
are
going,
dear
ice?
’ repairs of buildings, under the direction of tlie
'jority. The Democrats also carried live it their practice for a long time to gath
and at the point of junction of these the L. Follansbee, A. Johnson.
r V The Continental Theatre Company at
J 3 “ A jealous husband in Cleveland soothed hundreds of eyes that have watched so
City Government. It will be your duty io pa;
er and snowball people as they pass the
firemen made their final stand and suc Recording Secretary—E. T. G. Raw- an ordinance of consolidation, and in .tho ap J Atlantic Hall is giving great satisfaction and his resentment by chopping his wife's piano to anxiously and unremittingly for your de Gt' the seven wards.
Bangor, Me., March 9, The city elec corner. Mr. Harden being hit several
parture fare they suffused with tears?
ceeded in arresting the lurther progress sou.
propriations to make provisions for building performing to crowded houses. The company pieces.
tion
to-day
resulted
in
the
choice
of
II.
D.
times, gave chase, and capturing one hoy,
Nary
a
suffuse.
Good-bye,
dear
iee!
and repairing school-houses suitable to accom is spoken very highly of by file pres, generally.
of the fire, the first of Mr. Hanrahan's
Tin: E gg B usiness.—Mr James Woodbury, Come again when you can't stop so long, Manson by a vote of 1715 to 1307—a Re shook and cuffed him. Dropping him,
Corresponding Secretary—G. IV. Bur modate ail tlie schools of the city. That our
We
are
pleased
to
state
that
it
is
of
a
higher
or
sheds being totally destroyed, but the kett.
publican
gain
of
157
from
last
fall.
lie was about to seize another; when the’
schools are tending to an enviable standard is
of Bangor, shipped 135,131 dozen of eggs dur and any time you are fifty or a hundred
second only slightly damaged. The fire
without question, and it is apparent that nt no der than previous entertainments of its charac ing tiie past year, costing $29,972 78 or a fraction miles lrom our shores, we shall sincerely
Augusta, Me., March 9. The Demo little rascal drew a pistol and tired at Mr.
Treasurer—A. Miiler, Jr.
distant day, v.itii continued ellbrt on the part ter which have visited our city, and we trust over 22e per doz.
hope you will stay there. Already our crats and I’. L. L.’s to-day elected Daniel Harden, the ball passing through his hat
men fought bravely and did good service.
Exculive Committee—E. M. Wood, G. of our efficient officers and teaeimis, our schools their stay with us will be satisfactory to them.
sailor population are Wi motion, after the Williams Mayor by 55 majority. The and taking effect in the right side of his
The. steam fire-engine played two streams
W. Thorndike, D. W. Russel, W. W. will be second to those of no other place in To night tlie great play of “ Nobody's Daugh ] 3 " The Gospel Banner says that Rev. G. long, and we hope, pleasant winter at vote was the largest ever thrown in this head, inflicting a severe wound. Fortu
from the dock and more than paid for it
tlie State, and instead of being obliged to send
home. Captains, onto more seeing their C ty. The Republicans will have four out nately the shot did not penetrate the
W.
Bieknell,
a
native
of
Bath,
is
settled
over
Ely, A. E. Robinson.
our children abroad to he educated, it can he ter,'-’ will he produced.
vessels aflo.at, are looking for crews.— of the seven Aldermen. The I1. L. L-’s skull, hut an ugly-looking gash was pro
two Universalist Sooictics in yermont.
self by its service. Had not the flames
lloom Committee—B. F. Bass, Charles done at less expense under our “ own vine and S teamboats.—TlieKatahdin will be on the
Men
arc seeking employment for tlie have a majority of the Common Council. duced which bled profusely. Had it va
. been arrested at the point where their
fig tree.”
3 3 “ John C. Breckinridge, Esq., of Jeiusa, summer. Now comes the busiest season
IU Miller, D. G. McCarthy.
route as soon as the ice leaves the up-river
Belfast. Me., March 9. At the city ried an inch either way, the skull would
progress was stayed, the loss of proper
lem,
lias
been
named
as
Democratic
candidate
Tlie
several
reports
of
the
Treasurer,
Road
of
the
year witli ns. Soon, however, the election
Meetings oil Monday evening of eaeli
to-day Axil Hayford (Republi probably have been pierced aud instant
Commissioner, Overseers of tlie Poor, Super hnrjiprs. The City of Riclinind eouies on the for President.
ty would probably have been doubled.
vessels
will
have
sailed,
tlie
men
will
be
was elected Mayor by 130 majority. death resulted.
week.
intending Sc,mol Committee, City Marshal, 20th, and the Lewiston, to run between Ban
gone and our proverbially quiet little can)
Both
branches-of
the City Government
Mr.Fales’s loss was $3,200, $800 on shed
7 3 * The Houlton Pioneer says last Monday place will wear, for months, its Sunday
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, City gor and Portland, is expected to comenee about
are Republican. The vote was the larg A correspondent of the Lewiston Jour
Physician and Undertaker will be Jaid before
was tlie coldest Jay of tfie seasqq, the thermom aspect.
and 2,500 on lime, wood and casks, afterWe saw the other day, at the furni you
est
ever
thrown
here.
nal says that the wife of Air. S. F. Clay,,
aud will give an Accurate history of the the 1st of April.
eter being 30 degrees below zero.
bur winter has passed very pleasantly,
decuctiug $500 for lime and wood saved. ture store of Mr. F. Tighe, a very hand doings in eaeli of those departments for the
oi Waterville, died very suddenly on
Many families in the city were deprived
He was insured lor $2,500. Mr. Soule's some black walnut book-case, which had year past. The officers of the city have been of loth water and gas the first of tlie present ( 3 * A young man of Troy, New York, was and what with a singing school, naviga ZLP A correspondent of the Star states Thursday morning, after an, Illness of
tion school, dancing school, leap year that three prisoners broke jail at Paris, twenty minutes. She had been perfectly
faithful
and
efficient.
With
but
few
exceptions
so
enraged
at
tlie
conduct
of
his
affianced,
who
loss is stated at about $2,300. He had just been made to order by Mr. Tighe for
parties, balls, dances, levees, sociables, Sunday night and escaped. It is report well to all appearances up to that time,'
tlie city lias enjoyed a year of peace and quiet, week.
pettishly threw.his engagement ring into the society meetings nnd religions meetings,
aio insurance. Mr. MeLoon losthisshed, a lady of this city. The workmanship and although not a year of large accumulation
ed that they succeeded in unlocking the
V T Before the flames liad actually been sub fire, that he dealt her a black eye, aud is now all have had an opportunity of enjoying door of their cells by means of a wire and upon rising in the morning complain
of
property,
there
lias
h.e.en
a
steady
a;id
pros
valued, we believe, at about $1,000, Gn was excellent and a proof that our citi
of a paiu in her chest. Some simple
dued, large numbers of workmen were engag mulcted iu damages and posts.
themselves, let their views be what they taken from the stove, and they then ed
perous
gain
in
wealth.
The
pity
has
been
remedies were administered by her friends
which there was no insurance, and Mr. zens who desire a handsome piece of fur spared in a remarkable degree from any great
ed, re-barreling the lime which was burned at po* The lively state of the shoe trade in Lynn may, either morally, politically or relig burned the outer door enough to allow and Dr. Boutwell was called, but she ex
Wheeler loses about $500. Mr. Hanra niture of this sort, or any nice job of destruction by fire and any very large ioss.es the fire Qn the point, last Sunday morning, on
iously. It was proposed at one time to them to crawl under it. One prisoner is pired before his arrival,
the Reporter says, is specially manifested by
have a commercial school, but owing to
han loses, by the total destruction of his cabinet work, need not go out of town by shipwreck. No epidemic lias prevailed and account of a threatened rain-storm.
the unusual demand for workmen. Ill the tlie non-appearance of the party engaged still left. He was offered jail delivery,
there ia« been but little sickness during tlie
but refused, and after the others had got F F The Lewiston iZournal says a gen
to
obtain
it.
shed and loss upon lime, wood and casks
windows
of
one-half
the
manufactories
are
ex
unhealthy poi'ttqns of theyear. For as favorF V Of ail the nuisances to which Rockland
to keep it, the project proved a failure.
welt away he gave the alarm. The names tleman of that city, long troubled with
aibont $6,000. He had insured upon this
aiile a termination of f),o year now begun let
hibited signs indicating that workmen in one
A
few
evening
since
they
held
a
Jevee
of the escaped prisoners aro Asbury dyspepsia, has been cured by drinking
Dedication of the Baptist Church, us look to Him ivbof'e ‘henefie.-nt kindness and has ever been subjected, the practice of ring department or aRQtiier qrP WhUtefl,
property $5,100—$1,600 on the shed, and
at the upper part of the town. Their ta^ Coolbroth, charged with house-burning cold water from the Androscoggin river,
ing
front
door
bells
by
bill-carriers,
is
the
most
wisdom have 60 fat' sustained .us
$3,500 on lime, weed and lime casks. His Camden.—The new Baptist Church at
0 3 “ Twenty times this winter lias the mere bles were well supplied with the luxuries and larceny; John A- Bragdon and an instead of impure water from a well.
The question of building a sewer from bUe abominable of all. It has become so annoy
and the necessaries of life. A goodly Indian named Michael Lewisffioth charged
second shed was damaged to the extent of Camden village will he dedicated to Al Brook
on Main Street to Pleasant Street, was ing An-/' perplexing of late, that we think some cury been below zero ut Eastport.
number were present—some from the ad^ with larceny. They were all bound over 53s* The Machias Republican says some
850, which is covered by insurance. All mighty God, with imposing, appropriate Agitated last year, and by direction of the City action should i)$ taken, at once, to prevent it.
If March does not “go out” this year like joining towns, gs well qs your pity, and to tho March Term of the Supremo Court of the logging teams are coming out of
the above insurance was effected at the services, on Wednesday, 18th inst.; ser Council I caused a survey to he made and ad g T The Senate h M rejected the nomination the most inuoeent kind of lamb known to chil your correspondent thought all enjoyed which sits to-morrow, and failed to get the woods, laden with a good fare—hav
vertised for proposals for building tlie same.
themselves. Last Friday evening a le bonds. The officers are in pursuit o f ing had one of the best winters for lum
agency of Messrs. E. H. & G. W. £och- vices commencing at 2 o’clock, P. M. Two
offers for construction were made, which of George C. Getchell as Assessor of Internal dren’s story-books aud poetesses, it will prove
vee was held at this village, under the ■them.
The public generally areinvited to attend. were laid before the City C,?.uacil, but it was Revenue for the Third District of Maine.
bering ever known.
false to its own traditions.
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t y We are glad to learn that Col. Hen
ry C. Dining, who was much distinguish
ed in tR last Congress for his eloquence
and power iu debate, and who was great
ly instrumental iu procuring the passage
of the act creating the office of Lieuten
ant General, has been engaged for some
time on a Life of General Grant.
The terms of intimacy and confidence
which subsist between the eloquent au
thor aud Grant and his friends—Wash
burn of 111., Gov. Gates aud others—
give him greater facilities iu his' labor
than any other writer could have.
Those who have seen portions of the
manuscript speak of it as being written
with great power and of absording in
terest.
This will probably be the Life of Grant,
for wide aud general circulation. We
learn that it will be published by S. S.
Scranton & Co., Hartford Ct., and the
National Publishing Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

E y We would call the attention of our
readers to the fact that the Bristol Line
o f Steamers will commence their trips for
the season on Monday, March ICth. See
their advertisement iu another column in
this paper.
Choice F ruit.—We take pleasure in in
forming our readers and the public generally
of the advantages of using “ Best's Patent
Fruit Tree and Vine Invigorator,” which has
received the highest commendations for invig
orating fruit trees, vines, plants and all kinds
of useful vegetation, and the instant destruc
tion of Grubs and insects on the same. The
particulars may be learned by addressing the
proprietors, Messrs. J. Aueakn & Co., Balti
more, Md. See their card in another column.

We learn from the Portland Press that
Col. Charles Q. Clapp died very sudden
ly about midnight, Sunday. He has been
in ill health for some time, and has been
confined to his house for months. He
was quite comfortable oil Sunday, and no
immediate danger was apprehended.—
About midnight he arose iu his bed and
made some request. Before it could be
attended to he had sunk away and was life
less. Colonel Clapp was a prominent
Democrat and had several times been the
Democratic candidatefor Mayor, though
unsuccessful.

T H E B O U R B O N 7.
Bourbon whiskey derives its name irom the county
in Kentucky where it is mado. The best article made
there is the Golden Sheaf whiskey. Try it, and see
iftitis n o t. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washing
ton street, Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit
House in America.
Iwl3
G R A C E ’S C E G E B R A T B lZ S A L V E .
From Mr. J am es C u iilin ,

ok

A mesbury , Mass.

“ I was afflicted with a severe felon ou one ot my
fingers, and tried many remedies without relief. Mv
friends induced me to apply your Salve. Iu two days
it extracted the iufiamution irom my finger so as to
enable me to resume my work. I can almost say that
the Salve worked like magic, tor it ellected a cure
without leaving a scar. I unhesitatingly pronounce
Graces's Salve un excellent remedy, and do not doubt
it will be appreciated throughout the laud.”
ONLY 25 CENTS A BOX.
SETH W . FOW LE & SON, Boston, Proprietors.
Sold by Apothecaries and Grocers generally.
____
4wl3

I nscbance.—An honorable business reputa-'
tion, based upon principles of equity and ac
commodation to all with whom they deal, and
gained during an experience of more than four
o M A S O N IC
teen years, during which their business has
. MASONIC HALL.
been steadily increasing, is the best recommen
dation which can be oflered to the public, to
procure their insurance through the well- Stated Conclaves, 1st Monday of each month.
DR. C. N. GERMAINE, A’. C.
known agency of Messrs. E. 11. & G. W. Cocli
J . It. BOWLER, Recorder.
ran, Berry Block, Rockland. The Messrs.
KING HIRAM ’S COUNCIL OF ROYAL AND
Cochraa -have always aimed to be guided by
SELECT MASTERS.
Regular convocation first Friday of everv m onth,
entire Justice and faithfulness to the compa
E . B. HINCKLEY,’ T. I. M.
M. SUMNER, Rec.
nies they represent, joined with a strict regard
for the interest and protection of those whom
they insure, and their success is an evidence
Stated Convocations, 1st Thursday in each month.
that they enjoy the public confidence and ap
LEANDER WEEKS, H. P.
C. R. MALLARD, Secretary.
preciation inconsequence. They will continue
to offer their customers every advantage that
can be afforded by an agency doing business on
Stated Communications, 1st Wednesday of each
these sound principles and representing the month.
S. M. BIRD, If. If.
great majority of the best companies of New
ENOCH DAVIES, Secretary.]
England and New York.
Rockland, June 1, 1866.
2-ltf
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Probably no disease (except epidemic diseases)
lias been more fatal than the Diphtheria. For
a time it baffled tile skill of physicians every
where, and is still causing them careful and
anxious study. T he “ Arcadian Recorder,” pub
lished at Halifax, N. S., in speaking upon the
ravages of Diphtheria in that Province: as an
internal aud external remedy for that fatal
courge of our Providence, Diphtheria, we are
told that Johnson's Anodyne Liniment has no
pial; effectually preventing when used iu sea
son, aud affording great relief to, and seldom
failing to cure the most stubborn cases—No
family should be without it.

A R ockland Captain and Barnum' s B ig
W obms.—In reading the account of the burn
Farmers aud stable men will find it for their
ing of Barnum’s Museum, we notice the name advantage to administer occasionally Sheridan's
of Miss Swan, the female giantess, which re Cavalry Condition Powders during the spring
minds us of a little interview said to have tak- aud summer months. By so doing they can
en place between her and one of our Rockland prevent distemper in every form, and will cause
captains, (unlike Geo. Burns u e call no names)
horse’s coat to assume a smooth aud glossy
it is told with much gusto, and runs thusly: The al>Pearaucecaptain, like all other Rockland captains, when !
~
“ ~~
.
in New York, was very anxious to see every‘'E conomy is M e a it ii . -W hoever buys a
...
,.
. . 0 1
..1
cheap compound of Saleratus throws away his
thing, and in Ins strolls about the city, with a | lnonfy. Those who purchase Pyle’s Saleratus
few ot Ins friends, finally brought up at the get a pure and wholesome article at half its valMuseum, where they amused themselves at ue and double their outlay. See that your grolooking at the thousand and one curiosities, in-I cer gives you Pyle’s Saleratus, in pound packcluding the rattlesnakes, boa-constrictors, etc., I ages, full weight.
till finally they came to Miss Swan, the young ;
_ -----------------------giantes--, and one of the wonders of the Muse i Clear the Track, and make room for “Barum. The Captain was surprised indeed. We '
” ^au, Eestoralive, now rapidly making
will not dwell upon the many particulars of
" ay into our market^ A splendid article,
the conversation, but will merely give the last
Dr u A„ders> a Gerlnan chemist and a raem.
part of the dialogue.
ber of the. Medical Faculty of New York city,
Captain— • h ell, Miss, I d like to ask one after fift-ien years research and experiment, has
more question, if you'll answer it.
: discovered a method of dissolving Iodine in
Miss Swan—“ I will leave that to you, sir. pure water. This preparation (Dr. H. Anders’
If it should notbc proper, you of course would Iodine Water) has cured many cases ol scrolula.
ulcer-, cancers,
not ask it.”
........— die., that had resisted the action
Captain—Well, never mind old gal. I'll risk of all other remedies.
it and you can judge about its being proper. 1
“On! that w ill be J o y ful !” When men
want you to tell me, did them big worms up
and women throw “ Physic 10 the dogs," and
stairs pass you ?”
when a trifle out of order, or Io prevent getting
The manager was sent for and the Captain out of order, take Plantation Hitlers. Are you
made tracks.
Dyspeptic. Nervous, Jaundiced, Hy’pped, Low
-—
—
-----Spirited, Weak, or are you sick and don't know
T n r St it t T i t th o n r o e n n i
what ails vou? We have been—and was reciim e v i
C.i
. PrCS™ } Ca’, -VJ omniended to try Hie Plantation Bitters—which
ylbU.JiC less than last year. I lie tax bill wc djd wilh great satisfaction and entire sucjust passed assesses thesuin ol' $806,225; Cess. Delicate Females, Clergymen, Merchants,
O il CUCU
u n , uLawyers
u n j u i a and persons uof
i Sedentary
U L I.. .1, ? aHabits
*.. C..- _ar
... >.
there is a poll tax of one cent on
each ppoll,
a tax of four and one-fourth 1milU
11 nn thn particularlv benefited by these Bitters. The

AS A M E D IC IN E .
Old Holland Gin is the most beneficial article th at
can be used for all kidney complaints. D 'jnster’s old
London Dock Gin is the thing. Try it. C. A. RICH
ARDS & CO., 99 W ashington street, B oston, largest.
Wine and Spirit House in America.
Iwl3
T O C O X S U M P T I V E S.
The R e v . EDW ARD A.JWILSOFf will send (tree o
charge) to all who desire It, the prescription w?fh the
dueetions for making and using the simple reme
dy by which he wasjeured o f a lung affection anu that
dread disease Consumption. His only object is to
benefit the atllicted and he hopes every sufferer will
try this prescription, as it will cost them nothing, : uni
may prove a blessing. Please address
R E V . EDWARD A. WILSON,
No. 1G2 South Second S treet, Williamsburglt. N ew
York.
iy23

d r. s.

s. r r r c i f s

us, “ tiie American Organs of Messrs. Smith
are tiie most perfect and heaotiful 1 have ever
To sleep well at night,
seen.” We agree with him, and having ex
Let your supper be light.
amined tiie instruments carefully, must give
Or else you will complain
them unreserved praise.—lViiladeiphia Item.
Of a stomach in pain,
2wl3
n n'trr eidUv trdUe,al afje’ h,Ut Where ^ ‘rriCd A1‘
ITS GOODEFFECTS ARE PERMANENT,
liens Gold Medal Saleratus is used, and no In thjs it lllffers from alI hair dycs. By its use
other, even a dispeptic may eat a comfortable | ;uxurjeld growth is guaranteed, natural color
supper before retiring and experience no encon- and gloss are restored. Due trial will cause
you to say Ibis o f Mrs. S. A. ALLEN’S IMPROV
ED (new 'style) H air Restorer or Dressing ,
(in one bottle.) Every Druggist sells it. Price
The Gardiner Journal suggests that one One
Dollar.
4wl3

of the greatest privileges that belong to
the fair sex in leap year is that of paying Magnolia W ater .—A delightful toilet arti
the newspaper bills of their husbands, cle—superior to Cologne, aud at half the price.
when they are delinquent. It is a great
privilege aud one that they gladly avail Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure will immediately re
lieve and permanently cure the most aggrava
themselves of.
ted ease of Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Sour Stomach
Constipation, and all diseases of the stomach
and bowels. Physicians, clergymen and all who
1 ORELAND, A le ., March 8.
; use it, joju in unbounded praise of its great virAn incendiary fire at Saco last night de- ' “es- Sul,l by Druggists everywhere. Price
E IR E .

q

stroyed Hill’s market House, Libby’s
8tf
barber shop. Dr. Grant’s drug store, Drs. |
Snow and Libby's offices andI Gunny's
groceiy stoic. Loss ^10,000; Gunny in- Cough and Consumption. Both sizes—ordinary
sured $1200, no other insurance.
i 4 oz., also mammoth family bottles—for sale hv
JST* The Rev. I. S. Kallocli lias been lecturing
at Leavenworth on “ Bitter-Sweet.” He has had
his share of both.

I all druggists and dealers in medicines. No famshould he over night without it in the house.
8tf

SPECIA L

N OTICES.

D emorest’s Model Mo n th ly —Ladies nev
er weary of praising this Magazine for its beau
ty and usefulness. Its patterns are worth more
“ OUT OF SO R T S.”
than the price of each number, ami, with the
admirable models furnished by its illustrations, Take DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S SHERRY
are invaluable to ladies living in the country.
W e do not know much about the ••Household” W INE BITTERS,—the most medicinal in the m ar
and other exclusively feminine departments,
Cml3
except that housekeepers think everything of ket. Established in 1808.
them, hut wc do know that the reading matter
S O X O O F IK O N .
is varied and unexceptionable, and that, alto
I am mighty in the saber.
gether. it is as welcome a visitant as can be
Fiercely wielded by the brave;
found in the parlor or firmly circle. Price S3.00
Glorious in the stalw art steamer,
per year, with a handsome premium. Send for
Laughing at the storm and wave.
a circular.—W. J ennings Demorest , 473
Broadway, N. Y.
Beauteous in the palace pillars,
Saving in the pointed rod,

As it brings the deadly lightning
A Dictionary of the Bible , comprising
Quelled and harmless to the sod.
its A ntiquity , Biography . G eography
and N atup. at, H istory , with numerous
But there is a glorious essence.
I llustrations and M aps. E dited by
Where I take my grandest power,
W illiam Smith , LL. D. P ublished by
Giving to the ra ce my surest,
M essrs . J . B. Burr & Co., H artford , Ct .
Sweetest aid, in danger’s hour.
We greet this Book with sincere and unusual
S ee: before me fly diseases !
satisfaction. Such a Bible help for the people
See the darkest hydras bow I
and Sabbath Schools, has a value that cannot be
See the rose of health and beauty
expressed in dollar?* and cents, and money should
Take the palest cheek and brow.
not, with any, stand in the way of obtaining it.
Its accurate and ample information is thorough
Fly, dyspepsia! fly consumption !
and complete, a consideration of every subject
Yes, all ills are crushed at length;
relating to the Bible, its numerous biographies’
F or I give what human nature
Only ever needed—st r e n g t h !
(a sketch of every person mentioned in the Bible
being given,) its history of ancient times and
Shall I tell in what great essence
people, its presentation of the facts of modern
I can thus your spirits cheer up?
discovery which have been so wonderful, render
Pallid, trembling, dying sufierer,
this work that no family or teacher should, ou
’fis th e famed •• P eruvian S yrup
any consideration, neglect to secure.
PERUVIAN SYRL’P is a protected solution of
issued by Messrs. Burr & Co., it is everything theThe
Protoxide of Iron, a new discovery in medicine
in external finish and beauty that the most fas that strikes at the root of disease by supplying the
tidious can ask. They put their works in the blood with its vital principle or life clement,—Jr un.
best forms, disclaiming all tinsel and tawdry
The genuine has " P eru v ia n S yrup ” blown in the
ornaments. The superior merits of the work glass.
are that it is an unmutilated reproduction of Pam phlets free.
the Abridgment’by Dr. Smith himself, of his
J . P. DINSMORE, Proprietor.
No. 30 Dey st. New York.
great and expensive work “ for Divines and
4wl3
Scholars.” This he, who was better fitted for Sold by all Druggists.
such a work than any other, prepared for Sab
W H A T R Y E W IL L DO.
bath School Teachers and Families, i i a form
There
are
peculiar
properties
contained
in
the
grain
most usetul to them, and the American publish that, if properly extracted, prove to be the best thing
ers have re-printed and oiler it so cheap as to you can use for weak lungs. The extract of Rye
leave every |ier.-oti without excuse iu not avail- ' i “a“deby c . A. .RICH
ARDS^Boston.
.........
'*
the most sure
ing himself its rare aid in understanding the remedy yet discovered. Try it.
sale by most
Scripiures. Another merit possessed only by grocers aud druggists.
.
C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99
this ed’tion is the Accentuation of Hie proper Washington street, Boston, largest Retail Wine aud
Spirit
House
iu
America.
Iwl3
names so ns to give each a pronunciation au thorized by our best American lexicographers.
Y A BOTTLE AND BE CONVINCED! IT
This is ail excellence of great importance. We qXiR will
only cost you your time in using it, if it does
repeat our statement that we greet this work you no good.
most gladly. It is just the tiling for the teacher
in his preparation for his class, be they youu? D R . T O B I A S ’ V E N E T I A N L I N I M E N T .
As an E xternal Remedy in cases of Chronic Rheu
or old.
Chapped bauds, Mosquito Bites, Cuts, Stiff
In the dwelling where the Bible is read and matism,
ot the Joints and Contraction of the Muscles,
studied, this hook would cause that Divine light ness
Headache, Bruises, Pains in the Limbs, Buck and
to shed an illumination which has not been real Chest.,Sores, Toothache, Stings ol Insects and Sprains,
ized before. Surpassing all other similar works its wonderful curaiive powers are miraculous.
Taken Internally in cases of Sick Headache. Colic,
in compactness, completeness, cheapness and
its admirable suitableness to intelligent Bible- Bowel Complaints, Cholera, Dysentery, Vomiting and
Dvspepsia, its soothing and penetrating qualities are
loving people, it should and will find a quick felt
as soou as taken.
and large sale. We are glad to learn that the
J2Z If the reader or his friends have any complaint
publishers have not miscalculated the wants and named in this advertisement, try the Venetian Lini
wishes of the religious public.
m ent. Remember, it you do not find relief you can
Agents will find iu this work, so rich inside have your money refunded.
Ask for Dr. Tobias’ Venetian Liniment, and take no
and so attractive outside, a most lucrative em
ployment, and wc wish that every town in our other. I t is pleasant to take and clean to use, and
the disease from the system so th at it does
countrv might he eauvassed for it. so helpful eradicates
not return, as is the case after using the many Liiniwould it be for the comprehension of the Sacred ments, P ain Killers aud Oils now flooding the counBook. It is commended in the warmest terms try}
onjy stOp t j,e paju While the article is being
bv clergymen and intelligent laymen of all de- | U8ed, and then return.
n o m in atio n s. It should occupy a place iu every
price 50 cents per bottle. Sold by all the Druggists,
library beside the Bible.
j Depot, 50 Cortland Street, N, Y.
4wi3
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NEW AD V ERTISEM EN TS.

APO THEO AR Y.

F O R E IG N PO R T S.

C o r n e r M a in n n d P a r k S t r e e t s
"SPEA R BLOCK, ROCKLAND, MAINE.
January 11.1800.
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AGENTS WANTED

W

B A U G H ’S

Com m ercial M anures,

C. P . FESSENDEN,
B a u g h ’s C h ic a g o B o n e F e r liliz e r.
D r u g g i s t & A p o t h e c a r y , B a u g h 's C h ic a g o B lood m a n u r e
MARK A

_ d e rs fo rth e “ ORIGIN & HISTORY OF THE
BIB LE,” by Prof. C. E . STOWE, D. D. A fresh
book by one of the best and most thorough authors.
There is no work published thaLcan compare with it.
It is having a large sale, out-selling anu other book.
Experienced agents and others wanted to introduce
this valuable Book into every family, as a companion
of the Bible. Send for circulars. Address or apply
to IIARTFORD*PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.

P o r tla n d , B a n g o r a n d M a ch ia s
S te a m b o a t C om p a n y .

for Female Complaints

ever ollered to the public
11y ster ia—ret ained excel
ses—yield to its magic power.

ON E TR I P

M O TH ERS.

Mothers ! we also commend the NERVINE for use
in the diseases, which afflict children while Teething,
as certain to afford quick and greatful relief. The
stupeliying byrups, of which Opium is the principal
ingredient, are dangerous to life, impair the lunc;ions of the stomach and bowels, anil actually im
pede the healthy growth of your offspring. To cure
vVind Colic, regulate the bowels, soften the gum s,and
relieve pain, tiie NERVINE will always be found sale
and elficient.

PE R WEE K.

R E P R E S E N T IN G

TH E

O L D E ST A N D STR O N G EST

INSURANCE COMPANIES

OVV T H E q U A C K E X T O R T (r o w
th e ir u n f o r l u n a t e p a t i e n t .,
Q U A C K E R Y E X P O S E D . S ee “ T h e In the UNITED STATES—with a combined capital
P n l i e u t ’. G u id e .” I t tc lla you
for Fire and M arine Business of
How to cure diseases of the generative organs,
in both sexes, with simple, safe and reliable Kcmedics, to be procured at any Drug Store. Those about
Over Seventeen Millions Dollars.
to marry should procure a copy a t once. Address G.
AV, M O R T O N ’, M . D ,, 124 Crosby St., New
York. Mailed on receipt of 4 postage stumps.

H

.ZEtna F ire In su ran ce Company,

P r o p o s a ls f o r lA m c ,

Hartford, Conn........................Cash Assetts $4,833,543

F o r C on M tru ction o f Hie U . S. C o u r t H ou xe
a n d P o r t O ffice, P o r t l a n d , M e ,

H om e.Insurance Company,

New York..................................Cash Assets $3,G23,8S»
EALED Proposals will be received a t the offic^
the undersigned until 12 o’clock M., March 20th H artfo rd F ire Insurance Company,
1668, for furnishing aud delivering one thousand
(1000) Barrels ot the best Rockland Lime for the Hartford Conn......................... Cash Assets $2,026,220
Government buildings to be erected at Portland, Me.
The Lime to be delivered at the sites of the build
Home Insurance Company,
ings as last as desired by the Superintendent, or re
quired by the progress of the work.
New Haven, Conn.....................Cash Assets $1,619,070
Proposals will be made by the barrel, including
cost of all freights, landing &c.
Ten per cent ot all payments will be retained un L orillard F ire Insurance Company,
til cumpletion of the contract. The delivery of the New York.................................. Cash Assets $1,490,235
lime to begin as soon after the signing of the contract
as the Superintendent may direct. The department
reserves the right to reject any or nil of the propo In tern atio n al F ire In su ran ce Co.,
sals if deemed for the interest of the Government to New York...................................Cash Assets $1,059,780
do so.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for Lime ’
and addressed to
Springfield F ire & M arine In s. Co.,
HENRY KINSBURY,
Springtield, Mass....................... Cash Assets $751,529
Superintendent.
February 2 7,186S.
3wl2

S

N arrag an sett F ire & M arine In s. Co.

A R a re C hance.

Providence, K. I ........................... Cash Assets $743,538

P utnam F ire Insurance Company,
Hartford, Conn........................... Cash Assetts $395,214

C lo th in g

S to re

to

L e t.

City F ire Insurance Company,
Hartford, Conn............................ Cash Assets $465,965

Ready Made Clothing,

For Sale by Local Dealers, who have been lo
n p n i S Medicine is a NERVE TONIC. It stops the
X waste ot vitality, braces the Nerves, and quietly re cated in all the im portant cities and towns in the
gulates the system. Sleeplessness, Irritability, Loss United States and the Dominion of Canada.
Priced Circulars, and all information, promptly
ot Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Constipation,
.
local Weakness, and a general failing of the mental furnished by addressing
and bodily functions, are the common indications of
G EO R G E W . K IK K E
CO .,
Nervous Disease. Dodd’s Nervine and Invigorator is
49 CENTRAL W HARF, BOSTON.
a complete Specific for all these troubles. I t is also
8wl3
(New England Agents.)
the best, as it is also the most agreeable

Cochran’s Agency,

FAMILY PHOTOGRAPH B IB LE.” F or terms.
Address, BRAINARD & SAMPSON, Hartford, Conn.
D R A W ’S CHEMICAL, ELECTRO, SILVERO PLATING FLUID makes worn out plated-ware
as good as new. Samples sent by mail on receipt of
25 cents to pay for package and postage. Address J .
SHAW , Chemist, 30 Elm street, Bridgeport, Conn.
Agents wanted everywhere.

"The History of the War Between the States;’
I ts Causes , Ch a ra cter , Conduct and R esults ,
By Hon. ALEXANDER H. STEVENS.
Send for Circulars, with terms and a full description
ot the work. Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING
CO., Philadelphia, Pa,

INSURANCE.

BO O K C A N V A S S E R S W A N T E D .

Store, if wanted. And Stock for sale.
part or the whole, consisting of
of SEEDS, and Guide to the Flower and Vege
table Garden for 186a, is now ready, containing 150
pages, with full descriptions of nearly 2,500 varieties,
ami plain directions for sowing, culture, &c., illustra
ted with 80 Engravings of Flowers and Vegetables,
and a
H a t s , C a p s , T r u n k s , V a lis e s ,
Itacder’s German Snuff!
B E A U T IF U L C O L O R E D P L A T E ,
CiT- For detailed description of these articles see
Try it, tor it costs but 25c. For sale by all D ruggists; the Journal ol the Farm , a monthly Agricultural and contains all the information necessary for the
T r a v e lin g B a g s, G un s, P isto ls,
successful growth of the most beautiful Flowers and
or send 35c to O. P . SEYMOUR &. CO., Boston, and paper; to be procured by addressing the General choicest
Vegetables. Sent post-paid to all who apply
A g e n ts receive a box by return mail.
Iy38
for 25 cents. Address
H O V E Y Ac CO..
G korgk W . K irk k & Co ., 49 Central Wharf, Bos
Gun F ix tu res, and Fancy Goods,
5 3 North Market St., Boston, Mass.
ton.
J ohn R alston & Co., 181 P earl Street, New’ York. AMATEL It C l M l VATOR'S GU 3 i )
II ve a good run of customers. Reason for Selling,
Prices uniform with the Manufacturers.
out ot health.
A -iid I n v i g o r a t o r .

TO

F J F E

’ i ) .w

B

Remedy

ANJ

T

C a ta rrh Can he C u red !

’p I I E subscriber gratefal to his patrons for the consideration shown him during his first vo years
ot practice in Rockland, begs to inform them and the
public in general, that with increased facilities, he is
prepared to insert Artificial Teeth in a m anner that
hall insure a most natural appearance. All operaive work executed with care and skill.
S. T I B B E T T S , J i m ., D c u t iu l.
Office in KIMBALL BLOCK. E ntrance No. 4, up
stairs.
Refers by permission to the undersigned, for whom
operations in Dentistry have been performed.
Wiggin
Rev. A. R. Abbott,
i'rye,
E. II. Cochran,
C. R. Mallard,
j>. E . Benson.
6m ll
lion. N. A. Farw ell.

F IR E , M A R I N E ,

ook a g e n t s w a n t e d - f o r d r .
H I S IS N O H U M B U G S —By sending30Cents
and Stamps, with age, height, color of eye3 and
W I L L I A M S M I T H ’S D I C T I O N A R Y
hair, you will receive, by return m ail, a correct pic
O F T H E B I B L E .—W ritten by 70 of the most
distinguished Divines in Europe and America. Ulus ture of your future husband or wife, with name and
trated with over 125 Steel aud Wood Engravings. In date ot marriage. Address W. FOX, P . O. Drawer,
one large Octavo volume. Price $:i 50. T h e OXLY No. 8 Fultonville, N. Y.

F O U L E D .
ED IT IO N PU B LIS H E D IX A SIE K IC A , CONDENSED BY
D a . S M IT H 'S own HA ND . We employ no General
ETW EEN Rockland and Thomaston, a roll of Agents and offer ex tra inducements to Agents deal
has dawned lor alljwho desire to resume in age one ot
CALF SKINS. The owner can have the same ing with us. Send for descriptive circulars, und see
th e m ost glorious gifts of youth—the magnificent black
by calling at this office, proving property and paying
our terms.
o r brown tinge which renders the hair au irresistable charges.
3wl3
J . B. BURK E CO., Publishers, Hartford Ct.
element of personal attraction.
IN S T A N T A N E O U S B E A U T Y
A G E N T S W A N T E D .—MALE OR FEMALE, U O O K A G E N T S W A N T E D
everywhere,
to
sell
the
“
L
if
e
o
f
G
e
n
.
U
.
S.
To solicit orders for the
springs from the application of but one hair dye in
the world. The chemical elixir oontaius the vital G r a n t .” by J ohn S. C. A bb o t i *. New work.
principle und the coloring m atter with which nature “ People’s edition.” Price suited to the time;-. Also O rigin a n d H isto r y or th e B o o k s
nourishes the most beautiful ot the silken fabricB a few more Ageuts for Russell’s splendid engraving
o f th e B iB le.
entitled “ F r o m S h o r e to S h o r e ,” a perfect gem.
wherewith she adorns the
Address JOHN UANKERSON, 2 Elm street,
BY Pitot-. C. E. STOWE.
H E A D S O F HER. F A V O R IT E S .
Portland, Me.
3wl3
A fresh book by one of the best and most thorough
authors. There is no work published th at can com
Need it be said that this wonder of civilization is
with it. I t is having a large sale, outselling any
2b the Ifonerable Judge o f Probate fo r the pare
CHRISTADORO’S HAIR DYE,
other religions Book. Over 34,000 sold within the
County
of
Lincoln.
last 8 months. Sales rapidly increasing. Send for
the most genial, harmless, wholesome and certain
USAN M. BRYER of Bootlibay, in snid County, Circulars. Address or apply to H artford P ub
preparation of its kind in the whole universe. Man
respectfully represents that she is seized as an l ish in g Co., Hartford, Ct.
ufuctured bs J . CHRISTADOR'), G8 Maiden Lane,
heir with others to w it: MARGERY M. McCOBB of
New’ York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by all
A G E N T S W A N T E D FO R .
said
Bootlibay, MARIA R. HOLMES of Grantville,
Hair Dressers.
4wl3
Mass., JA N E II. CORMARK, ISABELLA M. BRY
B lu e
C o a t s
ER and SUSAN T. BRYER ot Boston, Mass., and T I i o
erkor
o ij t u
SARAH E. BLOGGETT, ol Philadelphia, Penn., in And how they Lived, Fought and Died fo r the Union,
A Gentleman who suffered lor years from Nervous the Real Estate whereof ALBERT W. BRYER late with Scenes and Incidents in the Great Rebellion.—
Debility, Prem ature Decay, and all the effects ot ol Bootlibay, in said County of Lincoln, died seized It contains oyer 100 tine Engravings and 500 pages,
pouthful indiscretion, will, for the sake ot suffering and possessed. An inventory whereof has been duly and is the spiciest and cheapest war book published.
humanity, send free to all who need it, the recipe and returned into the Probate office, that her portion of Price only $2 50.
The public are cautioned against inferior works
directions lor making the simple remedy by which he the same is one ninth part, which she is desirous of
was cured. Sufferers wishing to profit by the adver holding and possessing in severalty. She therefore with a similar title. See that the book you buy con
tiser’s experience, can do so by addressing, iu perfect prays that your honor would grant a w arrant to tains over 100 fine engravings and 500 pages. Send
suitable persons, authorizing them to make a division for Circulars. Address, JONES BROTHERS & CO.,
confidence,
of said real estate, and set off to each heir, his or her Philadelphia, Pa.
JOHN B. OGDEN, 42 Cedar Street, New Yrork.
portion in the same. Dated this 20th day ol February,
May 2 4 ,18G7.
Iy23
Book, enA .D ., 1868.
— _______ titled A PIC
SUSAN M. BRYER. TURE OF THE DESOLATED
T u r n e r 's T ic D o u lo u r e u x o r UniSTATE, aud the
rei*»nl N e u r a lg i a P « ll is a safe, certain and
Work o f Restoration, Every voter needs it before
speedy Cure for Neuralgia and all Nervous Diseases. LINCOLN COUNTY—In Court of Probate, at New Nov. 1868. Freight, largest commissions, aud a
The severest cases are. completely and permanently castle, on the first Tuesday of March 1868.
cured in a very short time. Neuralgia in the face or
On the petition aforesaid, Or d e r e d , That notice
head is utterly banished in a few’ hours. No form ol be given by publishing a copy of said petition, with
A N T E D . A G E N T S —To SELL
Nervous Disease withstands its magic influence. It tfiis order thereon, three weeks successively, prior to
D R . W M . S M IT U ’S
has the unqualified approval of many eminent physi the first Tuesday ol April next, in the Rockland
D I C T I O N A R Y .
cians. It contains nothing injurious to the m ost deli Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rockland, County ol B I B L E
The
cheapest and BEST. S e e t h a t t h e work
cate system. Sold everywhere. Sent oil receipt ol Knox, that all persons interested may attend at a
YOU
G
E
T
CONTAINS
O V ER 1000 1‘ G E S. A g e n ts
$1.00 and two postage stamps. TURNER & CO., 120 Court of Probate, then to he holden at Newcastle,
a r c d o in g a s p le n d id b u s in e s s w i t h th is
Tremont st., Boston, Mass., Proprietors.
aforesaid, and show cause, if any, why the prayer ol w o r k . To those who w ant the SMALL LONDON
Boston, July 1, 1807.
Iy29
said petition should not be granted.
EDITION, from which the ‘JU V EN ILE EDITION’
JOHN H. CONVERSE, Judge,
(an inferior work) has been copied, will be lurnished
Copy A ttest:—J . J . K e n n e d y , Register. 3wl8
W h y S u ffe r f ro m S o re s!
in March at 2 7 5 a copy, 75 cents less than the
American Edition. For full particulars, send for
w 1
circulars. S . S. S C R A N T O N At C O ., P u b liw h c r s . 126 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
B U R N S , SC A L D S, C H A P P E D H A N D S ,
CUTS, S P R A IN S ,
the year round, or a certainty of $500 to $800
and every complaint of the skin. Try it, for it costs
pe r Month to those having
small capital. We
but 25 cents.
guarantee the above monthly salary to good active
F o r a ll C r o p s a m i P la n t s .
lie sure and ask for
agents at tin ir own homes. Every Agent, Farmer,
H a l e ’g A r u ic u O a n lm e iit.
Gardner, Planter and Fruit Grower, North and South,
MAX UFA CTK RED OXLY KY
should semi at once fo r particulars. Please cull on
For sale by ull druggists, or send 35 cts. to O. P . S ey  BAUGH & SONS, Philadelphia.
mour A Co., Boston, and receive a box by return NOK'l'H-WESTEUN FERTILIZIN G CO., Chicago or address, J . AIIEARN & CO., 63 Second st., Balti
more, Md.
mail.
Jan . 10,1867.
Jy4
B a u g li's R a w B o n e P h o sp h a te .
Agents Wanted, now ready fo r Canvassers,
X

NO. 5 KIMBALL BLOCK,
“ F A M I L Y P H Y S I C I A N ,”
B o e V 1a n d ,M e .
Seventy-six pages; price 25 cents. Sent to any ad
April 30,1864.
19tf
dress. No money required until the book is received,
read, and fully approved. It is a perfect guide to the
sick or indisposed.
Address DR. S. S. FITC H , 25 Tremont street,
Boston.
Headache relieved, anil in fact every disease of the
. 20, 1807.
Jy7
nose and head permanently cured by the use of the
well-known remedy,

l< T u . jR .
The high praises em anating from people in all part.'
of the world that have derived benefit from the use o 1
RAD WAY’S REM EDIES, proved their title to con
fidence. There is no pain so severe, no diseases'!
malignant or swift in its destruction of life, hut that
the R eady R e l ie f will stop the pain and arrest i. i
its progress. Every one has heard of it, if not tried
it. Let those who have not used it, if sick, gav
trial. A lew minutes will proveitu power of stoj .ping
pain. Read the following letter. Any person d oudl ing its truthfulness can write to the U. S. Ci
Rio. For every word not true we will pay One H un
dred Dollars: See Radway’s Almanac for 1858.
,r the current aaIe is
cu' ™ '
2wl3
dollar the present valuation for
Pneumonia, Spitting o f lilood, DijJicult Breu thint
disbursements of the treasury, and a taxi T iie F orty-Second Anniversary of the
Cured. Wonderful Cures in the Imperial N ationul Guard o f the Brazilian Arm y.
ol three-lourth ol a mill on the dollar for American S unday School Union, in the
Rio de J a n eir o , June lGth, 1 80S.
the sinking fund. Last year the tax for Academy of Music.—The festivities were Messrs. R avmundo
L e it e A B ro . :
current disbursement was live and one , presided over by Chief Justice Chase, who G e n t l e m e n :—It isC. now
nearly eight years that I
fourth mills on the dollar. The p rCi.4. niade an admirable speech. The Academywas I have suffered from Pneumonia,
have had the
1crowded with a most appreciative audience, and best advice, but could not be cured. and
was in the hos
that in 1865, at the close of the war. t chorus of six hundred children sang with in- pital 105 days, and all that time I spatI blood
and m at
the debt ot this Slate was $5,164,500, and spiring effect; with their clear, fresh voices, sui ter, but seeing that I could not get any better, 1 made
the State tax $2,476,811. Now the debt; ported by a superb reed Organ, which was so up my mind and left it. And, fortunately, I was met
by
a
friend,
who
recconnnended
Dr.
Raaway
A Co.’s
is reduced to $4,090,500, and the tax is unusually line that it deserves especial notice, preparation.
i o l i' ii non I,. -- ,i. ,,,
,
i
.
" e have never heard such a beautiful lull-leal
4,2,160,000, less than for that year.
i effect from so comparatively a small instrument Alter taking the first dose of Relief and water, I
could breathe with ease, aud felt mv pains diminish
,
,, , ,
,
, „ I We learn from the programme that it was one ing. 1 continued taking two ol Railway’s Pills everv
D hat has Portland ever produced? of the celebrated American Ougaxs, manu- night,
and a half teaspoonful of Relief and water, and
Longfellow, N. P. Willis, and the Steam lectured by S. D. A II W. Smith, of Boston, anil also rubbing my chest and tiiroat with, and, thank
c
: and can appreciate the high praise which every God, I feel myself perfectly well. I only took ten
R E FIN ED Soap. I s not that an honorable | one accords them, as they a»-c among the very bottles of Relief and three boxes ol Pills. I hope
t h a t t h e author.* ot said preparations may have a

record of faithful ministry to the esthetic !!i.!le.tt.,i".Al.
‘.’.l;,rica!r
and volume
of tone really astonishing,
their size. One of our first musicians said to
and the useful ?—Star.

S E T H E . BEJTSO JY,

R oger W illiam s Insurance Co.,
Providence, R. I .......................... Cash Assets $201,358

Union Insurance Company,
Bangor, Maine.............................Cash Assets $209,392
Risks taken as above, on D w e l li n g H onneu.
HouM cliold F u r n it u r e , S tored, S to c k s o f
G oods, F i n i s h i q g R is k s o n B uilding** in
process of construction and all other Insurable
property a t the L o w e s t T a r i f f R a t e s , also M a 
r in e R i s k s o u V e s s e ls , F r e i g h t n n d C a r goes.

O. 11. PERKY,

DESCRIPTIVE work of 140 pages, fully illus NO. 1, PERRY BI,OCR, LIM E ROCK STREET.
Rockland, March 5 , 18S8.
istt
trated with a beautiful colored plate and 100 en
gravings, containing a lis to t 2500 varieties of Flower
and Vegetable Seeds; also, 150 varieties of the
combined capital for Life Insurance represented at
choicest French Hybrid Gladiolus. All the Novelties,
both of the Flower aud Vegetable, for 1868, will be
this Agency, O v er T h i r t y M illio n D o lla r s
found descrired in the above work. Tastefully bound
Life Insurance effected in the most reliable compa
in cloth, 2 colored plates, price, post-paid, 50 ets ; in
nies, and on all of tiie most desirable plans.
paper covers, post-paid, 25 cts. Address W A S H 
F o r T h irty D a y s.
B U R N Ac C O ., H o r t i c u l t u r a l H a l l, B o s t o n , M a s s .

A

L ife

In su ran ce.

Great Closing’ Out Sale

Houses,

lands,

M IL L S , T IM B E R ,

C o n in ie iK r iiiii’ M a v e il 2 O t li, 1 S G 8 .

A n il e v e r y (leM crip lion o f R e n i E s ta te .

IIE undersigned would respectfully inform the

public tliat on account of a change in business lie I n s u r a n c e
Twill
sell liia entire stock much below eost. Every

A g a in s t A c c id e n ts .

thing to be sold without regard to cost. Now is tiie
T ravellers Insurance Company,
time to get goods a t your own price.
Hartford, Conn............................. Cash Assets $950,000
C. F. TUPPER,
„ ,, ,
No. 3, Ilankin Block.
Rockland,.March 6, 1868.
*3wl2
Polices issued against loss of life by accident, in
every form. Also making a weekly payment for Dis
ability in consequence of A c c id e n t .

1 going Steamer “ CITY OF RICUG
K
A
Y
’ S
^MOND,” 879 tons, C harles De e r Master, will make one trip
per week to MACIIIAS, leaving Franklin Wharl
every FRIDAY EVENING, at 11 O'clock, and touch
HOUSE AND BARN, with
ing at Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. Mount
___twenty-five acres of laud, with
Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and thence to Machiassome Fruit Trees and good shore
T > o n ’t I ’ s e A n y t i l i n g E l s e !
port.
Is indispensable to every Farm er, Buyer, Seller and
-privilege, with plenty of drift wood.
R etu rn in g —Will leave Mnchiasport every MON
Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
O. H. PERRY,
DAY MORNING at 5 o’clock, touching at the above Owner of Real Estate. Published on the 1st and 15th
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
No. 1, Lime Rock Street.
named landings, and arriving in Portland the same of every month, at $ I per year in advance. Sub
Price One Dollar per bottle.
2Etna Live Stock Insurance Co.,
Rockland, March 5, 1868.
I2tf
night.
scriptions received tor six months. Single copies 5
B. IE STOKER & Co., Proprietors,
Hartford, Conn..................Chartered Capital $500,000
Stages will be in readiness at all the landings to
lylO
No. 75 Fulton-street, New York.
cents. The most useful business paper in the country.
carry Passengers at the neighboring towns.
Freight forwarded from Portland by the Boston and Office 4 SCOLLAY’S BUILDING, Boston, Mass.
H artfo rd Live Stock Insurance Co.,
New York Steamers.
ILLUSTRATED
Hartford, Conn..................Chartered Capital $500,000
All Freight aud Baggage stored will be at the own13CKATCH! S C R A T C H !! S C R A T C H !!!
Bankers, Dealers :n U. S. Bonds, &c. 7 3-10 percent,
F or Freight or Passage, apply to
Policies issued on IIoi*hcma n d C a t t le against
int. on temporary deposits. 10 per cent, compounded
in from 10 to 48 hours.
death by fire, accident or disease, aud against theft.
?I. W . F A R W E L L , A g en t,
semi-annually on permanent ones. Remittances
W l i e n t o n S O in tm e n t cures T h e I tc h .
FOR TIIE M ILLION!
made by mail, without expense. 19 Ltudall Street,
At lowest possible Rates,
W licn io n * » O in tm e n t cures S a lt R h e u m .
Boston.
All losses promptly adjusted and paid a t this
Thousands of families in the city and country, have
■ V l i c n t o u ’ri O in tm e n t cures T e t t e r .
a a c o c k h o u s e , Cour long felt the want of an Illustrated Journal at a rea Agency.
Sq u are , Boston, Mass. Kept
\ V i i e a i o n ’» O in tm e n t cures B :ir b e v » ’ I tc h .
sonable price, and equal to any on this continent. To
lo n g a u d p r o s p e
P
O
R
T
L
A
N
D
a
n
d
N
E
W
Y
O
R
E
,
the
European
plan.
Tliis
House
has
this end, we have engaged good artists. The literary
E. H . & G. W . COCHRAN ,
\ V lie n to n ’tf O in t in c u t cures O ld S o res.
2wI2
J ose D m
tQ U ES, 170 Prancha street.
cently been repaired and refurnished department will he one of the leatures of the paper
S T E A M S H IP C O M P A N Y .
W h e a t o n ’* O iu tu ie u t cures E v e r y k in d
making it one of the best ami cheapes and we shall publish from time, original Tales
BEJRliY BLOCK, E 0C K L .IX D
Hotels in Boston. None is more cen Sketches, &c., by the leading writers of the country’
To H olders of Governm ent Bonds
o f H u in o r l i k e M a g ic .
S E M I - W E E K L Y L IN E .
March
4, 18(58.
12tf
trally located. Rooms One Dollar Per Day lor Each
P rt’ce, 50 cents a b o x ; by mail, 60 cents. Address
AND O T H E R
T H I S IS N O L O T T E R Y .
Person. B A R N E Y H U L L . Proprietor.
W EE KS &. POTTER, No. 170 Washington Street,
But we offer as an iudncenient Hi those who sub
The Splendid and fast sailing Steam
SECURITIES AND VALUABLES.
e n s io n s
is x
ships DIRIGO, Capt. II. Sherwood, aud
Bosto u, Mass.
i
* scribe and will help to push forward to a successful 1 S 1 2
issue, a cheap and valuable Illustrated Family .Jour
FRANCONIA, Cart. W. W. S h e r 
F or sale by all Druggists.
Iy42
nal, and give a large number o f premiums. Subscri
w ood , will until further notice run as follows:
soldiers who served three m onths consecutive
bers will not have to wait to know if they have a ly For
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, everv WEDNES
in the WAR OF 1812, and are now dependent on
DAY and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock, P. M., and leave prepared to furnish you with constant employment at premium. There will be 2,315 premiums distributed others
4 0 S T A T E S T ., B O S T O N .
for support—secured by
Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY your homes—tiie whole o f your time, or in your spare to the subscribers. The paper will he well worth the
O. G. HALL, U. S. Claim Agent.
LEE, HIGGINSON A CO. offer for R e n t , Safes
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock, P. M.
moments. Business new, light and profitable. 50 dollar, for the year. A book has been prepared for
Rockland,
Feb. 20 1868.
subscribers with numbers from 1 to 100,000, and the
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations cts. to $5 per evening easily earned by per;
inside their Vaults, at rafes from $20 to $100 per an
tor passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and either sex, and tiie boys and'girls nearly as much as premiums are equally distributed through the one
num. They also offer to receive, ou Special Deposit,
route for travellers between New York and men. Great inducements offered those who will de hundred thousand members.
Tn Thom aston, Feb. 26, by Rev. J . K. Mason, comfortable
as Bailiees, securities ot persons living in the country
I f there should be one thousand names received on
Passage, in State Room, $6.00. Cabin passage vote their whole time to the business,and, th at every
Winfield S. Gilchrist and Octavia W . Dow, all of Maine.
$5.00. Meals extra.
the sums day and date, the letters will be opened reg
person who sees this notice may send their addre
or travelling abroad, Officers of the Army and N a w , Thomaston.
Goods lorwarded by this line to and from Montreal, and test the business for themselves, I make tiie fol ularly as they come to hand, and marked on the book
In E llsw orth, Feb. 19, Jam es II. Guptill and Miss Quebec,
Masters of Vessels, and o th e rs / Circulars, containing'
in regular rotation as opened, so that there will be a fair B y A . R . L E I G H T O N & C O .,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. lowing unparalleled oiler: T
Annie Carlisle, both of Orlanu.
full particulars, forwarded on application to
satisfied with the business, 1 will send $1 to pay lor distribution ot the premiums. We shall publish the
In W intcrp'jrt, Feb. 26, Augustus Lord, Jr., of! John,
names of the persons that are entitled to the premi
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the the trouble of writing. Full particulars, direction:
-V t t i i e B r o o k , 3-T ain ( S t r e e t ,
HENRY LEE, Ma n a g e r .
de G race, Maryland and Adelaide J . Sylvester
ums, in the N ew York Monthly I llu stra ted ,
:irlyas 3 P. M., on the day that they leave &c., sent free. Sample sent by mail for 10 cts. At
of W interport.
Boston, M arch 1 ,1808.
lyi2
and in the city and country papers.
.'oruanu.
dress E. C. ALLEN, Augusta, Maine.
For
Freight
or
Passage
apply
to
S
e
c o n d H a n d S to v e s ,
The following Premiums will be distributed.
IN F O R M A T IO N .
™
T IIE C E L E B R A T E D
EMERY & FOX, Brown’s Wharl, Portland.
10 Cash Premiums of $500 each,
$5 000
H. B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street, New
Information guaranteed to produce a luxuriant
Second
Hand Chains aud Anchors.
l
,
’
000
growth of hair upon a bald head or beardless 1a ce,
1,1HH»
also a recipe lor the removal of Pimples, Blotches,
W IT H
1,000 Second Hand Sails aud Rigging,
Eruptions, etc., on the skin, leaving the same, soft,
1,000
clear and beautiful, can be obtained without elm
E a s t e r n S ta g e C o m p a n y .
VOX IIUMNX STOP.
In this city, 9th, Miss Augusta, daughter of Oti:
800 Scrap Iron, Metals and P aper Stock,
by addressing
and Barbara Barrows, aged 34 years 9 months, 18
Pronounced by all who have heard it the most natu 50 Gold Watches, (Am’n Watch Co.) $50 each, 2,500
B A T II A N I) R O C K L A X D . ral
THOS. F . CHAPMAN, C h e m is t .
and beautiful imitation of the H U M A N V O IC E 50 \\ ilcox & Gibbs’Sewing Machines, 60 “
days.
3,000
Old Copper, Old Composition, Old Yellow Metal,
1v23
823 Broadway, New Yor
ever yet introduced. J . ESTEY & CO.. Brattleboro 50 Howe’s Sewing Machines,
In this city 9th. George Kimball, son ot Levi and
60
“
3,000
H annah J . Saunders, aged 1 years,4 months, 4 day
\ t . , the original Inventors and Manufacturers. 417 2000 Premiumt of $1 each,
Old Brass, Lead, Pewter, Cut Glass, Old Bones.
O r ie n t a l a n d D e tcr H iv e Soapw.
In this city, 8th i n s t . , Joseph Hewett, Esq., aged
Broome St., N. Y.; 270 River St., Troy, N. Y.; 18
_______
. . . .e. n. . t.
jV
r r n n _.
g .e. m
T E R M S TO S U B S C R IB E R S .
North 7th St., P ltila.; 115 Randolph St., Chicago.
a b o u t 63 years.
This is decidedly the best and greatest labor-sa ...
In South Thomaston, March 5th, M r.‘Daniel P ut
On and after Dec. 10th, 1867, coaches will run as
1 copy, one year, with one subscription,
$1.00
Soap in the world. It is made upon a new principle3,
5 copies, “
“ five
“
5,00
follows, everv day except Sunday:
and warranted to give entire satisfaction. One pound nam , aged 79 years.
In Belfast, March 1, suddenly, Capt. W in. G.
Leave Sugadahock House, Bath, every day, (except
o f it will go as lar as three of any other family soap.
20 “
“
“ twenty “
2q.oo
F o r
S a le .
Chothes need no boiling, very little hand rubbing, no Veazie, aged about 55 years.
Sundays,) at 7G o’clock, A. M. and 3 ’i o’clock, P. M.
Persons g tting up clubs will be entitled to premi
THROUGH
LIXE
TO
CALIFORNIA,
ums, as above.
In Belfast, Feb. 17, Mrs. J J iz a , wile of the late
Leave Rockland every day (except Sundays,) at 2
washboard required. Over two hnndred thousand
Capt. Robert Henderson, aged SI years.
families are now using it.
V i a I * a x i a ii ia o r jV ic a p a g ’u a .
and 6>s A. M. The 2 o clock stage connects with the
Address LEW IS & CO., 41 Mercer St., N. Y., Box’3291
In Camden, Feb. 21, Mrs. Deborah Eaton, aged 83 12.20 train for Boston. Passengers by the 6L o’clock
For sale by dealers everywhere.
O n e S te a m E n g in e B o ile r ,
SAI I LING FROM NEW YORK
VVrite the address plain, giving township, county and
years, 6 months.
M anufactured only by
stage stop in Bath over night and take the 6/< A . M.
Money by draft, Post office order, registered 22)i feet long, 3>i feet diameter, and two 14 inch
In Thomaston, Feb. 24, Mrs. Mary I-'., relict ot the train for Boston.
m a r c h 5th a n d 2 5th ; A pril 5th a n d State.
Hues.
letter, or express, may be sent at our risk.
McKEONE. VAN IIAAGEN & «3O.,
cate Geo. Copeland, aged 25 years, 3 months, 19 day
Connecting
with
all
trains
on
the
Portland
&
Ken
THREE KETTLES holding 200 gallons each.
Philadelphia and New York.
2 5tli; M ay 5th, 15th a n d 25th ,
In W arren, Feb. 28, Electa Mudgett, aged 4 year
REFERENCES.
nebec and Androscoggin Railroads; also with the
SECOND HAND STOVES, Second Hand Chains
November 18„ 18G7.
CmODevw
Ii. Warrell, March 5, Sarah S., wife of Daniel W. Steamboats leaving Bath for Boston.
Levi Stockwell, Treasurer of the llow e Sewing Ma aud Anchors, Second Hand Sails and Rigging.
With New Steamships of the First class.
ttcK ellar, aged 30 years.
Through tickets are sold to Boston and Portland, PASSAGE LOWER THAN BY ANY OTHER LINE. chine Co., 699 Broadway, New York.
A. R. LEIGHTOF & CO.,
In W arren, March 9, David Standish, aged 79 years by the drivers, at reduced rates. Also at the Boston
Edward P. Hatch, Secretary of the Wilcox & Gibbs’
:ited whose sufferings have been protracted from ind 6 months.
Main Street, at the Brook.
For information address D . N . C A R R I N G  Sewing Machine Co., 508 Broadway, New York. 12tf
& Maine and Eastern R. R. Depots in Boston, P ort
hidden causes, aud whose cases require prompt trea t
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1867.
49tf
land and Kennebec in Portland.
T O N , A g c u t , 1 7 7 WoMt S tr e e t, N e w Y o r k .
ment to rcuderexisteuce desirable. I f you are suffer
E
x
tra
Coaches
and
teams
furnished
at
shortest
no
W. H. WEBB, Pres.
CHAS. DANA, Vice Pres
ing or have sulfered from involuntary discharges,
tice.
Office—54 Exchange Place, New York.
what effect does it produce upon your general health ?
BERRY, RICKER k W H ITE.
Do you feel weak, debilitated, easily tired ? Does a
April. 12, 1667.______________ ___________ 17H
little extra exertion produce palpitation ol the heart?
—AT T H E Does your iiver, or urinary organs, or your kidnevs,
CAM DEN AND RO C K LA N D
PO E T O P KO CK LAK D.
frequently get out of order < Is yoururine sometimes
thick, milky, or tlecky, or is it ropy on settling? Or
GENTS WANTED, Male and Female, to sell a
A rriv ed .
does a thick scum rise to the top > Or is a sediment
new- P atent article for household and office use.
at the bottom after it has stood awhile ? Do you have
FOR SALE AT ROCKPORT, BY
One of the best selling articles in the m arket. For
M arch 8th, sells Oregon, Fountain, Boston; Amelia,
spells ol short breathing or dyspepsia? A re your I'.Hems,
full particulars, enclose stamp for circular and address
do. 9th, Union, Averill, do; Montezuma,
bowels constipulatcd < Do you have spells ot faint
BOX
17 6 6 , Boston, Mass., or WASHINGTON P IA N O F O R T E S , O R G A N S , N E W A N D
v, Baltimore; Mary Susan, S now ,B oston; Lacon,
G. E . CARLETON.
ing or rushes of blood to the’ head < Is your memory
accomodation
of
the
W HITNEY, Box 3 3 , Winchendon, Mass.
n Camden; H attie Coombs, Ellis, Portland. 10th,
impaired ? Is your mind constantly dwelling upon
SE C O N D H A N D M E L O D IA N S , V IO 
public between CAMDEN,
Rockport. Feb. 28,1808.
4w ll
rident, Jam eson, Salem; Sinbad, Arey, Edgarton.
this subject ? Do you feel dull, listless, moping, tired '1
ROCKPORT AND ROCKL IN S, G U I T A R S , A C C O R D E O N S ,
sells Bedebideck, Allen, Choptank River; Agnes,
atches!
Gents’Hunt.
Silv’r
Lever,
full
jew
’d
$12.00
ot company, of lile ? Do you wish to be left alone, to h1 1,
- LAN D will, on aud alter
jiow lton, Boston. 12, sell Ned Sumpter, Lord, N Y.
F L U T IN A S , F L U T E S , F IF E S ,
“
“
“ Duplex, “
12.00
get away from everybody? Does any little thing
Gents’Hunt’g/Silver,
Lever,
gold-plated
“
3 £ o n c la y , N o v . 3 , 1SG 7,
make you start or jump ? Is your sleep broken or
D R U M S , fc C .
Ladies’ “
“
restsess ? Is the lustre ol your eye as brilliant ? The
Sailed.
be as follows:
uable Lot of land, on Maver
Orders by mail—will deliver by express, C. O. D.
bloom on your cheek as bright ? Do you enjoy your
The Coach will leave the BAY-VIEW HOUSE, J . A.SHEBURNE, 186 Washington St., Boston, Slass.
Singing Books, Instruction Book, Sheet Music and
Nlarch 8th, Rev cutter Dobbin, Usher, on a t
ick Street, North End. F or lurther
self in society as well ? Do you pursue your business
Strings.
-. particulars inquire of
wilh the same energy? Do you ieel ns much confi ch Columbia, lor Deer Isle. 11th, sells Maggie Bell Camden, every morning at 9 o’clock and the THORN
ABNER AMES,
dence in yourself ? Are your spirits dull und flagging H all. N Y; S C Loud, Hall, N Y: Corvo, Pickering, DIKE HOUSE, Rockland, every afternoon a t 3
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on the premises.
given to fits of melancholy ? If so, do not lay it to '< Y; Defiance. Hall, N Y: Amelia, Ellents, Ports- o’clock, stopping at Rockport each way.
E want first-class Agents to introduce our N E W P A N T C Y
G -O O Z 5 S .
Rockland, Feb. 28,1S68.
3wll*
your liver or dyspepsia. Have you restless nights ? nouth; Red Jacket, Averill, N Y : Nautilus, Ham, F a r e fr o m C a m d e n
75 cent
S T A R S H U T T L E S E W IN G M A 
Your back weak, your knees weak, and have but lit X Y ; Aluomaok, Siiaw, B oston; Lake, Mills, N Y ; F a r e fr o m R o c lc p o r t,
50
“
C H I N E S . Extraordinary inducements to good
Trader,
Lord,
Boston;
Fleet
Wing,
Nash,
.Morris
Photographs,
Albums,
Autographs
Pictures
(of
tle appetite, and you attribute this to dyspepsia or
salesmen. F urther particulars and Sample work fur
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orders
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River;
Lucy
Jane,
Nash,
Boston
;
Solon,
Perry,
Bos
various
kinds),
Frames
and
Mouldings,
Ladies’
liver complaint?
nished on application to W . G. WILSON & CO Reticules, Portraonnaies, Brushes, Combs, Soaps,
Now, reader, self-abuse, venereal diseases badly ton ; I2th, sell Ocean Star, Kennedy, N Y.
Cleveland, Ohio; Boston, M ass.; or St. Louis. Mo.
erlumeries, Beads, Dolls, Knives, Stationery, &c.
cured, and sexual excesses, are all capable ot produc
Day, Sure. No money in a d v a m .
Iso, a large assortm ent of Toys.
ing a weakness of the generative organs. The organs
S____
1 5jean^ts wanted
D O M E S T IC P O R T S .
everywhere to sell our Patent
Second hand instrum ents taken
or generation, when iu perfect health, make the man.
exchange for
Everlasting Metalic Clothes-Lines. Address A m e r i  new.
BOSTON—/: r 7th, sell Wings of the morning, (of
Did you ever think that those bold,defiant, energetic,
can W ir e Co,, 162 B’dway, N. Y., 16 Dearborn st.,
°
persevering, successful business-men are always those E»amariscotta) McFarlane, Sagau Feb 23.
A L B E R T SM ITH .
Chicago.
E propose to sell DUCK, and MAFUFACTURE
Ar .March 8tu, sells D Talbot, (ot Camden) Packard
whose generative organs are in perlect health ? You
November 8,1867.
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SAILS this year o n T i m e .
hurleston 19;h ult. via Holmes’s Hole; Persis L
never hear such men complain ol being melancholy,
r p I IE M A R R IA G E F U N D ASSOCIATIO N
mith, (of Cherrylield) Bunker, Jactnel loth ult.
of nervousness, of palpitation of the heart. They are
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will give dowers of $500 to life m em bers,
FEARIXG,
RODMAN
&
SWIFT,
BALTIMORE—In portCth, sells Francis Hatch
never afraid they cannot succeed in business; they
vide lor the education of children, double their
At
a
Discount from Boston Prices.
regory, and A nn S Brown, Fisk, for Providence
don't become sad and discouraged; they are always
iugs, &c. Apply to or address WM. BREWSTER,
Agents for the sale of
polite and pleasant in the company ol ladies, and look
Treasurer, Office of G rant & Co., 19 Liudall Street
cld 7th, brig Fannie Butler, B artlett, W est Indies.
you and them right in the lace—none ot your down
A llk in d ^o f FLAGS and SAIL-MAKER’S M ateri
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OLD
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DUCK,
directly South ot P. O. Boston, Mass,
PORTLAND, .Me, March 8—Brig M artha A Berry
als furnished. Old Sails bought and sold.
cast looks or any other meanness about them. 1 do
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not mean those who keep the organs inflamed by run from M atanzas. arrived to-day, bringing the captain
Loft on R a n k i n W l i a r l ’, opposite R ankin
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Ship Chandlery.
How many men Irom badly-cured diseases, from the
K T E W
Y O R S ,
covered after 20 years’ ter
’
effects of self-abuse and excesses, have brought aboat having lost her rudder and become waterlogged.
Rockland, January 28,1863.
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rible suffering,
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f o s . 2 3 a n d 2 5 C o m m e r c ia l S tr e e t,
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other
reme
V IA
(Opposite Quincy Market,)
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duced the general system so much as to induce ah&ost Sagua in Grande fell in with brig 1C York of P ort
dies were tried without
every other disease—idiocy, lunacy, paralysis, spinal land, abandoned and sinking.
. L. F E A R IN G . FR A NC IS RODMAN NV3I. C. SNVIFT.
avail.
Thousands have
GALVESTON—Cld 20th, sell William O Irish
aflections, suicide, and almost every other form ot
been cured by it. The most
Febuary 21, 1868.
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disease wliich humanity is heir to, and the real cause Rathbun, N Y.
severe pains relieved in 24=
P o r tla n d , M e .
NEW ORLEANS—A r 2d inst, ship Gen Berry
ot the trouble scarcely ever suspected, aud have doc
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SAM’L B. KROGMAIT, P roprietor.
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Boston.
retic. HELMBULD’S FLUID EXTRACT BUCHU
—
r p f l E SUBSCRIBER having made
BY RA IL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.
disease from the system.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 8th, Carrie M Rich, Ames
is the greut Diuretic, and is a certain cure for diseases
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For sale wholesale and re
L7 , S J- arrangements to locate herself
ly*22
of hte Bladder, Kidneys, Gravel, Dropsy, Organic bury front Darren, Ga, for Boston.
away from Rockland, offers for sale
tail by G eo . C. Goodwin & Co,, 38 Hanover SI.,
Also a r sch Nellie Belle, Stahl, Jacksonville lor
Weakness, Female Complaints, General Debility, and
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e tine residence owned by iter on
r o a d S ta tio n daily, (Sundays excepted,) at
Boston.
W IL D E S ’ H O TEL,
all diseases of the Urinary Organs, whether existing Boston. Reports has been 16 davs North ot Cape
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M., connecting with the N ew ami E leg an t
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a large two-story building, thoroughly finished and
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aud no mutter of how long standing.
excellent repair, witii a furnace for warming, and
NO . 46 ELM ST R E E T .
Il no treatm ent is submitted to, Consumption or of Friendship, Me, stripped and abandoned; boarded BRAYTON, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
ood cellar. There is an L, also, well finished and
Greater inducements than ever before oflered to per a large stable. Tiie lot is 120 by 120 feet, well fenced,
Insanity may ensue. Our flesh and blood are support her and /ound no water in her; the rudder was gone______B O S T O Y .
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ed from these surces, and the health and happiness, the vess»?I was laden with logwood.
and in good condition. This property will be sold at
BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON can connect with
S A LE?!—Ar 6th, sch Bay State, Carle, Rockland the New Jersey, Camden aud Amboy Railroad.
G- W. WHITTEMORE, P roprietor.
and th a t of Posterity, depends upon prompt use o f a
a bargain.
for N Y.
reliable remedy.
November?, 1862.
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Baggage checked through.
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E.
CROCKETT.
Send for N e w S p r in g C i r c u l a r .
EDGARTOWN, March 2—Ar schs Ned Sumpter.
Helmbold’s E xtract Buclia, established upward of
Rockland, February 21,1808.
Tickets, Berths and State-Rooms secured at the Of PARKER
& CO., 64 andO6Federal St., Boston, Moss.
18 years, prepared by II. T. HELM BOLD,Druggist. Lord, N Yr lor Rockland.
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powers, and create impediments to M ARRIAGE,
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Key
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H air from falling out or turning Grey, sent on receipt
of saving the vessel.
OPPOSITE BAY VIEW HOUSE,
of 50 cts. How to have Luxuriant Whiskers and
Steam er Monolianset arrived at New Bedford on
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OFFICE—VOSEVS RLOCK, Over the Post Office.
Moustaches
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Price
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Monday evening, from a fruitless cruise in search of
ORK and Lard, at
C A M D E N , M e.
ILS, Cordage, Oakum, and Pitch, ar
Will attend th e Surveying ot Lands, w riting Deeds,.
the Isaac N Morse of Friendship, Me, from Jam aica
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“ ESTEY ”
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ORCAX,

NORTH AMERICAN STEAMSHIP CO

FO R SALE

M A R IN E JO U R N A L

$30.00 A D A Y .
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LAND PLASTER,
F o i- S a le .
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PREBLE HOUSE?
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T H E E A R IA ' T A K E N .
A mother mourned her children dead;
Two blooming boys, whose opening prime,
Along her path a light had shed,
Now quenched, alas! before its time.

E V E R T F A M IL Y
SH O ULD H AVE

H ENRY C. BOW EN,

She mourned as one who dreamed that here
Our home and dwelling place should be;
She mourned as if she felt no fear
Of earthly fear and misery.
Once, in the watches of the night,. ,
Before her dim and tearful eye.
Beyond the clouds an opening bright
Revealed a vision of the sky.

Sold by all Druggists and Country Stores.
Rockland, Jan . 31,1804

The Cheapest Religious Weekly in

But still her tears rebellious flow,
And still she raves of angry fate,
As if, with blind and selfish woe,
She grudged her children’s blissful state.

a

A youth, by wine to madness stirred,
Stood brawling on the midnight street,
And as a clash of swords was heard,
Sunk lifeless at a rival’s feet.

“ Steam Refined,”

New horrors o’er her senses steal;
She sees, appearing through the gloom,
A hardened outlaw on the wheel.
While crowds around applaud his doom.

Your Grocer h as it.

LEATHE & GORE’S
P L E A S E C A L L F O R IT

“ S te a m R e f in e d ”
S O A P !
C oal! C oal!!

A

The citizens of Norridgewock on Wed
nesday of last week, subscribed $80,000
to the Somerset Railroad.

GRANT AND COLFAX,

Risks taken on sll insurable property.
Losses promptly adjusted.
Special attention paid to Marine Risks on Vessels,
Freights and Cargoes.

1

4

A CURE

T H F P E O P L E ’S CH O ICE F o il

K E E P IN G -

ITS CASH R E C E IP T S

Choice Family Groceries, Ac.

NATIONAL F IR E AND MARINE,
Of Boston........................................ Assets $679,633 21.

A L IV E .

O . G. HALL, .

ALBANY CITY FIR E AND MARINE INS. CO.,
Of Albany.............................................. Assets $280,213.

oimsellor a iJ Attorney at Law,

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL,
Of Boston........................................Assets $1,143,677 08

P r a v i n g i n t h e H o ly G h o s t,

JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL L IF E INS. CO ,
T H E G R E d T E X P E R IM E N T .
Of Boston, showing a larger amount of assets to lia
By Rev. GEORGE B. CHEEVER, D. D., New York.
bilities than any other Company.

S o lic ito r in B a n k r u p tc y ,

L etter from W ashington.

T-r-n n g n .

John

Chapter IX . of an Original Story.
ITS PROSPERITY IS IJNPRECENTED in the his
tory of religious journalism.
W ritten by an Orthodox Clergyman expressly for
The Independent, and destined to he, we believe,
one of the most popular, racy and instructive
IT IS TH E ONLY PA PE R SOLD to any extent by
series of contributions ever given
news agents and bookstores in all parts
to a religious newspaper.
of the country.
IT EMPLOYS THE ABLEST W RITERS in the
country.
ITS ARTICLES ARE ALWAYS READABLE, racy
and practical; not dull, metaphysical
and stupid.

IT PAYS MORE FOR ITS W EEKLY CONTRI O neof the ablest and most spicy writers in the country.
BUTIONS than any other THREE religious
papers in the country.
IIE X R Y W A R D R E E C IIE R AND O L I
V E R W E N D E L L H O LM ES.
T lie G u a r d ia n A n g e l m id N o r w o o d .
IT HAS THE ABLEST CORRESPONDENTS in all
By SUSAN l’OSEV.
parts of the country and Europe.
D E C E M B E R W O O D S.
An Original Poem.
By JO E L BENTON', Amenia, New York.
IT DISCUSSES BOLDLY and lenrlessly all reli
gious, moral aud political topics.

A COMPANION FOR THE WINTER.
M A P L E WO«»1> E I R E .
Endorsed bv a “ Blessed Old Black Woman.”

IT HAS MORE ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS
and other reading m atter than any other
weekly religious paper.

S. lilC E ,
AND

H ancock

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer
H as stood the test o f seven yea rs
before the public ; and no p re p a r
ation fo r the h air has yet been d is
covered that w ill produce the sam e
beneficial results. I t is an entirely
new scientific discovery, combin
ing m an y o f the m ost powerful and
restorutivc agents in the VEGET
ABLE KINGDOM. I t restores CREY

HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL YOUTH
FUL COLOR. I t m akes the scalp

All itS PolitCS tlFCSlriclIy NOfl-Forfeil<ll)lC.
|

A person insuring, may, at any time after making
his first payment, cease all further payments, and take
a “ paid up” policy lor the proportion’that he has paid.
The J o lts H ancock , was the first Company to
i issue SUCH po l ic e s . By the law of Massachusetts,
1if u man aged 35 takes a policy in this company, aud
makes
One payment, his policy remains in force 2 years and
3 da ys;
Two payments, his policy remains in force 4 years
and 12 days.
Ten payments, his policy remains in force 19 years
and 24 days.

I
I
'
!
;
I
I

, for the whole amount he is insured; and so on, in '
j like proportion.

STO RY

W IT H O U T A MO R
FOR G U ILD REN.
By AIIBY SAGE, Charle. ton, Mass.

This Company has never contested a claim.

E D IT O R IA L S, AS FOLLOW S:
ITS READERS are the thinking, progressive, wide
awake, aud most active men aud women
of the times.

1 HL lONGL'E OI 1 I RE, or LX ih M l ORANEOUS
n ,e
ussurplus belongs to its policy holders
ntTPPV v t r m i Z i \ < u yYm. p i u n c u s
\ exclusively, and is uunually divided among them in
QUEEN M C lU K IA o EX1 ERIENCEa.
| lbe ul0Ht equitable manner. All premiums paid in
j cash will receive a cash dividend, to reduce the second
IT AIMS TO BE A CHAMPION FOR TRUTH TWO WAYS OF LOVING—
lualpaym ent; and 1
Eov ing the Good and Loving the Wicked.
and equity.
Application may be made, or information furnished
THE METHODIST B18HOP8.
at the Office, or by letter, by
IT IS AS RADICAL AS TRUTH and justice can T homson , Mo rris , J a n es , Scott , .Simpson , B a 
k e r , A m es , C la rk , D r . K in sl e y , E dward ,
I
make it, aud means to be so always
P r i n c e «fc C i l i e v .
T hompson —“ as able men as any Christian
and forever.
Denomination can boast.”
AN OLD N E W S P E P E R -T h e F ed era l Spy
D aily A d v er t ise r of Dec. 2d, 1794.

and

!

ITS EXPENDITURES the present year will be far
greater than ever before.

INTERN AT ION A L CO P YR1GIIT.
SHALL WE LO8E IH E EXCISE LAW! 1
WEEK OF PRAYER.
EDITORIAL NOTES.
PERSONAL NEWS.
NEW YORK AND VICINITY,
RELIGIOUS IN 1ELLIGENCE.
REVIVAL RECORD.
GENERAL NEWS.
BOOK TABLE, j
IT W ILL TAKE A DECIDED INTEREST In the M INISTERIAL REGISTER.
coming great Residential contest.
SABBATH SCHOOLS.
FOREIGN NEWS.
IT W ILL EARNESTLY SEEK the moral, political
PEBBLES.
aud religious interests of the whole people
SELECTIONS. !
of the nation, irrespective of race,
color, or condition.

THE MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
O f N ew

white and clean; cures dan dru ff
and humors, and fa llin g o u t o f
th e h a ir; and wild make it grow
upon bald heads, except in very
aged persons, as it furnishes the
nutritive prin ciple b y which the
h a ir is nourished and supported.
I t m akes the h a ir m oist, soft, an d
glossy, and i s unsurpassed as a
H A I R D L E S S I N G . I t is the
ch eap est preparation ever offered
to the public, as one bottle w ill ac
complish more and la st longer
than three bottles of a n y other
preparation.
I t is recommended and used by
the F ir st M edical A u th ority.
The Wonderful results produced
by our Sicilian H air Renewer have
induced m a n y to m anufacture
preparations fo r the H a ir, under
various n a m es; and, in order to
induce the trade and the public to
purchase their compounds, they
have resorted to falsehood, by
claim ing they were form er p a r t
ners, or had some connection with
our H r. H all, and their p re p a ra 
tion w a s sim ila r to ours. Do not
be deceived by them. P urchase the
original: it has never yet been
equalled. Our Treatise on the
H air, with certificates, sent free
by m ail. See that each bottle has
our p rivate Revenue Stam p over
ihe top o f the bottle. A ll others
are im itations.

R. P. Hall & Co., Prop’s, N ashua, N.H.
Y o rk .

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

AS FOLLOW S:
COMMERCIAL & l'lX A X C IA I— TALK, NEWS,
Has the largest and best assets,
AND GOSSIP IN WALL > FLEET—IM i’ORIfa* the largest amount insured,
ANT NEWS FOR CAPITALIST.*. BANK
Does the largest business.
IT W ILL INSIST that every engagement and obliga
ERS. A N D BUSIN ESS MEN—MON EY
Receives the largest cash income,
tion ol the county shall be promptly
MAR Ii ET—C E NTR AI. P A C1FI C
Hus
the largest excessol income over expenditures,
met with gold, as agreed.
R A I L Ro AD .
Pays the largest surrender values,
DRY GOODS REPORT—DRY GOODS QUOTA
Has the largest cash surplus,
TIONS—PRODUCE MARKET REPORTS—
IT W ILL OPPOSE, under present circumstances
DR. W EST’S
Divides all its profits to policy-holders,
PRICES CURRENT—NEW YORK
any further contraction of the currency.
Pays the largest cash aivideuds.
C A T T L E M A R K E T—
L if e I nsurance a Good I n v est m e n t .—Many of
FARMERS’ COLUMN.
IT W ILL NOT BE IN HASTE to give political
our
shrewdest business men are going into-Life As
power to those who have been rebels.
surance merely because it is a good operation. They
THE WHOLE COMPRISING
F or Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
, say “ it is the best investment we cau m ake; for in
Bronchitis, Soreness of the Lungs, Whoop
IT W ILL ADVOCATE RECONSTRUCTION on
A t ir a c fio iiH N e v e r E q u a l
a n y o i l ie r . tact, it enmtiines the advantages ot a LifeAssurance,
ing-cough, Croup, Asthma, Canker, Bowel
basis (aud that only) of exact and
R.« li^ io u it Neivi*
a Savings Bank and Safe Investm ent.” Someot them
Complaint, &c.
im partial justice.
are carrying policies for $25,000, $50,000, $100,000;
and one man is known to be assured to the. amount of
T R Y IT ,
G
r
o
a
t
P
r
e
m
i
u
m
s
$250,000.
IT
W
ILL
OPPOSE
ALL
POLITICAL
MAN
And you will find it an invaluable Remedy.
Study the folloNving:
(EUVING and machinery calculated to
It costs you but a trifle, and may save you hundred*
Suppose a person to deposit $1,000 with a Mutual
lower the standard of national
ot dollars in Dcotoris bills, and what is more, save
HOWE SEWING MACHINE.
Life Assurance Company on the accumulative princi
your health.
honor and integrity.
ple, (that is to purchase a fixed policy payable at
Prepared by D. K. REED, Roxbury, Mass., U. S.,
We have made a special contract with the Howe Sew death), and $1,000 with a good and responsible Sav
and sold by dealers everywhere for 50 cents.
IT W ILL CONSECRATE ITSELF with all its power
ing Machine Company to furnish their worlding’s Bank. Mark the result running through the
bold in Rockland, by C. P. FESSENDEN, SETH
aud influence to the great work of moral, polit
renowned machine as a
twenty-live years of a person’s life from 25 to 50 as
E. BENSON.
ical and religious reform and Christian
shown in this table :
by EDW IN C. FLETCHER,
freedom, the world over.
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JAM ES PER R Y .
]y |
IT W ILL DISCUSS FREELY ALL FINANCIAL
MATTERS from a high moral stand-point.

H U M A N M IS E R Y
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price s ix cts.
A L e c t u r e o u Ik e N a t u r e , T r e a t m e n t n n d
R a d ic a l
Cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea, in
duced by Self-abuse; Involuntary Emissions, Jmpotency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Mar
riage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits;
Mental and physical Incapacity, &c.--By ROB. J.
CULVERWELM, M. D ., Author of the “ Green
Book,” &c.
The world renowned author, in this admirable Lec
ture clearly proves from his own experience th at the
awful consequences of Sell-Abuse may be effectually
moved w ithout medicine, and without dangerous
surgical operations, bougies, instrum ents, rings, or
cordial*, pointing out a mode of cure at once certain
and effectual, by which every sufferer, no m atter what
his condition may be, may cure himself cheaplv, private
lv, and radically. This lecture will prove a boon to
thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps, by
addressing the publishers.
Also, DR. CULVERELL’S “ Marriage Guide,”
price 25 cents.
Address the Publishers,
C H A S . J . C . K L I N E & CO..
1 2 7 B o w e r y , N e w Y o r k Post office Box 4.586
November 18,18C7.
]y36

BLOOM OF THE LOTUS
-----OR-----

THE

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T

THE GERM OF BEAUTY.

Is Ilie B e s t I n v e s tm e n t
OF T H E K IN D E V E R .MADE.
W e expect to h ive a good measure of success in
what we shall aim to do. We expect some opposi
tion from rival newspapers, some criticisms for mis
takes of judgm ent, some fault-finding because we
are radical, and lots of advice, as usual, from all
quarters; but, notwithstanding, we expect to live and
thrive, and do more good, perhaps, than ever before.
February 28, 1866.
4w ll

T A L B O T , R U S T & CO .,

D E A L E R S IN

C

Coasters A tten tio n !

IR O N AND ST E E L ,

H

M?
No. 6 R ankin Block,

FLO U R OF ALL GRA DES,
CORN AND M EAL,

HIUTUAL L IF E .

I t s E ffects a r e
M a g ica l,
It an UNFA4UNG eem edy in all cases ot Neural
gia i« -cialis, otten efectm g a perfect cure in less than
tw eatj -tour hours lrom the use of no more than two
or t h r e e P il l s .
No other form ol' Neuralgia or Nervous Disease has
failed to yield to this
WONDERFUL REMEDIAL AGENT.
Even i the severest cases of Chronic Neuralgia,
and gen d nervous derangements,—ot many years
standing affecting the entire system, its use for a
few day
at the utmost, always
affords the most astonishin^
liel, and very rarely
fails to produce a complete aud permanent cure,
It contain* no drugs or other materials in the
slightest degree injurious, even to the most delicate
system, aud can always be used with
It has long been in constant use by many of our
MOST EMINENT PHYSICIANS,
who give it their unanimous and unqualified appro
val.
Sent by mail on receipt of price, and postage.
One package,
$1.00
Six packages,
5.00
Twelve packages, 9.00

Postage 6 cents.
“ 27 “
“ 48 “

Tt is sold bv all wholesale and retail dealers in
drug-, and medicines throughout the United States,
and by
120 T remont St ., B oston , Mass .
November 2, 1867.
Gm46

H IR A M H A T C H ,
.Vo, 4, Perry Block, Lime Rock Street

637 26
416 59
215 92

VIT'OULD inform the community generally that he
TV has a large assortm ent of

in.

N o. , K im b a ll
R e fe r s ry P ermission t o ,
jlloN. N e iie m ia ii A bbott , of Belfast,
H on . W illiam Mc G ii .v fr y , ot Searsport.
L. W. H o w es , Esq ., of Boston.
34tf

L. W . H O W E S ,

$41 38
41 38
41 38
41 37
41 37
41 27
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 37
41 00
41 09

T lic Stitch in v e n te d by SIR.
IIO W E , a n d m a d e on th is M a ch in e

a n d a ll S e w in g M a ch in es a r e s u b 
je c t to th e p r in c ip le in v e n te d by
him .

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Formerly o f Rockland, .Maine,

And Solicitor in B ank ru p tcy ,

G -M O F F IT , Union Block, Agent for
dockland. All in want of a good reliable Machine,
aie invited to call and see it in operation.
April 19, 1867.
Iyl8

Niles’ Block, 33 School St., (room 49) Boston.
Refers by permission to Hon. Hanibal Hamlin of
Maine, Hon. John Appleton. Cniet Justice Supreme
Court, Me.. Hon. I’liineas Barnes, ot Portland, Ale
Hun. Henry W. Paine, of Boston.
J uly 26, 1857.
22tf
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38
38
38
37
60
66
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
37
37

S ilv e r

V

M edal

BARRETT'S HAIR RESTORATIVE

W ILLIA M B E A T TIE,
C o u n s e llo r & A t t o r n e y a t L a w ,

l&Ti ByitstheFair,N. holden
II. State ?.gr:cnltural Society, at
in N ashua, Sept. 20, lode.
B A R R E T T ’S

— AND—

V e g e ta b le H a ir R e s to ra tiv e

SOLICITOR IX BANKRUPTCY,

Restorcn Gray Ilair to its N atural Color: prom otej the growth of tin- I la i r : changes the
roots to their original o rg ar:• — -h
id flu
u 3 k cates D andruff and
fh: m o rs: prevents
Hair fall'
is a superior Dressing.
ijurinui. ingredients.
»
anil is the r
able

W I L S O N & W H I T E ’S B L O C K ,
37H
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .

B^StOTIlCUS.
Dea l er s

°

FIRST PREMIUM

in

i l lest, lY i ’esiss G o o d s ,

South.

w

SHAWLS, W H ITE GOODS, E5IUKOIDEKIES,
LIXEXS, TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY,
GLOVES, i c .,
C lo a k s .

J. R. BARRETT & CO.. Proprietors,

ICtoaliiiifiis—ALSO.—
mitt

M A N C H E ST E R , N . IL

Sold by all druggists.

AND DOMESTIC

ly44

IM P O R T A N T TO F E M A L E S .
The celebrated DR. DOW continues to devote his
entire time to the treatm ent ot all diseases incident
to the female system. An experience of twenty-four
years enables him to guarantee speedy and permanent
relief in the worst cases of Suppression aud all other
Menstrual Derangements, lrom whatever cause. All
letters for advice must contain $1. Office, No. 9 E n
dicott street, Boston.
N. B.—Board furnished to those who wish to re
main under treatm ent.
Boston, June 22, 1867.
Iy29

F R A N C IS H A R R IN G T O N ?

^ W W C HESTEB’s ^ i

Manufacturer and Dealer in

B W U ItS , P U M P S ,

PILL

STEERING-W HEELS, OARS, HAND-SPIKES,
MAST-HOO1S, JIB-HANKS, BELAYING
PINS, ROLLED-BUSHINGS, &c.
L U M B E R P L A N E D TO O R D E R . US'
No. 16 Kimball Block, Slain Street,
K O tK D A X D ,
March 8, 1866.
I2tf

FORTHE CURE OF ..a

A

UAL DEB I LI7 !. J g

dby i iLB.\T.utY nightly or daily losses, however origin,
ally caused, or however aggravated in character; promptly cor
recting those uonnio comditicss which arc the consequence of
•df-abuse E 3 - Tha SPECIFIC PILL contains no Mercury.
Iron. Caatharidcs. or any injurious Ingredient. Used in con
junction with the IlrairaoK raxxss, I t will bxstoek tuz v ix a j
rowciu in all cases of Impotency or Incapacity.

S. I . L O V E J O Y ,

S S IP B B O Z E R
Com m ission M erch an t.

A NEW

T R E A T IS E

giving the most prominent causes and symptoms of SEXUAL
DEDILITY, will be mailed free to all sufferers of either sex.
Place $1 per box; six boxes for $3, by mail. Sold by D ruj.
Cists, and wholesale by the Proprietors. J - CTizwcHESTEB
.•c C O .t o whom orders should be addressed.

R O C K L A N D . M e.
O ffice o v e r S to r e o f C o b b . W i " h t A: C an e.
Vessels F r e ig h t s , and Ch a rters P rocured .
Rockland, Dec. 31, 1864.
16w2

BULLOCK & M ORTON,
S lx iio
C l i a n d l o r s ,

Commission M erchants,
103 SMITH’S WHARF,

AX IXFALLADL2 BEJ»Et»T FOR

B a l tim o r e , N J a ry la u d .

45tt

Ho r a t io

n. k c e n e ,

W holesale

CSuccessor to E. ir. Bartlett,)
Ret a il D ea ler in

and

BOOTS, SHOES,- RUBBERS,
AND

O V E K -S H O E S ,

S ole L e a th e r . W a x L e a th e r . F r e u c h a n
A m e r ic a u C a lf ShiiiM.
LININGS, BINDINGS, KID AND GOAT STOCK
Rubber Goring, Shoe Duck, Pegs, Lasts, Shoe Nails,
Shoe Tools of all kinds.

zYt t l i e B r o o k , M a i n S t r e e t ,

K n C K I.A N D , M E ,

W
SOLE

.

2tl

Itch. Self Rheum, Erysipelas, and all Cutaneous Erup
tions; Old Sores. Ulcers, Soro Lips, Sera Eyas,
Soro Nipples, Chafing. Pimples, Burns, Scalds,
Ulcerated Throat, Piles, Catarrh. Poison
oftho Ivy, Oak, Sumach, &c. A’so for
I iE U C O R R IIE A . A?.’D A L E F E M A L E
V.’ EAIZN E S S E S .
This is one of the mo-'t rxTgjtogntaxnY UaMcntcs ever discov
ered : producing ircr;? r-'.'t rcxa'.ts in nil cases where it can bo
nt?d externally c r i-u.cmaffv. rs r. Lcvioc. Is bctjox. or C antux.
In L xecosnusa it .VC~S L IbS L’a GIC. curias th j worst cases in
a few days. E 7 Itsm aay Pc- v xrivn and Cbrstivc Ussa render
It "XDISPENSAULE 7 0 CYZUT ADULT PEHSO.V OF GOTH
EE22S. . r g for which see the C m ctnaa. tent free to all,
Pates £1 per box; six bexes for C3, by mail. So!d by the
Proprietors, J .
z x rz T E S T z n
c o . . .x „ . s c J o h n
fit r e e l , 1W. X’.. to whom orders should be addressed.

March 29, 1867.

©a F U L L E R ,

AGENT

FOR

THE

SALE

lyl5

OF

W A R R E N FA C T O R Y GOODS

T wholesale, in this vicinity. I have now on hand
and am constantly receiving, a prime Stock ol
these most desirable Goods, consisting of
HEAVY FANCY SHIRTING FLANNELS.
BLUE MIXED& SCARLET SHIRTING FLA N N EL
plain and twilled.
40-inch ALL-WOOL BLANKETINGS.
40-inch COTTt)N-AND-WOOL-BLANKETINGS,

A

C a s s im e r e s a n d S a t i n e t s
of all grades, heavy and light, for Men and Bov’s wear,

Beaver Cloths, very Heavy, for Overcoatiims.
All of which I will sell at the lowest prices at retail,
and to the Trade at the same prices us sold at the Fac
tory. And here you may always depend upon getting
the genuine irarren Goods, and not a bogus article.
Please call and exam ine these Goods, and you
shall be suited in PRICE and QUALITY.

S p ea r B lo c k .

EGG COAL, FURNACE COAL, STOVE
$41
41
41
41
41
41
41
33
33
33
33
41
41
41
41

^ ! d eIebrl“ ^ f?r do' n" ,he bca‘ work, nsing a much
^ c l L 'a n r t hv'H thL; ’“!“ e “ 'rrad than uSy other
^!ia n '
b- t ‘e '"•rotJuct.on of the ino.t approv
ed machinery we are now able to supply the very
best machines in the world.
.upp.y uic very
T lie a o u in c h iu e a a r c m n tle a t o u r n e w
a n d upncioUH F n c lo r y a t B r id g e p o r t,
C o n n ., u i.d r r th e i m m r ilin le a u p c r v i.io n
u f th e P r e -id e tit o f th e C o m p a n y , E L IA S
H O W E , J r ., th e o r i g i n n l in v e n t o r o t
th e S e w in g M a c h in e
. J | h,ey.5re " ’“Ptetl to all kinds of Family Sewing,
« ,n!°( 7 “Se ° ‘.Scumstresses, Dress Makers Taiiors,
•rs of,?1“ rts>Collars, ,-kirts, cloaks, Man
t il la s , c l o t h i n g , l i n t s , L a p s , C o r s e ts , Boots, Shoes,
.*ss, saddles, Linen Goods, Umbrellas, Parasols.
I hey work equally well upon 8 ilk, cotton or
inen thread. Thet .........
, quilt,gather, hem, fell,
cord, braid, bind, and peril
____ _____ __
making a beautiful and perfect stitch, alike on both
ides of the articles sewed.

T H E }I O IT E M A C I I I N E C O M R A N T
6 9 9 llr o m lw .iy , ( o r . F o u r th S i. X . Y.

(C o u n s rllo r a t J a w ,

Rockland, December 15, 1865.
1849
1856
1851
1852
1853
1851
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
18(i0
1861
18ti2
1863
1864
18f>5
1866
1807

THESE WORLD-RENOW NED
SEW IN G MACHINES.
Il ere aw arded the highest prem iu m
at the W orld’s P a ir in London and
six first prem ium s at the N. Y. State
F air of lSGti, and

R a n k iw p tf y , is th e m o st p o p u la r a n d d u ra b le,
M o c k , D o c k la n d , .Me.

W ORSTEDS, Y A R N S,

^ | r H IT E A SH ,

Net cost, •
1,169 81
Total value of policy,
$2,500 00
Premiums must be paid until death.
Represented a t Union, by CHARLES E. GREEN.
Represented at Rockport and Camden, by F. H.
HAYE SUFFERED with CATARRH thirty years; SHAW.
Represented at Tenant’s Harbor, by J . W HITEit had destroyed my voice and smelling—impaired
HOUSE.
fls.lB K I W T
niv sight and hearing.
J n six weeks I have been entirely cured. For humnnity’s sake I will send the
P R IN C E & C IL L E Y ,
recipe tor the simple remedy used, postage free, to all
afllicted. Address Rev. T. J . Me a d , Drawer 176
5tf
GKXEKAi INSUEAX'CK AGENTS.
Syracuse, N. Y.
ani2

I

—AND—

S o lic ito r

January, 2,1864

C O A L !C O A I!C O A 1 !!

Pork, Lard, Butter aud Cheese;
Japan, Oolong and Souchong T eas;
Java, Porto Cabello and Rio Coffee;
Granulated, Coffee aud Brown Sugars;
Porto Rico, Muscavado and Cuba Molasses;
Pure, Ground and Whole Spices;
Citron, Currants nnd Raisins;
Macaroni, Vermicilli and Corn Starch;
Starch, Salt, Soap,
nnd in fact every thing that can usually be found in a
all
first class grocery store; all ot which will be sold at
$785 32
$585 25
$977 74
tin: Lowest Market prices.
Cost of policy so far.
Thankful to m y friends and the public generally for
the liberal patronage bestowed 011 the late firm, the The dividends average 33 6-10 percent, so lar.
subscriber hopes by constant attention to the busi Notes are out tor $164 74
Total cash paid,
$977 71
ness to merit a continuance of the same.
“ notes given,
785 32
J . W. CROCKER.
NO. 1 ATLAN JIC BLOCK, Cor. Main anil Sea Sts.
Rockland, Nov. 7,1867.
47tf

HORRIBLE !!!

D, N . M O R T L A N D ,
C o u n s e lo r n t L ax v

C o r n e r S to r e , P illsb ta r y B lo c h , M a in S t.
EBEN B. MAYO.
41tl

Policy No. 5982. Age, 41. Amount, $2500. Dated
January 3, 1849. Annual Premium, $82.75,

Wo C R O C K E R ,
DEA LEIt IX

M AINE,

Rockland, Sept. 3 0,1S64.

( Successor to Crocker if Hunt,J

IC E ,

K O (!iL A M ),

O F F IC E A T T H E CUSTOM H O U SE .
April 12, 1807.
17tf

D R Y

T U R N E R & C O ., S o le P r o p r ie to r s .

As Cheap as the Cheapest!!

J.

the L otus , or the G ebm of B euaty stands pre
eminent, and it is one th at is taking precedence of
all others.
R O C K P O R T , aT A JnV E .
It is unrivalled for the complexion, rendering it
clear, transparent, and resplendent. The B loom of
# 5 “ Applications for Freight invited.
the L otus is a fashionable gem for toilet purposes.—
Rockport, J a n . 23, 1868.
It removes tan, freckles, irritation, eruptions of the
skin, and sunburn, im parting to it that delicate tint
and soltness so much admired in female beauty.
All delects of the skin, speedily disappear by Its
C A S T L .E T O N
use.
There is nothing yet discovered which adds more to
the personal beauty than this delightful, refreshing
Co sm etic .
One of its grand features is that it causes a youth
ful appearance, and retards the semblance of age.
AN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL BOARDING
Nor is it less essential to a gentlem an’s toilet. It
SCHOOL FOR BOTH SEXES.
prevents the smarting sensation frequently experienc
ed after shaving, and heals pimples, eruption of the
HARGES as low as in any other School affording
skin, generally unlike many others it is strictly vege
equal facilities. Instruction given in all the Or
table, and contains no deleterious ingredients.
nam ental Branches. A full corps of Teacherr- in
It is without doubt the most perfect toilet requisite the Departments.
ever introduced.
S pu in g T eem ot 13 weeks will begin THURSDAY
April
2, 1868. Address
P R I C E SI,O O P E R B O T T L E .
C. R. BALLARD, Principal.
Sent by Express to any part of the United States
Castleton, Vt., J a n . 27, 1868.
Gm-14 •
on receipt ot price. Send for Circulars and certifi
cates. bold by all Druggists.
P r i n c i p a l D r p o l, H I B B E R T fc C O ., 1 3 ,
T r r m .u i K o w H u .to n .
January. 21, lets.
,vho w ant a nice article of
rigging, are invited to call a t
A. R. LEIGHTON, & CO’S.,
CO BS,
A t the Brook, Main S treet.
JLOUE and Groceries
Rockland, Feb. 14, 1868.
9tf
GEO. W . BROWN & CO.’S,
No. 6 Rankin Block.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,

d e a l e r in

PERFECT SAFETY,
$1,280
1,639
2,097
2,685
4,087
3,437
5,273
Which mode of vestment is to be preferred ?
Study the following
In Life Insurance as in everything else,before mak
ing an investment, count,the cost—use pen and paper
figures won’t lie. The comparison made below will
prove true in regard to the .Etna, Charter Oak, Phe
nix, New England Mutual, New York Life, (not the
Mutual) Union, New Jersey Mutual. Benefit Life as
well as the Connecticut Mutuul.

C m
$413 75 $100 05
207 91
357 98
249 31
131 91

MAINE.

P . C IL L E Y ,

J .

FO REIG N

19 $1,572 75 $1,047 16 66 $1837 75
RIBBONS, THREADS,
Total cost is
- $1,572 75
Total Dividends, - 1,647 16
O U R YOUNG FO L K S.
Averuge percent., 66 per cent.
EM
BROIDERY
M ATERIALS,
Policy, - - - $2,500 00
The dei.nand for this periodical continues: and we
Additions, - - - 1,8-37 75
hope every family which is not already supplied will
f i" '
at once allow us to present them with a copy lor one
Total value of policy, - $ 4,337 75
year, on the simple, condition that an e w subscriber
Instead of paving any more premiums, the owner A -HAU..X1X1
with the money be 5enr us. Old subscribers, not in
arrears, will be supplied also, if they will, on renew of the above policy, may. if he desire*, draw the divi
and everything to be found in a
ing their subscription*. «.jnl us fifty cents extra. No dend surplus ($49.16) in cash, with an annual increase
more appropriate or valuable present could be desir thereafter.
No more premiums required.
ed, or one which would he so gladly looked lor. from
V A R IE T Y ST O R E
month to mouth, as th!s monthly magazine of bril
liant stories and beautiful illustrations, Tne pub
CONNECTICUT M UTUAL,
lisher’s price is $2.00.
which he will sell cheap for cash.
"ubruary 28,1867.
4wll
Rockland, Nov. 21, 1867.
49tf
Policy No. 3578. Age, 41. Amount, $2500. Dated
' J a n 31, 1849. Annual Premium, $82.75.

NVH O LES A L E

ORSE SHOES and Nalls, at the Brook.
Stf
H. H . CR1E&CO.

INDEPENDENT

during the present year. Any person who will send
us the names ol twenty-four new paid subscribers, at
our regular subscription price (see terms us above)
will be presented with one of these celebrated ma
chines, the lowest price of which is $60. It will be
packed and shipped by express, or otherwise, as di
IT IS TH E PA PE R FOR MERCHANTS, having rected.
We simply w ant the names (witli the money) ot
weekly dry goods reports, with latest quo
twenty-four Persons who do not fake our paper, and
tations aud general prices current.
who really subscribe tor i t : they may be sent one at
time, or all together; they may be ato n e post-of
IT IS THE PA PE R FOR BUSINESS MEN of all afice,
or more than one—we are only particular that
classes, having weeklv discussions on
they shall he bona fide new subscribers.
business m atters.
Any one person subscribing for 24 years, or any two
persons for 12 years, or any three persons for 8 years,
IT IS A GREAT FAVORITE W ITH CHILDREN will be entitled to the machine under above offer.
having weekly stories from the ablest writers.
persons intending to take advantage of this offer,
and sending the subscribers’ names us they o’.iaiu
them , will please state in each instance that they are
sent 011 this account.
All subscriptions sent under this offer must begin
with the number of our paper n ex t A FT E R T H E r e 
c e ip t of t h e money .
Remittances must be made by post-office money
order, bank-check, or express (paid).
WE ASK FRIENDS to help us in increasing our
circulation and usefulness, if they believe we are
CARPENTER’S BOOK.
doing good—and not otherwise.
S IX M O N T H S Ut th e W H I T E H O U S E .
A n y person who will send us the name of a new sub
WE EXPECT TO GIVE IN EVERY NUMBER OF scriber lor T h e I n d ep e n d e n t for one year, with the
the paper through the year reading m atter to
money, will he presented with this book, it will be
the exteat of any ordinay-sized volume of
sent by mail, postage paid, or delivered at. the desk of
300 pages sold at the bookstores.
our publishing office. Old subscribers, not in arrears,
on renewing tlu-ir subscriptions, and sending us fifty
cents extra, will also be presented with a copy of the
W E EXPECT EVERY SUBSCRIBER of this paper book. W e have already given away more than
to say that the money paid for
twelve thousand copies of this remarkable volume,
and the demand continues unabated. It ought to be
in every family in t*e country. The retail price at
til,*? bookstores is $1.50.
IT IS THE PAPER FOR BANKERS and Capitalists
having weekly money articles, financial
news, Wall street gossip, etc.

ROCKLAND,
‘

A lA Y O ,

B O T A N IC B A L S A M !

IT IS THE PA PE R FOR FARMERS, HAVING
weekly produce and market reports aud
prices current.

S O L IC IT O R IN B A N K R U P T C Y ,

No. 1 BERRY’S BLOCK,
Rockland, May 13, 1864.
21tf
E .
1 <
(Successor to MA VO tj- KALEIl.}

ih e Most Reliable Medicine of Hie Age

The G reat Cause

« 9 9 B R O A DW A Y ,

v . ... ---- V .
NEW YORK
r o r ranulies and M anufacturers.

C a rp e ts .V F e a th ers.

ASSETS OVER $22,000,000 CASH.

Coininerciiil & Fur.iiiciul Department.

FiFTY CENTS.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

H A L L ’S

The S uccess of the J ohn H ancock Mutual
L ike I nsurance Company thus far has been un
surpassed in the history of Eife Insurance. Its percentage of annual suri lus frtbtn preiniuins<?xcceds by
far any Company in the United states, arer«pn/<7 o rtr
15 per cent, above all liability, and its interest alone
I i< over eight per cent, lrom its entire investments.

BOSTON C H IT -C H A T
Boston never says die. Religious Prosperity. A rt.
Crown of N ew England. Gould’s Andrew.
Law and Disorder. A Trick on Messrs.
Harrison, Gray. Otis, etc.
By our Boston Corrrespondent

SEWING MACHINES,

.A g e n t,

R o c k la n d , M e.

Election ot Gen. Beatty from Ohio. The first gun at
UNITED STATES CASUALTY,
the W H ITE HOUSE, Hopeful advices lrom the 1The only Mutual
Accident Co. in the United States.
South. . New Hampshire and Connecticut
Elections. Supreme Court on Reconstruc
Risk
taken
for other first class companies.
tion. 'J’he President and liis Cabinet
after Gen. Grant. Speaker Col
ITS CASH RECEIPTS during the past three months
fax’s receptions, etc.
larger than ever before.
By our W ashington Correspondent,
D. W. BARTLETT.

L ost

T H E HOWE M ACHINE CO.’S

------ AND------

TT. S . C la im

ITS CASH RECEIPTS the past six mouths larger
than ever before during the corres
ponding period.

T ilO

UNION BLOCK, ROCKLAND.
22tf

Flour, Corn, Meal, Fish,

PEOPLE’S F IR E INSURANCE CO.,
Of Worcester..................................Assets $443,381 06.

By Kev. T. M. POST, St. Louis, Mo.

C. G. M O FF IT T ’S,

C . A. S A F F O R D ,

NORTH AMERICAN FIR E INSURANCE CO.,
Of Hartford...................................... Assets $727,438 28.

T endeneiesof R eaction.—Wounds of
the W ar.—T axation.—The P arty
for Freedom in Peril.

__ LY SEW ING M ACHINE, should be sure to buy
the TLORENCE. The wide range of work it will do,
better adapts it to family use, than most other Ma
chines in the Market. W ith the Florence Machine,
you cau make up the heaviest Beaver cloth or the
finest Muslin, with equal satisfaction. The Florence
is easy to run, quite noiseless, and very handsome in
model, making it a pretty, and at the same time a very
useful Ornament to the sitting-room. The public are
respectfully requested to call and exam ine this Ma
chine at

( Successor to Hewett
Safford.)
T E S T I M O N I A T .g .
“ I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
W HO LESA LE AND R E T A IL D E A L E R IN
successful practitioners with whom I have had official
intercourse.”
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
WEST INDIA, GOODS, PAINTS, OILS,
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust
worthy, nnd m ore'capable of putting their applica
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor
Also, Agents for E. C. MOODY’S Camden W ater
able consideration at the Patent Office.”
Bakery.
EDMUND BURKE,
r y Thankful to our friends and the public for the
Late Commissioner of Patents.
large
patronage always received by the late firm, 1
“ Mr. R. H . Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN ap
plications, in all but ONE ot which patents have been shall endeavor to merit a continuance of the same.
granted, and that one is now pending. Such unmistak
G. A SAFFORD,
able proof of great talent and ability on hispart leads
M ain Street, R ockland.
me to recommend all inventors to apply to him to
December 14, ISfiC.
52tf
procure their patents, as they may be sure of having
the most laithlul attention bestowed on their cases
aud at very reasonable charges.”
JOHN TAGIIART.
Jan. 1, 1868.
ly

SECURITY, MARINE & FIR E INSURANCE CO.,
Of New York.................................Assets $1,421,325 57.

P r e sid e n t a n d V ic e-P r e sid en t,

A X A P P E A L TO C H R IS T IA N S .
By Rev. THEO. L. CUYLER, D. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LARGER. T H A N E V E R B E F O R E .

I K N E W SH E W OULD.

farming in the next generation will be
brought into as accurate laws as the busi
ness of running an engine or woolen mill,
or making steam engines, or carrying on
any ot the mechanical arts with which
we are acquainted. I am satisfied that
the loose system of agriculture will be
abolished before the youngest man in this
room dies. I am satislied that the busi
ness of farming will-be systematized so
that every man will feel he has something
behind him besides accident to guide him
in the business of carrying on liis farm.
Let us see;—there are men here in this
room who are owners of large farms,
two hundred, three hundred, live hun
dred or six hundred acres of land, who
are carrying them on for the purpose of
getting a living, and endeavoring to reap
from the soil, from these large tracts of
land, a competency for themselves anil
their families. They are proceeding in
the busness of fanning just as their fathers
did. They raise a little corn and a few
potatoes, own a cow or two, and now
and then a few cattle, raise consid
erable grass, make some butter, a little
cheese, now and then sell a can of inilk,
and a few apples with a little eider thrown
in perhaps. That is the old fashioned
business of New England farming. Take
a farm of live hundred acres of that de
scription, and what is the percentage up
on the general average cost of the” land
here in New England ? It gives a man’s
family a good living, clothes his children;
there is a school within his neighborhood
and he sends them to it; he carries him
self well through the community, is
elected a representative or selectman or
town clerk, and he is a good citizen any
way, because be owns land and can't
help being a good citizen, pays his taxes,
does well, has a good farm house; every
body says, “ There is a good farm, and a
respectable tanner that lives on it.” .
The other side illustrates that nice care
ful business of New England farming to
which I hava alluded. I know a man in
Massachusetts who in 1835 bought twenty
acres of land. He has applied to it all
the accurate knowledge of farming he
could possibly get. There is no month
in the year that something does not bloom
on his farm, but through the snows ot
January and the suns of August there is
something green there, and he always,
from the lirst day ot Januaiy to the last
day of December, has some crop to send
to market. Twenty acres ol land is all
be has got. and yon walk through it and
you find his alternate crops growing in
rows just accurately as the web and warp
of a cotton mills goes through the loom
—carefully, accurately and properly—
—what is the result? From 1835 until
this time, that man lias made $250,000 oil'
of his farm of 20 acres. He has saved
his money and invested it carefully; he
has educated his. boys well, kept himself
in good condition, has made his $2otl,000,
and has done it by that careful, accurate
systematic farming of which I have
spoken. His laud happened to be in a
good locality, near a market, but he
might have devoted himselt to just the
same farming that a man does on 500
acres, could he not? Don’t you know
inauv a little farmhouse in New England
surrounded by twenty acres of land and
a few apple trees, or two or three hardlooking peach trees, with a few starved
cabbages in one corner of the ground,
with if cow coining up to be milked with a
small ba"? That man could have done
so with his twenty acres just as easy as
with 500 acres. He did n t choose to do it,
bui applied himself with care and system
and accuracy, and lias made just as large
a fortune oil from his land as the man
who lias made $5,000,000 out of a cotton
mill in the last live years. That is the
business of New England lariniii"^ There
is no illegal fanning, no ille^timate
farming, no careless tanning that will ap
ply to New England. You cannot con
ceive of such a thing.—G Ii. Loring.

ATTRACTIONS AS FOLLOWS:
T o o F a s t —- - T o o M o w ;

Custom House Block, Rockland Me.

Price $2.50 by M ail, $ 3.00 by Car
rier in N ew Y ork and B rook lyn.

D R Y G O O D S,

L ute Agent o f U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
WOOLENS, CLOAKS, CLOAKINGS, &e.
funder the Act o f 1837.J
Cloak3 Cut and M ade to Order,
7 8 S la t e S tr e e t. O p p o -ite K ilb y S tr e e t,
BOSTON.
A’O. 1 S P E A lt B L O C K , RO C K LAN D , M A IN E .
FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twen
W. O. HEW ETT.
ty years, continues to secure Patents in the Unit
ed S tates; also in Great Britain, France, and other forAlso, Agent for .ETNA SEWING MACHINES.
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assign
January 12,18(17.
5tf
ments, and all Papers or Drawings for Patents, exe
cuted on reasonable terms, with despatch. Research
es made into American ana Foreign works, to deter
mine Ihe validity aud utility of Patents of Inventions
—and legal and other advice rendered in all matters
touching the same. Copies ol the claims of any Patent
furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assignments re
corded in Washington.
FANCY AND STAPLE GROCERIES.
No Agency in the United States possesses superior
F o r e ig n a n d D o m e stic F ru its,
facilities for obtaining Patents, or ascertaining the pa
tentability o f inventions.
T O B A C C O , C IG A R S . &C.
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his
large practice, made on twice rejected applications six  Corner of Main and Ouk Streets, ROCKLAND, Me
t e e n a pp e a l s , every one of which was decided tn his
favor by the Commissioner ot Patents.

P R O V IS IO N S ,

Or what the great masses have done for Freedom and
what they propose to do.
By H o n . H E N R Y W I LSON ,
United States Senator from .Maine.

THE LARGEST CIRCULATION IX
THE WORLD.
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Dealer in Foreign and Domestic

C. M, TIBBETTS,

F E B ’V (ilh.

T H E PAST YEAR

Deacon W-----was a staid and honest
deacon in one of the interior towns of this
State, who had a a vein of dry, caustic
humor in his composition. The deacon
A N D T A K E NO O T H E R .
had a a boy of some dozen summers, who
was somewhat inclined to be a little ugly
when not under the parental eye. In
school, especially, John was a source of
constant annoyance to the teacher. One
day the teacher punished him for some
misdemeanor, and John went home to
enter his complaint, and told his father
that the mistress had whipped him.
“ What!” exclaimed the deacon, eleva
C u m b e r l a n d C o a l.
ting his eyebrows, •• been whipped ?”
L o c u s l Mi . W h it e A*h E g g C o a l.
•• Ya-a-as." sobbed the boy.
L o c u s t M l. W h i l e A sli F u r u n c e C oal.
“ And did you let a woman whip ye?”
L o r b e r y C o a l fo r C o o k in g .
shouted Ihe old deacon.
C h a r c o a l.
“ Ya-a-as. I couldn't help it.”
Wood, Pressed
and
cd Hay,
Ilay, Sand, Hair, Brick, Cement
C<
“ Well, John, you little rascal, you go Ground
Plaster.
to school to-morrow, and if Miss-----un
Also Agent for Kreischer’s No, 1 Fire Brick and
Mortar.
dertakes to whip ye agin, you just pitch
ot the above articles will be sold as low as can
in; don't let a woman whip ye if ye can beAll
bought elsewhere lor Cash.
help it. Don’t take any stick to strike S p ea r 's W lia r f, foot o f P a r k St.
with, but ye may strike, scratch, bite and
. ,,
,
A. K. SPEAR.
kick as much as you have a mind to.”
Rockland, J a n . 30,1867.
?tf
The next day the boy went to school,
and emboldened by the permission given
F a r m
to r S a le .
by his father, was. soon brought before
r p H E very desirable farm lately
the tribunal of violated rules. The teach
- 1 ^ _L owned by Nathan D. Rice, Esq.,
si uated about a mile lrom Union
er undertood to correct him, and he did
Common, and containing about 80
as his father had told him. The result
______ acres in the home farm, with a wood
was that John got a most unmerciful lot additional of 18 acres, is offered for sale. Thi>
is o. e of the best in Knox County. It lias a
trouncing and was thoroughly subdued. l'arm
tine two story dwell ng house, thoroughly built in
When he went home he went to his father, mode n styFe, and three barns commodious and in
good repair. T e land has a general southern incli
crying:
comprises every variety of soil, and is in a
“ Well, dad, I got an awful bad licking nation,
good state of cultivation.
For further particulars, enquire of A. S. Rice,
day.”
“ What!" said the old deacon, “ have Rockland,* or tile subscriber on the Jipreini
. fC. FRENCH.
you let that woman whip ye again?”
January 22,1868
7tt
“ Ya-a-as,” whimpered John, “ I kicked
her, and struck her, and Stall I could, but
D R . K E N E D Y ’S
she lammed me orfullv.”
“ Aha!” chuckled the humorous old
CANKER CURE.
deacon, “ you tarnel little fool, I knew
she would, and she’ll give yon a trounc
ing every time she undertakes it, and 1
NEVER failing remedy forcankcr in the stomach,
throat, mouth or lips.
advise you to behave yourself in future.”
John began to have some prescription of It is also a positive cure for infants' sore mouth.
F o r s a le a t COOK'S
his father's motive, and ever after was a
better and wiser boy.
Sept. 25,1667.

I have an idea that the business of

F ir e , JU arin e a n d F ife

G reat N um ber th is W eek

SPECIMEN COPIES SENT GRATIS.

She gazed upon the hapless youth.
She gazed upon the hardened man,
And dawnings of the dreadful truth
To rise upon her soul begun.

C U L T IV A T E L IT T L E AN D DO
I T W E LL.

V IB L 1S H E K

REPRESENTATIVE PUBLIC MEN,

L eath e& Gore’s

W . O. H E W E T T ,

PRINCE & CILLEY’S A

No. a Beckman Street, New York.

the Wotld.

Again in visions oi the night,
Sent to impart a sad relief,
The matrou saw another sight
That stayed the torrent of her grief.

Then thus a voice was heard to say
"What now they are thine eye hath seen;
Here, had they not been snatched away.
See also what they would have been.”

The Larjest W a s Weekly ii
tie World

H .. H . E 3 I5 I3 Y ,
S O L I C I T O R OF P A T E N T S ,

HENRY < • BOWEN,

N o. 5 B E E K M A N S T R E E T ,
NEW Y O R K .

There, amid amaranthine bowers,
Where God's own glory seemed to shine,
She saw, on beds of golden flowers,
Her dear departed ones recline.
Thence bending down, a pitying smile
Their fair illumined features wore:
“For us now freed from guile,
0, dearest mother weep no more!”

Price $2 50 per Annum to Mail Sub
scribers, or $3 by Carriers in Mew
York and Brooklyn.

•P U B L IS H E R ,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS

IN S U R E A T

THE IN D E PE N D E N T THE IN D E P E N D E N T !
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J . T . B E R R Y & S O N ’S

P

R
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E

^
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COAL, NUT COAL, and LORBERRY
STOVE COAL; also GEORGE'S
CREEK CUMBERLAND

I l A

COAL, for Blacksmith’s use.

G eo . W . B r o w n & C o.,
S o . G K n u k iu B lo c k .

P y l e ’s S a le r a t o s
Is Acknowledged the Best in Use,
Always put up in pound packages,
FULL WEIGHT.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere.
June 6, 1867.

Iy25

W ood ! W ood ! W ood 1
F all kinds, for sale bv
GEO. W. BROWN & CO.

O

o k e s s i

NG

S ta b le .

All orders given to 51.0 . 5lorsc, or left a t tlic
store will he promptly attended to.
40t(

l R

No, 6 Rankin Block,

LIME ROCK ST„ ROCKLAND, Me .
Any style oi team for any purpose can be furnished
promptly.
Coaches are run to all the Boats and Public Houses.
Particular attention is given to furnishing teams
and Coaches for funerals.
Also, Books kept at this office for the different Sta^e
Lines.
"
J . T. BERRY,
FRED H . BERRY.
Rockland, July 4, I860.
o jtf

TOLMAM, EELLS & CO.,
ONTRACTS solicited for the building of TJrs

vessels. Vessels repaired a t Short Notice.
CWClass
e have the best oi iacilities for building and repair

ing. A t our Store (on the OTHER SIDE of the Riv
er), .will be found a general assortm ent of

O T G O O D S , G R O C E R IE S & C ,
a t Prices in keeping witti the general docline.
Rockport, May, 31, 1867.

in o n e B o lj j t

will quickly restore Gray Hair
to its natural color and beauty,
end produce luxuriant growth. It is
perfectly harmless, and is preferred
over every other preparation by
those who have a fine head of hair,
as well as those who wish to restore
it. The beautiful gloss and perfume
imparted to the Hair make it desirable
for old and young.
P e r S a fe b y a l l D r u g g l .t ,.

DEPOT, 198 GEEESWICH ST„ K. Y,
m c fiO N E D a l^ a ,
NOTtaiXT 3,1867,
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